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Jadfe Smith Releases
Local

Spring Lake for

Don Bosma, 27, who

More leaders

custody of the Ottawa County
sheriff. Bosma was picked up in
Holland Feb. 26, for non-payment
of alimony and on March 11, was
sentenced to serve a year in the
county jail for contempt of court,
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Man From

Jail

—
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Delegates (or

,

(Special)
formerly resided at 41 East 10th St, Holland,
was released by Judge Raymond
L. Smith Monday afternoon from

ISSlPit
*>v

Man

Grand Rapids

State Convention

Man Falk Overboard
During Company Outing

Lansing Keynoter Urges
Straight Democratic .

Nofember
GRAND HAVEN (Special) —

Of 20 to 30 Printen

Vote in

GRAND HAVEN

Nine delegates and nine alternates
to the state Democratic conven-

m

tion Saturday in Grand Rapids
were named at the Ottawa county
Democraticconvention Wednesday
night in the court house.
Delegatesare Roy Hierholzer,
'Robert Marsh, William J. Swart
of Grand Haven, Mrs. Marguerite
Clevenger of Spring Lake, George

LEONARD VER SCHURE

Board Hires Six

Officers Dragging

'(Special)

or pay $750 back alimony.
Upon his promise to pay $20 a
week toward the support of his
two minor children,and on condition that he obtain a job as a
station attendant in Grand Haven,
the court order, was issued.
Bosma had been picked up last
October In Newberry for the
same offenae.

—

Dragging operations continued today in Spring lake for the body of
42-year-old Theodore Coolsen of
Grand Rapids who fell from a 60foot schoonerat 6:10 p.tn. Wednesday just north of Barrett Boat
Works in Spring Lake while on a

PubBc Schools

Only Two More

Needed

To Conp{ete Roster
For Entire System
Hiring at six new teachers for
public schook which with only two
exceptions fill the entire teaching
slate for the comfog year was
okayed by the Board of Education
at its monthly meeting . Monday

night.
'
new

,

The
teachers include Miss
His former wife, Donna, and Fern E. Snyder of Culver, Ind., a
graduate of Western Michigan
two children reside in Holland.
College with a master’s degree
from Westminster College, 18
years experience, later elementary; Misa Frances Van Eenenaam
of Grand Rapids, a graduate of
Western Michigan College, lift
years experience, early elementary; Donald Rohlck of Sioux
Fajk, S.D., a graduate of Wisconsin State College thk year, later

company outing.

The party of 20 to 30 employes
of a Grand Rapids printing firpi
had left Spring Lake aboard the
schooner at 1.30 pm. for a cruise
on Lake Michigan. When the lake
Nunica.
became rough, the group returned
Alternates are George Swiftney,
to Spring Lake and went to FruitJohn Jannenga,George VerBericThe appointment of Leonard port. On the return to Spring
moes and Mrs. Sally Nash of Ver Schure, 33, of 234 West 21st Lake, a, person aboard shouted
THESE SIX BROTHERS
SISTERS who
Witteveen, 74; Georao Do Weerd, 82, and Miss
Grand Haven, Gerry Schermer of St. as deputy sheriff for the
“Man overboard!" Several aboard
wort bom many ytars ago in a log cabin north
Jennie De Weerd, 80. Standingare Bert De
elementary.
Zeeland township, Mrs. Katherine southernhalf of Ottawa County whose names were not available
of Holland today boast of o total ago of 456
Weerd, 78, Henry Do Weerd, 70, and Albert De
Others are Mks Florence HildeV. Johnston and Mrs. Alice C. Po- was announced today by Sheriff
dived into the lake, but none could
yoars. Seated, left to right> ore Mrs. Arthur M.
well of Holland, Robert Conley of Gerald Vanderbeek.
Weerd, 71
(Penna-Sas photo)
School Supt. Walter W. Scott brand of Attica,Ind., a graduate
locate the body.
of Indiana State Teachers coQcge
Grand Haven and Hazen Wilson of
Ver Schure succeeds Clayton It was not known whether CoolUsted a four-pointprogram of
Spring Lake/
with a master’s degree from
Forry who resigned in June to sen suffered a heart attack or fell
study for the coming year for George Peabody College,15 years
County Chairman Roy Hierhol- run for the Republican nomina- overboardin other circumstances.
board members at the monthly experience,elementary physical
ser of Grand Haven, who presided, tion for sheriff. Ver Schure has
The boat was owned and Derpresented a scroll to Charles E. been a special Holland police offimeeting of the Board of Educa- education; Harold Kuyper of
ated by Robert Kettner, 1600
Misner, long-time county Demo- cer since 1948.
Grand Rapids, a graduate of Caltion^
Monday night
Wealthy St., S. E., Grand Rapids.
cratic chairman, in appredation of
During two years ip the Navy Coolsen lived at 251 Pine St, N.
Sparking hk. comments with a vin College,married with five chilthe many years of service Misner in World War II he was assigned
W., Grand Rapids.
quotationfrom Henry Ford H, dren, more than 20 years’ experhad rendered the party in the to police work. He also gained adDragging operations were disThe belief that no problem k un- ience, /Special education at Junior
'county. The convention voted to ministrative experience as a reA total of 456 years k the boast
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
surmountable, that nothing U High School; Vem J. Schipper of
continued at 9:30 p.m. because
establish the office of lifetime sident inspector for the Navy Deof these six brothers and skteri, James W. Oakes, 69, of 803 Lake being done as well as it could be Zeeland, a graduate of Hope Colof darkness, but resumed this
honorary chairman as a tribute to partment in 1952 and 1953.
lege with a master’s degree from
morning. Cooperating are the
all of whom were born more than Ave., prominent Grand Haven done, U the one truly revolutionHe is married and has a sevenMisner.
Mich
chigan State College, married
ary force in the world today,
Coast Guard, sheriffs department,
70 years ago in a log cabin north businessman,died at 1:15 a.m.
Misner arrived at the meeting year-old son. Ver Schure is a
Supt
Scott Usted the program of with no children, English in Junior
state police, state conservation deof Holland.
today in Municipalhospital, folin his wheel chair shortly before natve of Holland and attended
High.
partment and Grand Haven city
study as follows:
The four brothers .and two sisters
8 p m., accompanied by his son, Holland Christian grade and high police.
The board also okayed hiring
lowing a lingering Illness.He was
L
A
year-long
study
of
taxain
whose ages range from 70 to 82
Dean.
daughter, Marguerite schools. He is a member of Bethel
admitted to the hospitalWednes- tion, state aid, tuition and sales Mrs, Alice Klomparens of Holland
years old, «re the children of Mr.
Misner Clevenger, . accepted the Reformed Church. *
day with a heart condition.
tax In the hope of finding addi- to teach German in fourth grades
IONIA, Mich. (UP)
Ionia and Mrs. Ryer De Weerd who
scroll on behalf of her father who
Vanderbeeksaid the title of
Oakes was bom Oct. 21, 1884 tional funds for salary Increases, 'at Washington school and in the
County sheriff’s officers said today came to the United States is young in Grand Haven, where he had
was unable to speak.
“chief deputy" will no longer be
beter buildingmaintenance and fourth and fifth grades at Longa coroner’s jury will be impaneled people many years ago with their lived all his life and where he was
Hierholzer was named both tem- used in the county as it normally
additional teachers.—ways and fellow school Mrs. Klomparens,
to investigate a traffic accident families.They were married here. married Oct. 21, 1909, to Mary
porary and permanent chairman applies to counties with a popuwho came
ne here shortlyafter World
means
committee.
in which Mrs. Ella Thuma, 67, Mrs. De Weerd was the former M. McMillan.He operated a real
and Lawrence P. Smith of Park lation of 250,000 or more.
2. A thorough and highly co- War n, produced certification from
Sunfield, was killed and five others Henrietta Witteveen, and through estate and insurance agency in
townshipserved as both temporoperative study of salary four German schools.
Were injured, three of them seri- the years there have been so many Grand Haven continuously since
ary and permyent secretary.
Ann Watson, currently
schedules
with* the Professional
and marriagesin the 1908.
Smith read the call of the conven- Zeeland League Teams
MUSKEGON (Special)—Ahother ously, 13 miles south of here associations
Problems Committee of tha Hol- teaching in Lincoln school, will
two families that the De Weerds
tion which will convene at 11
He'Vas a member of First land Teachers. Oub. Such study teach Spankh in Lincoln and Van
Too Much for Visitors
croWd of from 10,000 to 15,000 is Wednesday.
Sheriff’s, officers said Mrs. and Witteveen* are almost synono- PresbyterianChurch, charter
Saturday in Civic Auditorium in
expected to witness the top motorshould start the first week of the Raalta schook on a part-time
Grand Rapids. Caucuses will start ZEELAND (Special) — Outside cycle event of the country Sunday Thuma was killed instantly in a mous.
member of BPOE No. 1200, a life new school year.— Teachers com- bask.
crash involving cars driven by
The children were an born in a member of F and AM No. 139,
at 10 am Several Ottawa persons opponents didn't fare too well in
The teachers'oommittee also
at Mt. Garfield near Muskegon. It
mittee.
her
husband,
Raymond,
68, and log cabin located a half mile from and member of OES No. 245.
indicated intentions of attending Saturday night action at Legion
complete teaching
will bring together the top SO
3. Flaps for dedication of the submitted
Benjamin Van Dam, 77, Holland. Harderwyk Christian Reformed For many years, he was a director
a dinner at 6
Friday with Field.
riders of the country, they being
new Van Raalte and Longfellowroster for elementaryschook for
Church on Lakewood Blvd. Some of the Chamber of Commerce and
Gov. G. Mennen Williams as
In the opener South Blendon selected on basis of their season's
additions and a report of bdw the the coming year. To date, 32 new
speaker.
Mrs. Benjamin Van Dam, of 93 years later the family moved a also was active in the former $650,000 bond Issue was spent. The teachers or replacements have
romped to a 6-0 shutout over records.
The keynoter, Clinton Fair of Valley City Merchantswhile in the To the winners will go $2,000 in West Ninth St., who was seriously short distance away, but later the Board of Commerce and Industry. latter should
complete, been added to the public school
father built a, farm house on the He was a former secretary of
Lansing, urged a straight Demo- nightcap Suburban Motors cfropped
graphic,attraqtpvely made up, teaching staff. The board approved
prizes and trophies as well as injured in the crash, was in “fairly
originalhomestead which today k Spring Lake Country Club, a
cratic vote on election day in Nov- Allendale Merchants,5-L
and widely disseminatedat the release from contract to three
fame. Mt. Garfield is a 340 foot good’’ condition today in Holland
ember and stated there should be Projected tournamentplay toHospital where _she was taken by occupied.by. the youngest son, member of thr, Michigan Associa- time of the dedication.Suggpited teachers. Arlene Bowen and Ava
dune along the shores of Lake
at least one worker in each pre- night, at Legion Field in the Girls
Henry, 70. live other children in tion of Insurance Agents and also time of dedication is American and George Bond. Mrs. Bond will
Michigan south of Muskegon, and ambulance Wednesday night.
cinct, plus a lot of Democrats out League has been postponed to
Mrs.
Van
Dam
is sufferingfrom the family died at birth or lived was active in the promotion of Education Week Nov. 7 to 1&- teach in the Central Michigan Colthere is ample parking space at
on election day to see that the allow a rematch on league games the foot of the treacherous dune shock, compound knee fracture, only a few years.
industry in thk area.
Mfe» laboratory and her husband
Schook committee.
. Democrats get out to vote. He reAlthough all the children were
Besides the wife he k survived
postponed earlier this month. for thousands of cars. In fact, most broken ribs and back injuries. Her
4. Hasten the final planning and will continue hk graduate work at
ferred to the bill passed by the Drenthe and Redwing! clash in the
husband, driver of one of the cars, born on the farm, none became by a brother, Edwin, of Ann letting of bids for the fifth ele- MichiganState College.
,
fans witness the races from their
U. S. Senate Tuesday on farm opener followedwith Cardinals and
who also was taken to Holland farmers, and all the boys turned Arbor; also several nieces and mentary school. Complete play- There are vacancies for a
cars.
legislation and reminded the peo- Bon Ton.
Hospital,was in good conditionto- to the building trades, mostly in nephews.
ground improvement program. teacher of Spankh in Holland High
Spills are frequent among the
ple of the depression in the ‘20’s.
day with possible chert injuries carpentry,cabinet making and Funeral services will be held Study building maintenanceneeds school and for a girk’ physical
riders as they attempt to set new
He criticizedforeign policy
contractor. Albert De Weerd, 72- from Kammeraad Funeral Home and estimate cost thereof to be education teacher to Junior High
marks in reaching the top of the and bead injuries.
which, he said, is hard to talk
year-old local building t contractor, Saturday at 3 p.m. with the Rev. done during 1945-55. Continual School.
Most
seriously
injured
was
the
dune. No one, however, ever has
about because the policy changes
Thumas’ granddaughter,Janice remains particularlyactive today, Wallace Robertson officiating. planning for site requirements for In other business,Dr. Lester
been injured seriouslyin the event
every day. “But we shouldn’t
which has been held at Mt Gar- Wilson, 3, who received a ruptured and his brother, Henry, 70, works Burial will be in Lake Forest the new high school.—Building Kuyper, new bbard president,apworry about it. In a few days the
liver but is showing some improve- with him. Two other brothers, cemetery.
and Grounds committee.
pointed the followingcommittees:
field for many years.
President will go fishing in ColoSupt Scott said there are Tuachers committee, Sadie
Gov. Williams will open the ment in an Ionia hospital. Her Bert, 78, and George, 82, also were It is the request of Mrs. Oakes
rado, Dulles will issue ap inocuous
that in lieu of floral remem- other importantmatters that will Grace Winter, James A. Hallan,
event at 1:30 p.m. and then the mother, Mrs. Margaret Wilson, 35, carpenters but have now retired.
statermnt, Nixon will blow his top
The two sisters are Mrs. Arthur brances, contributions be made demand the board's attention dur- Lester J. Kuyper.
received fractures of both arms
riders will be off.
and that we’ll all be confused!"
and face lacerations. The driver M. Witteveen, who marked her to favorite charities.
ing he year, but he figured these Schook committee, Margaret De
(Special)
The
Fair pointed to differences in
received several rib fractures and 74th birthday anniversary this
were paramount. “All of us en- Free, Wendell A. Miles, Mrs. Win$200,000 fund drive for a new
government the last two years
severe scalp lacerations.
week, and Miss Jennie De Weerd,
gaged in education are doing re- ter. Dr. Thomas G. Huizinga Memorial
and five years ago in Lansing. He
80, who serves as housekeeper for
search, if we accept the definition Ways and means. Wendell A.
hospital received a boost this
said US-18 between Grand Rapids
her brother, Bert, who lives not
recentlyexpressed by Charles Miles, Ernest V. Hartman.
week when Randall M. Dekker,
and Muskegon is a disgrace and
far from the old homestead to
F. Kettering. ‘Research/ said thk
local attorney, announced a beClaim* and account*, Hallan and
' said if he had to travel between
Harderwyk.
well known scientist of the auto- Kuyper.
quest from the will of the late
the' two cities he’d buy an airThe four brothers and sister*
mobile world, k an effort to do
William Tresias.
Buildings and grounds, Hartman,
plane.
who live in Harderwyk area still Is
things better and- not be caught Alvin J. Cook, Hallan.
The bequest provides for a gift
The convention adopted a resoSAUGATUCK
(Special)
In
attend Harderwyk church. The two
asleep at the switch. It k the
of slightly more than $5,000.
School forest, Cook, MargaretDe
lution memorializing the late Blair
living in Holland city attend other
problem solving, mind, as con- Free and William R. Hombaker.
Tresias was
patient in the semi-final matches for the woGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Moody, candidate for U.S. senator,
hospital for some months before men’s championshipplayed TuesGrcuit Judge Raymond L. Smith trasted with the let-well-enough- The board also discussed at
A total .of .54 inch of ran fefl Christian Reformed Chhrchei.
who was stricken while in the his death recently.
day at SaugatuckGolf Club, Helm
The family boasts 20 grandchil- Tuesday signed an order dismiss- alone mind. It is the “tomorrow" length a plan for individualaccion
Holland
Monday
night
during
midst of his primary campaign.
Other gifts recently include $2,- Jones defeated Dot Strengholt and an electrical storm which caused dren, 39 great grandchildren and ing larceny charges aginst Irwin mind instead of the “yesterday" dent insurance protectionfor each
“His passing has taken from our
000 from Zeeland State Bank Alyce Yost defeated Bernice little or no damage in the area. two great-greatgrandchildren.
Lubbers, Jr., of Holland, who was mind. It is friendly welcoming at- student who pays $1.25 a year.
midst a man valuable and respectand a number of $1,000 gifts from Fogerty.
charged with taking church collec- titude toward change/"
Thk would cover any accident on
No
trouble
calls
wery
reported
ed in the Democratic party, one
Semi-final winners in the first
persons wishing
remain
tions from churches in Zeeland and
school property, directlyto and
to the Board of Public Works or
regarded as a personal friend,” the
anonymous. The bank has now flight are: B. Harris def. C. Fet- the Telephone company. The
Grand Rapids May 16.
from school, or while on buses
resolutionread.
ter; D. Schurrtan def. I. Ketchum;
contributed a total of $5,000.
Specifically, Judge Smith grantchartered for school-sponsoredacstorm seemed to bypass Allegan.
Robert Conley >as tentatively
second
flight, G. Geuder def. H.
Hospital board presidentA.C.
tivities except for footballplayers
ed a petitionfor nolle prosequi
In Grand Haven, state police
chosen as a member of the preVanden Bosch said gifts now total Ericksen, L. Dalman def. S. Hel- radio communicationswere knockentered by Prosecutor James W.
of the upper four grades. The plan
convention platform drafting eommink, R. Miller def. B. Nyland,
$125,000.Bids will soon be sought
Bussard who said he had carefully
was recommended by the schook
ed xout at 9 p.m. but there was
mittee whjch will meet Friday
for the 38-bed addition.The drive R. Whipple def. M. Van Lante; a question whether it was due to
investigatedthe fack and circumcommittee which met wih Don
night
will also receive some aid from third flight,N. Miles def. D. the storm The radio system was
stances and after interviewing ail
Crawford, Bruce Van Leuwen and
sale of the present hospital site. Klomparens, J. Slerik def. J. Bads, back in order by midnight. State
Neil Wiersema.
City Health Inspector Ben Wier- witnesses,he believed the case
R. Johnson def. L. Broker and E.
The board approved five new
police received one call that a sema today cautioned people not to should not be prosecuted further.
During July. Holland township
Kuiper def. F. Jencks.
He pointed out that the respon- issued 39 building permits includ- textbooks, three for Englkh and
tree was down on West Spring throw garbage to any city or townSeveral matches remain to be
Lake road, part of it fallng on ship dump*, pointing to city ordin- dent has been under treatment in ing 21 neW homes with a total the others for biology and physics.
Foar-Month-GldChild
played in the second and third
some wires. The County Road ances and state laws which prohi- Haven Sanitarium in Rochester, estimated value of $183,925, accord- The board approved a lengthy
flights. Final matches in the
Dies Unexpectedly
commissionand Consumers Power bit disposing of garbage in any Mich., for a mental illness and has ing to Township Clerk Walter resolution providing a new and
championship and first flights will
been cooperating fully and com Vander Haar.
complete accounting system for the
Co. were called.
i
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
be played off Thursday morning.
pletely with the people in charge
It also rained in Grayling where
Permits
are
divided as follows: building and site fund. Under the
Garbage
attracts
rats,
allows
Larry Lee Francis, four-month• FILLMORE (Special)
About
Holland's Co. D k quartered with flies and other bugs to breed and in the interest of curing hknself. seven new homes with garages, new plan, the four accounts have
old son of Mr. and Mrs. William
National Guard companies from spread infectionsand germs. Gap- Bussard said he also had re- $62,000; 14 new homes, $102,500; the following balances: general,
150 voters of Fillmore school disLos Angeles Plagued
Francis, route 1, West Olive,
all over the state. Some of the bage should be disposed of through ceived communicationsfrom Dr. seven garages,$7,450;eight resi- $81,927.32; high school, $170,354.69;
trict No. 3 went to the polls Tuesdied on admltance to Municipal
local company's equipment got licensed garbage collectors.Per- Richard A. Steinbach of the sani- dential alterations, $4,125; two 1949 bond ksue, $44,502.50; 1953
day night and by a 3 to 1 vote Hospitalat 6 p.m. Wednesday By Infantile Paralysis
wet but otherwisethere was no sons outside the city may bury tarium to the effect that he be- commercial permits,$7,700; one bond ksue, $790,162.87.
favored raising five mills for the The child was bom March 15,
LOS ANGEtES (UP) - Health
damage. Some men called home garbage providedthe garbage k lieved the recovery of the respon- new sign, $150.
The buildings and grounds comnext three years to provide funds
1954, and died unexpectedly after officers today fought ah epidemic
after
a
radio
report
Tuesday
dent
would
be
hastened
by
disfor a large one-room addition to
Township
officials also are re- mittee submitted two reports on
thoroughly
covered,
but
this
prachaving apparently recovered from outbreak of infantile paralysis that
that Ottawa and Allegan tice k discouraged in the city be- missal of charges against him. minding residentsthat applicationsprogress on plans for the new fifth
the school, plur enlarging the site. a bronchialcondition.
covered sprawling Loe Angeles
countieswere hit hard in Mon- cause of limited space.
Bussard’s motion also pointed out must be itiade before signs are elementary school,and a complete
Members of the school board are
Besides the parents, he k sur- County and has touched the wealday’s storm
George Haverdink, Gerald Folkert vived by a brother, Frank, 4; thy motion picture colony.
Wiersema pointed out that Hol- that he had received letters from erected along the highways in the new policy oa rental of school
and George* KleinhekseL
acc<
fp, according
to zoning ordi- facilities and equipment.
land has. only one licensed garbage North Street Christian Reformed township,
sister, Karen Lynn, 2, the
The 9-year-olddaughter of film
Church
in Zeeland that the people nances. Several signs have been •Working permits for studenk
collector,
Peter
Jacobusse,
who
has
grandmother,Mrs. Ruth Hubbard stir Maureen O’Sullivan and di- Mut Fined lor Crossiny
the necessary equipment for treat- feel no bitternesstoward the re- erected during the past 60 days under 18 will be issued through the
of Fruitport, the grandfather, rector John Farrow was among the
Grand Haven Township
ing garbage properly before it k spondentand that constituentsof without proper application, and VocationalEducation department
Lovall Pegg of Allegan, and the 500 persons stricken in the bounty. Freshly Painted Lint
Resident Snccuibs
fed to hogs. It said most offenses that church leave the dkposltion officiak emphasizethat the proper after Sept. 7, the board decided.
great grandfathers, Frank Pegg
One other polio case was reportGRAND HAVEN (Special 1 are committed when people “mix” of thk case entirely up to the proceduremust be followed,or it More than 500 permits were issued
of Allegan and Davjd DoddMgton ed in Beverly Hills, the suburb
James M. Spencer, Jr., 32, Grand garbage with rubbish and it k authorities and do not wish to may be necessary for the ^oning by the superintendent’soffice durGRAND HAVEN (Special)
of Ferrysburg.
where the mansions of many film
Rapids, paid $13 fine and $2 costs hauled off by rubbkh collector* press criminal charges.
Gunnar G. Miller, 67, Route 1,
administrator to take steps to re- ing the past year.
Funeral services will be held stars are located. However, no
Grand Haven, died at 1:45 p.m. from the Van Zantwick funeral special precautions were planned in Justice Frederick J. Workman’s who are wot authorized to collect “It k my opinion that to view of move such signs which have been Bilk allowed for the month tocourt Tuesday afternoon on a
taled $65,369.66.
Wednesday in Municipal Hospital. chapel Saturdayat 1:30 pm, with for the community.
garbage. Most of thk service in- the lack that the respondent k erected without oertifi cation.
charge of crossing
freshly
He was born June 10, 1887, in Everett VandenBrink of Holland
taking phychiatric treatment . volPresident Kuyper presided and
volves tin cans and ashes.
painted centerlineon M-104 to
Sweden and came to this vicinity officiating. Burial will be in Lake
Trtfctee E. V. Hartman gave the
Park Township Justice C. C. untarily, that he oould probably
Crockery township Aug. 4.
R. Ranney Scott
eight years ago from Chicago. He Forest cemetery,
invocation.Trustees Wendell Miles
Wood said there have been several not be convicted of thk crime Walters Consau
Spencer had pasted a car and
had been in ill health for 10 years
*nd Sadie Grace Winter Were
because of absence of intent and
complaints
of
indiscriminate
dumpFrancos Van Et
found himself "trapped" to the ing of garbage to Park township, because thk course of conduct may Held at KoBon Park
and seriously1)1 the part two
absent. Lacking five minutes, the
Min Barbara Tonis
,
meeting lasted three hours.
Miss Frances Van Eenenaam, left lane. To avoid an oncoming and both he and Wiersema pointed assist him to, gaining hk mental
reunion of the Walter*
car he crossed the freshly paint- He is survived by the wife, Hedbalanee,” the prosecutor said.
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
HilUs
to
severe
penalties
which
can
be
Feted at Lwicheon
cousins was heldo Wednesday
vjg; two sons, Henr^' o' t
Van Eenenaam of Grand Rapids, ed line. State Trooper David Ver- imposed on such a misdemeanor.
afternoon at Kollen Park. A pot- Prtfm Jai Sentence
burg
who
was
directing
totffic
Tomahawk, Wis., and Herbert of
Mr*. J.W. Hobeck and Mrs. became the bride of R. Ranney
The new slogan, “Don’t Be a
luck dinner was served at noon. GRAND HAVEN (Special)
issued
the
summons.
Chicago;a daughitv, Mrs.
Robert Hobeck entertained at a Scott, son of Reuben Scott and
Littorbug,”
a good hung to Bro&trof
Attending were the Mesdames
Erickson of Chicago, also five luncheon
miscellaneous the late Mrs. Scott of Fennville,
remember at all times, they Util Jtwtltr Diti
Zeedyk, Laroy Cobb, George has chosen to spend
grandchildren.
shower Wednesdayat the Maea- on Aug S in Michigan Uty, Ind.
Probatt Cosrt
pointed out Zonnebelt, Henry Boas, Winnie the county jail rather
Funeral services win be held tawa Bay Yacht Club. There were The couple spent their honeyLyna Mardie, 74, brother of the Walters, Neil E. Sandy, Hemy
youths, aged 9 and 13,
Saturday at .2:30 p.m. with the 14 guests present at the event moon in Chicago.
were turned over to Probate Court Agle (Naas of Irondale, Ala., k late JL W. Mardie, local jeweler, Vander Veen, John A. Walters,
Rev. William Vandenberg,former that honored Miss Barbara Tank,
The bride k a graduate of for action after they were ap- pending a vacation to Holland died early Tuewtoy at Rockford. Bert Walters, Albert Bremer, AIpastor of Hope Reformed Church August bride-elect Tal0*« were Wert era Michigan College, Kala- prehended taking a padlock from and vicinity. While here he k staybert Bouwman and H.
in Grand Haven township, officiat- decorated wrth gladioli.*After
a downtown dime store. The boy* ing «t the home of hk sister, Mrs.
also Mrs. John
ing. Burial will be in Lake Forest lunch the guert of honor opened
They will be at
admittedto police they took other Louk Ind— istos. 107 Wart. Nat in Rockford. Several neees aad
items from several stores.
St
nephews to Boiand.
Caball of Zeeland, Mrs. Emily
Shaffer of Holland, Lawrence P.
Smith of Park township, Gerald
Dennison and Alger Beekman of

School Board
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MEETING OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Nevylyweds at

Home

in

12,

19S4

Ottawa County Say Base Ramer
Real Estate
Held Long Enongh

Zeeland,

Transfers

Ottawa County, Michigan

Geraldine Tanls to John Keuning
and wf. Lot 30 Blk

JUNE 1984 SESSION
Fint Day'i Swilon
The Board of Supervisor! met
pursuant to adjourn nicnt on Monday, June 28th, 1954 at 1:30 p.m.
and was called to order by the
Chairman,Mr. John Van Dyke, Jr.
Mr. Boon pronouncedthe invocation.

Mr. Ver Duln introduced Mr.
Howard W. Fant, City Attorney
and moved that he be seated as
a member of this Board and be

On Outfield Fly

Prospect Park

Add. City of Holland.,
The score books show North
Robert Kamp and wf. to George End Tavern whipped Bareman's
W. Bishop and wf . Pt Gov. Lot • Service 5*2 in City Softball League
action Friday night But things
10-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.

the Voting Machines, Workmans
Compensationand Employers liability.

8

'

Bertha Colman to B A

Mr

Beenders,on behalf of the
Recreation Committee extended an
invitation to the Board to visit
the < H Boys Club at Camp Pottawatomie from July 6th through
July 9th and from July Hth,

Let’* Plant Beauty! Its

through July IFh.

To Think

Mr. Nieuwsma, chairman of the
Grounds, reported that job on wiring in the Court House had been
let for $1450.00 and that work on
given the Committee appointments
same is to begin this week. He
formerly held by Mr. Ponstein,
stated his Committeewai not ready
which motion prevailed. Present
to report in regard to new Radio
at roll call: Messrs. Kennedy, Equipment for the Sheriff’s Depart
Vollink,Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing,
mrnt
Beenders,Helder, Ver Meer, SteMr. Cook moved that the Board
genga, Nieuwsma, Murray, Fendt, adjourn to Tuesday, June 29th,
Sropinski,Bottema, Slaughter,Ga1354. at 1:30 p.m. which motion
vin, Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart, Boon,
,
Fant, R. Cook, Harrington, Koop,
John Van Dyke, Jr., Chairman
Wade Van Dyke, Townsend, StephAnna Van Horssen, Clerk
enson, Cook and Frankena, (30)

of

and

Time

Planting Lilies

new types
and order bulbs

ao, atudy the

colors

now

for fall planting. From all parts

aren’t going tp rest there.

Engi-

An

official

protest has been

neering Co. Pt. Blk 9 Akeley’* Add. filed with league president Harry
City of Grand Haven.
Hulst on an interpretationof the
James Bultman to Clarence E. tag-out rule. ,
Jager and wf. Lot 21 Rooaenraadi Trailing by two runs in the
Plat No. 2 Zeeland.
fourth inning, Ba reman had Vern
James L Bultman Sr. to James Beelen on third and Lou Borgman
Louis Bultman Jr. and wf. Pt! S% on second. With one out' first

NEK NEK SEK

2M-15 Twp, baseman Ted Schreur banged out
a long fly to center field where
Henry C. Plantenga and wf. to North End’s Chick Zych momenThey should be treated as grow- Clarence A. Kline and wf. Lot 1 tarily fumbled the ball before
ing plants. They should not be Nu-Way Sub. Twp. Spring Lake. catching it
planted in the spring.
Henry R. Ritsema and wf. to
About this time the base runInstructionsas to depth of Donald J. Yonkers and wf. Lot 17 ners advanced. Beelen scoring and

Have you been missing the all tulips and .daffodils,but loose
summer beauty of lilies in your scaly bulbletsfull of moisture.
garden? If

B

Olive.

of the north their charm and planting are usually sent with the Pinehurst Add. Grand Haven.
Borgman going to third. Zych
variety of color has come to bulb. The Madonna lily should not
Carl T. Bowen and wf. to Chaa- threw in to third, where third
beautify the American garden. be planted too deep, two inches les G, Paas and wf. Pt N^K baseman Bill Zych tagged the base
Contrary to general opinion, at the most. Try planting the NEK 11-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
and Borgman.
lilies art not hard to grow. They new Cascade strain of thi* old
Henry Overweg and wf- to Anna
Umpires called both men out
_
need not be Hfted and trans- favorite and you will have a Dykgraf Lot 9 Roosemaad’a Plat charging that they left base beplanted aa long aa they are grow- beautifulspike with flowers of un- No. 1 Qty of Zeeland.
fore Zych caught the ball in the
usual texture the first year. The Prank N. Nichol and wf. to Rich- outfield.
ing and flowering well
The lily, a member of a large Centifoliumhybrids should be ard SherrielJenison Pt. EK NWV
The protest as filed by manager
The Chairman read Resolutions
family which Includes asparagus, planted flye to six inches deep, NEK 23-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge,
Second
Doy'f
Session
Jim Bareman, claims that Beelen
from Shiawassee and Sanilac Counonions*, tulips and day-lilies and also any others which form
Gerald Mulder and wf. to Martin was safely tagged on third when
Mr. end Mrs. Henry Ver Lee
ties opposing the recent opinion of
The Board of Supervisors met
(funkia and hemerocalls), is an roots on the stems.
Dyke and wf. Lot 16 River Hills Zych first caught the ball, and
(de
Vries
photo)
Attorney General Frank Millard, pursuant to adjournmenton Tuesold flower, having been cultivated
Lilies like their roots cool and Sub. No. l Twp. Holland.
therefore the score is valid.
After a northern wedding trip, a . beige checked suit with white
forcing all counties that have frac- day, June 29th, 1954 at 1:30 p.m.
in very ancient times. Vases de- do best in partial shpde. HowJoseph L. Mondey to James J.
A decision on the dispute will
accessories
and
a
yellow
rose
corMr. and Mrs. Henry Ver Lee are
tional school districts on State
corated with Lilium Candidum ever, they must have good drain- Matz Lots 32, 44, 48 Nleuwama’i be made by the league protest
and was called to order by the
sage.
Equalization.Resolution! were alA reception for 75 guests was have been found dating from 1500 age. If your soil is inclinedto be Resub. West Michigan Park, Twp. board.
ao received from Ionia and losca
B.C. This variety was used so sticky, surround the bulb with Park.
North End went on to score
held in the basement of the church.
Counties.
often in religious paintings that sand when planting. Since most
John G. Koster and wf. to Emest twice more in the fifth, and again
Miss Ella Bruins acted as mistress
Mr. Slaughtermoved that the
it became known as the Madonna lilieshave few leaves on the lower Hackney Jr. and wf. Lot 76 and in the seventh, while holding
of ceremonies. Misses Betty Kar^
Resolutionsbe received and placed
part of the stem, it is well to pt. 75 Evergreen Park Sub. Twp. Bareman’s to a run in the fifth
sten and Kay Postma served at the Lily.
on file which motion prevailed.
The lily’s reputation for being plant low growing plants in front Spring
and sixth. Main feature of action
punch bowl and Misses Ang Van
Mr. Mohr moved that in view of
tSwHsm.:r MViRspld* “0
Dyke and Ann Wabeke were in difficultprobably resulted from of them, for appearance and to John Geerling and wf. to Allen that followedwas Schreur, who
the recent opinion of the Attorney
the many failures which gardeners shade the soil for the Illy roots.
hit the ball that set off the disThe couple were married July 20 charge of the gifts. Serving were experienced with the Gold Band- Bone meal at the rate of one-third W. Shaw and wf. Lot 15 and 16
General the matter of County
pute, slapping a home run over
Kymer-Elhart Sub. Twp. Park.
the parish house of First Qhris- Misses Dorothy Geurink, Eleanor
Equalization be referred to the
ed Lily, Auratum, of Japan when cup to two square feet is recom- Edward E. Visser and wf. to the head of Zych in center field.
Bruins,
Bertha
Ortman,
Doris
Itiap Reformed Church, Zeeland, by
Committee on Equalization to re- ?Wir^,^Mw.Hfnv«n°r^v?a'TW
Case Velderman allowed eight
to^Kwp, Wade, V^Dylrt, TownReV. A. Rozendal. Mr. and Oldebekking and Bertha and Stella it was first discovered.When the mended for feeding them but care John K. McMullin and wf. Pt. NEK
Regal Lily of China was intro- must be taken that it does not SWK 34-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
port at this session of the Board send, Stephenson, Cook and
hits in winning while Bob and Joe
juiim Klorap, brother-in-law Steenwyk.
duced, its ease of culture did touch the bulb.
which motion prevailed. ResoluStanley De Vries and wf. to John Berens were tagged for five in losen®Lnd sister of the bride, attended
Mosaic disease is the one which Franzburg Lots 9, 10, 11, 12 Blk ing.
tions from Chippewa and OntonaThe minutes of the previous day’s
coup]e
causes lily growers most trouble. 9 Howard’s Second Add. Twp.
In the nightcap Moose won a 7-0
gon Counties favoring an amendbride wore a light blue suit
If you plan to grow lilies be sure
forfiet over Main Auto vwhen the
ment to the laws of the State of
-------------------Ottawa County. Qraad Haves, llkh. with white accessories and a con*
to discard all old Tiger lilies.It
John Franzburg to Stanley P. De | Autos faUed to field a tehm.
Michigan which provides for the We. the Ottawa County AgriculturalCube- sage of red and white roses. Her
is known as the ’Tyhoid Mary" Vries and wf. Lot 84 Steketee Broa.
sale of delinquent tax property,
rhinestonenecklace was a gift
able n quantity. These new of lilies since, though not affect- Add. Holland.
was also read by the Chairman. appointment of WUlla Boat aa Ottawa Coos- from the gTOOm. Mrs. Klomp wore
varieties are not only more ed by the disease itself,it acts at
Exec. Est. William R. Stevenson,
Mr. Wade moved th»t the Resolu- ty 4-H Club Agent and Kugene F. Dice
‘
beautiful but easier to grow and a host to mosaic disease. There Dec. fo Russell A. Klaasen and wf.
tions be received and placed on Anistant County Agent effectiveJuly L
more disease resistant. Nothing is no known cure and infected Pt. Lot 6 Blk 55 Qty of Holland.
USA.
file which motion prevailed.
JOHN HASiOLD. Chatman
can equal the new "Mid-Century” bulbs must be discarded. Most
George Lippenga and wf. to HarMr. Slaughter> moted that the
HOY H. LOWING
hybrids in vividness of color, ease bulbs oh the market today are old Ter Avest and wf. Lots 39, 40 Costly in
LOUIS VOLLINK
matter of property taken over by
of culture,freedom from disease, American grown from Seed and Kiel’s Sub. Village of Hudsonville.
XRVIN HECKSEL
the State for delinquent taxes be
WILLIAM KENNEDY
and rapid increase. The new since mosaic cannot be carried by Nicholas De Boer et al to Nor-j zeELAND (Special)
Alreferred to the Conservation ComMr. Hassold moved the adoption
Centifolium Hybrids offer \ a seed these are disease free.
man Sneller and wf. Lot 2 Village
Mulder of, 45, Spring SL,
mittee to draw up proper ResoluFor
June
flowering
lilies
try
of tha report which motion carried.
_
__
I pleasing variation in shape of
Fifty-six applications for* build- Co., contractor.
of New
HudsonviUe, paid fine and costs
tions to be presented at this setMr. Swart moved that
filing for aus outlay General Electric Co., 131 River flower and color. Thei;e are Cascade strain of Lilium Candi;
Maurice Peter* and wf. to Peter ot 513 90 0n chargea of dumping
•km of the Board which motion pre- test be made at this tims on the
... , ,
T1 Ave., remodel interior, $3,000; creamy yellows, soft pinks, and dum, Mid-Century Hybrids, Cha- Schoenbom and wf. SK NWK 34- 1 rubbish on a public highway bevafled*
lice strain (lovely soft yellows
recent opinion of the Attorney Gen- 10* W258 w*re fUed durmg July Elzinga and Vdlkers, contractors, even a cool green.
fore justice H.C Dickman last
The Oeric read a communka- eral regardingthe use of State’s with City Clerk ClarenceGreven- Five Star Lumber Co., 74 East Lily bulbs are never dormant and apricots), and Amabile Lu- 9-13 Twp.
Arthur Rule to Ned McCormick week,
Mob from the Michigan State Asso- equalized valuation figures for lo- goed and Acting Building Inspector 30th St., new house including gar- and should be planted as soon as teum. For July bloom 1 try the
and wf. NK SWK NEK 36-8-14 1 other tinea included Stewart
ciationof Supervisors addressed to etl units which motiqq lost u Henry Loom an.
age, 65 by 27 feet, $13,000 and $500; possible after lifting. Since the Olympic Hybrids and the strong,
Twp.
d. Unger, 59, of 1255 Main St,
the Chairman relative to a tax shown by the Mowing
The total included eight permits self,
Madonna lily makes a rosette of rich colored Fiesta Hybrids. Cretia Ritsema to George T. Plymouth, failure to yield right
conferenceto be held September Yeal: Messrs, Vollink, Lowing, tor new houses and garages at a
Gordon Streur, 116 West 23rd St., leaves in the fall it should be Beautiful Illustrationsof most of Zysk and wf. Lot 2 Blk 12 Bolt- of wayt $15.90; Nichola* Seibel,
jTtfc and '28th, at Kellogg Center, Helder, Ver Meer, Nieuwsma, Ver «*t of $92,100; six garages, $3,435; new house, 36 by 24 feet, frame planted in August. Lily bulbs are these lilies can be found in the
woods Add. City of Grand Haven. St Louig, Mo.; speeding 60 in 30
Michigan State College requesting Duin, Swart, Boon, Fant, R. Cook, nine residential remodeling$4,400; construction,$8,500; self, contrac-|nothard conns like those of City Library.
Jane Cook to Wallace Van Bern- zone, $15; Gerrit Dykema, 32, of
Ida to tend the name of a Super- Harrington, Koop, Wad., Van Djka,
tor.
melen and wf. Lot 15 DeSpelders hgo Douglas Ave., Holland, paaaresidentialgeneral repair, $2,665,
visor who M strong in assessing TOwnsend.
Tillie Kelly, 22 East 16th St.,
Add. Grand
ing on Curve, $14.90.
and equalizing properties.
Nays: Messrs, Kennedy, Hassold,
reiroflng, .$2,3M, one major asphalt siding on house and cement
Willard E. Asman et al to Robert Frederick Knoper, 45, of 1054
porch, $500; self, contractor.
Hecksel, Beenders, Stegengs, Mw- chur<* r*mod*i J22,00!;
Denhof and wf. Lot 4 Blk 4 Village James St, Zeeland, failure to
the Chairman (hereupon appoint- rav Fendt S zooinski Bottema. merclal remodeling, $2,300, one
have assured dear distance ahead
ed Mr. Henry SUugfatar to attend fflauJer
achod addition.$55,000; one induscausing a property damage acciSlau^ter^Gavm Moto^topbe* mnodelIn^i ,2,000; one store Open House Farewell
mid meeting.
dent $13.90; William F. Hlckok,
The Clerk read a communicaHonors Fredenburgs
44 of Grand Rapids, speeding40
tion from Rev. Wallace Robertson,
in 25 zone, $13.90; Henry DriesFriends and relatives were ln-J

prevailed.
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Dumping Charge

56 Building Permits

|

Zeelaud

Issued During July
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Groningen.

Chester.

Polkton.

contractor.
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1

Conklin.
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minister of the First Presbyterian

Church and the Session stating

a resolution of sincere appreciation was voted to the Board
for the privilegeof using the parking facilities on Sunday mornings
and 'during the evenings when meetings are held in the Church.
Mr. Szopinski moved that the
communication be received and
placed on file which motion prevailed.

A communicationfrom Frederick
T. Miles, Judge of Probate, re-

>

questing an additional appropriation of $2000.00 tor the rest of
the year was read by the Clerk.
Mr. Hecksel moved that the request be referred to the Ways
k Means committee which motion
prevailed.
Mr. Slaughter, chairman of the
Ways k Means committee called
to the attentionof the Board that
at the present time no bond is
required for Jack Spangler Ottawa

^

^

that

SS

W. J.

w«k-

Schwarix, 213

^

West

14.h

^‘sloT^S moUo"sB1^|^ed"r<x>t'»«=
Mr. Townsend moved

M

Forty Respond

vited to an open house farewell
Sunday from 2:30 to 5 and 7 to

At Blood Clinic

9 p.m. tq honor Mr. and Mrs.
John Fredenburg and family who

c-traC,OT will move to Phoenix Ariz., in the
Richard Woodwyk, 335 West 32nd near future.

that the

The open house was held

at

Con-

south-

JJateS

^

prevailed.

motion
of the Ottawa County Board
Mr. Slaughter moved that an e**Ba uu* property

of

^

Supervlaor*
°< *> p*r-

Con*erv*tlooCommittee

17* of 90
St., driving without
oution, $5; william Mill, of

“d

R,,t£rV E“t 20th

r^
Raymond
^

^pr°P"

Ben Vanden Bos, Kenneth Guitat
son, Norma Sprlck, Mrs.
Sly, Harry De Koster, George Van

p^*lr,g
'ehat'

Grand lUptd.. expired chad-

Dyke, Howard B. Poll, William

|

traffic

Norman Scholten,

Donors were Stanley H. Rutgers,

^

ao

signal, $?.

|

^
a

^

Pr°P?r *7;

quarters.

|

(

enga, 54, of route 1, Zeeland, expired license, $12.
Louis P. Brewer, 39, of Greenville, traffic signal,$9; William

Forty persons donated blood at I °8born’
regular donor clinic a week
ago Monday, at Red Cross head- °[ 69?

a

the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Ottawa County Tax Allocation
Van Hekken, contractor,
Lindsay, 163 North Division Ave.
mission which motion prevailed. Kenneth M, Wolters, 65 West 14th The Fredenburgsformerly lived at
Mf. Reenders chiirmin of the st
chimney, $85; Matheson 195 Division Ave.
Conservation Committee,stated
that hto 'Committeewm not ready, „
Mt
NOW. THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that Clarenc# Reender* ba aad
to report on the action of the
ti» E**t oM-haif o< u» ta* omhereby i* appointeda* agent for the County
servation Department removing
of Ottawa to sell the above describedparcel
Conservation Officer in the
a-7'uw* Robta*® TowD'
of land.
Respectfullyaubmltted.
era part of the County and moved
CLARENCE REENDERS
that the matter be continued until whereas, thi* property h commonly
ERVIN HECKSEL /
th. October 1S54, Session, which
ROY H. LOWING

Com-

I

M

•.si

r\_i

Mvl ng colemial veh “e wit^
nracliiela, noucrt Allmondln^cri I .
onri
w„ ... T rfi ' out tail or running iirrh+a
lights, and
ense, $6.

Thomas R.

God burn, Jr., and
Gardner Joyce.

I

~

Ch" ^

|
Mr. Reenders moved the adoption of the Resolution, which mo-|
additionalappropriationin the sum
Edward Riemersma, Winfred
. tMAA
/-TVJIJ | rnm. inc.nr.runE,, de. it nnaui-ynu tion prevailed.
of $2000.00 be made for Child
ConaerratlonCommittee of the
Telgenhof, Roger Garvelink, Mrs.
ing Fund as requested by the Ottawa County Board of Supervisor*be and Mr. Slaughter called the Board’s
Lindsay Miller, Clarence Wlndemuller, Henry De Ridder, Mrs.
Judge of Probate, which Motion J"*
^ JS attention to a meeting of the Social Welfare meeting to be held at|
Robert Oort. Arnold Tevsink.
Committee
Buildings tod
County Probation Officer and prevailed as shown by the follow- L That aald above describedproperty be Charlevoix on Sept. 6, 7th & 8th and
old to Um hi* but blddar.
requested that reservationsbe made
Friend of the Court and due to the ing vote: Yeas: Messrs, Kennedy,
fact tost considerable money to vollink,Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing, t. That Um sal* af aald property be ad- with Mr. Van Valkenburg of the'
vartlaedIn all dally papers printed in
Ottawa County Social Welfare De-1 JERBT. THE ONLY CAPUCHIN MONKEY In Holland. Mlclte crome Lake
received by him during the year Reenders, Helder, Ver Meer, Stegthe county.
Jfacatowa at ilia Mason* change, spending(he winter* in (he comfortable
the Ways k Means Committee re- enga, Nieuwsma, Murray, Fendt,
That bid* aa *atd property be re- partment.
surroundings of (he Henry Ebeftak greenhouses In Central Park and sumTolama. Mm. Lean Sllkkera ^Chapter for the elghthconsecuHve
quired to be Mated and accompanied
Mr. Szopinski moved thit the
commended that as Probation Of- Szopinski,Bottema,Slaughter, Gamers al the Harry Welter home la Waukasoo. Here /e/ry le shows with (he
by a deposit oi 10% of the bid. which
nated blood at Holland Hoepltal^"
<
Clerk
present
the
pay
roll
which
ficer and Friend of the Court he vin, Mohr, Ver Duin, Swart, Boon,
10% payment shall be by certified
Ebellakt who paid hla a summer visit.
ju]y
board Thursday night called to
motion prevailed.
be required to furnish a bond in Fant, Cook, 'Harrington,Koop,
check.
Doctors on duty were !>. j I ™tline a„ emergency campaign to
FAT ROLL OF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
the sum of $3000.00the premium Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend,StephState at Miehl*an, County ot Ottawa
for same to be paid out of the enson, N. Cook and Frankena. (30)
W*. Um uadonlSMC.Chairman and Clerk of the Board of Supervisor*el tb» said
general fund.
Mr. Slaughter moved that the County
ot Ottawa do hereby certify that the foUowtng 1* the Pay Roll of *aid Board
lard Wicher. and Mrs. Reuben
Mr. Slaughter moved the adop- Recommendation of the Ways k ot Supervisor*a* presented,and allowed by the Committeeon Claim*, for attendance
Otten. Nurses aides were Mrs. A. L(*air™an,
and
mileac*
durln* their June Session A.D. 1954.
tion of the recommendationwhich Means Committee relative to apVan Lopik, Mrs. J. Roerink, Mrs.
Milt*
Mile*** Dkjr*
Per DUi
Kama at Sop* flier
motion prevailed as shown by the praisel of County Buildingsbe
24
1 6.72
2
1 16.00
William L. Kennedy
Jjan Dyke and Mr, Nelli. S.ate
followingvote: Yeas: Messrs, Ken- taken from the table.
23
6.44
2
16.00
Louie VolUnk ------nedy, Vollink, Hassold,Hecksel, Mr. Townsend moved that the John Hassold
27
7.56
2
16.00
Mr, Andrew Klompmen. served
10 *
2.80
2
16.00
Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Ver Waya k Mean* Committee be given I Ervia Heckaei --Those named members of the
30
8.40
2
16.00
South in the winter when the none understands.
as historian.In charge of the canMeer, Stegenga, Nieuwsma, Mur power to act to make a further 1
---<
1.68
2
16.00
At the Wetter home in Wauka- teen were Mn. J. Webbert, Mrs.
cold winds blow and enjoying the
ray. Fendt, Szopinski, Bottema, investigationas to other facilities jfohnR Balder
24
6.72
2
16.00
refreshingnorthern breezes in the zoo, Jerry’’s open-air apartment is rjed Van Slooten and
16.00
38
10.84
2
Slaughter, Gavin, Mohr, Ver Duin and if deemed advisable to include Henry a. ver Meer
21
588
16.00
summer1 makes life easy for Jerry, on a second-stoiy deck of the
2
Boon, Fant, Cook, Harrington all such County facilities
Olive Township, Mrs. Dorothy
28
2
7.84
16.00
the only Capuchin monkey with house. He uses it only for sleeping
Koop, Wade, Van Dyke, Townsend one appraisel agreement with an Robert l. Homy'
17
4.76
2
16.00
•70
n
iBronkema of Tallmadge Township
or
when
home
alone.
Unlike
many
Holland,
Mich.,
as
a
home
address.
17
4.78
2
18.00
1
1-1 ear-UId
land Bishop of Grand Haven.
gteptenson,N. Cook and Fran- annual re-inspectiontor a five (5) curie F«nd» -----At the friendly little monk crosses youngsters,Jerry does not protest
.98
3V4
2
16.00
kena. (29) Absent at time
Preliminaryplans f op- the counyear period which motion prevailed cJ^sfopS *
14
2.80
2
16.00
Lake Macatawa when the seasons against early bedtime. The Ameri Injured in Accident
as shown by the following vote: B*ary c? Rau«hte*22
6.16
3
< 16.00
ty’s participation ini the nationvoting Mr. Swart.
change,
it frolics the year yound can racoons and their families, the
bsoommknbation
7.56
27
2
16.00
Yess: Messrs, Kennedy, Vollink, I Frank Gavin ---in cme of the most delightfur areas flying squirrelsand a fat opossum
An ederly Holland
?Jecure
7.28
16.00
28
X
•n* Way* and Mmm CommltUa hu Hassold,Hecksel, Lowing, Keen- 1
.28
2
16.00
1
Hadtad tl» kMoraac* coreru** tha Court
that comes every night for a bed injured Thursday afternoon when *20, 000, 000 tor the polio fund were
•f the United States.
2
MaaT JaO vitb Sheriff* renldene*.and ders, Helder, Ver Meer, Stegenga,ocorg* swart
.28
16.00
1
. .
Jerry cherishes an ambition, time snack do not interest this a car he was driving and
•atlerRoom-0 erase Bulldlnsiand content* Nieuwsma, Murray, Szopinski,Bot- Martin bom
.28
2
16.00
1
coUided at 24th St and Washing- 1 7716 emergency campaign to tha
emigre
from
foreign
lands.
they
say,
to
appear
in
the
Tulip
ta Mard ta flra and extended Imuran c*.
.28
2
16.00
1
c^L ”
second in the polio foundation's
U to apparent that op ta data appraisal tema, Slaughter,Gavin,
.28
3
16.00
In daytime, the cage is open. ton
1
Time festivities with the gover«l p-HMief end Content* moat be Bain- Van Dyke, Ver Duin, Swart, Boon, Harry B.rringtoe *
2
16.00
23
6.44
Anthony Beyer, 71, Chippewa
18 needed carry on
nors and other noted visitors who Countless trees are to be climbed
tahMd ta guarantee eatlafactoiy settlement Fant,- Cook, Harrington, Koop, I wuiiam loop
6.44
16.00
23
2
join with Dutch costumed resi- and an animal with four hand-Uke Beach, was reported in good con- ^e gamma globulinand Salk vao644
16.00
M ease al aeriooe
23
2
JJjJ Jr16.00
dents to make the annual occasion feet and a tail for that purpose ditlon Friday at Holland HoepiUl|dn# program*.D*8en aaid.
Tha lav bid ef I4»JS bp Foneet C. Wade, Ver Duin, Townsend, Stepb6.44
a
23
Berry has bean considered.Thi* bid cows enson, N. Cook, end Frankena. (29). jemoo Townsend
16.00
23
6.44
2
keeps busy. Jerry is not a fast where he is undergoingtreatment
r — I— — :
a world famous event.
the rnmrWIt appraisalal County Bulletin*.
. 16.00
7.84
39
2
Jerry while away his winters in mover on the ground but follows for fractured ribs and a lacerated Mrt, Bach Honored
jeS and Sheriff* Residence and Bdler Mr. Fendt absent at time of voting.
29
7.84
2
16.00
the even temperaturedgreen- the Wetters like a dog. He would ear.
Ream and Oarage and an eoataats al Mr. Ver Duin, chairman of the 2Sau* ,
16.00
7.14
2
IB
County Officer’s Committee, reDriver of the other car, Lee
houses of Henry Ebelink at Cen- help in the garden but not having
SDS.1S
148000
Tm aa additionalannul lee of M0, 00,
’ $156.10
tral Park on the south side of the learned the difference between a Watson, 36, of 253 West 16th St., I A group of friends gatheredat
Km lew bid provide# for ro-tespoctioo. re- ported his committee had no re•tvu BBder ota hands thte SSth day of June. A.D. 1954.
lake. In summer, Jerry moves to carrot top and a- weed, is not en- was not injured. Damage was esti- Kollen Park at 1 p.m. Friday for
vafcatten,end mvWmM the appralealend commendations to make on the
ANNA VAN HORSSEN
JOHN VAN DYKE. JR.
fte ieeuenon of • certificate of value each matter relatingto closing the Court
Cterk af Board of
Chairmanof oBard of fcporrtaon the Harry and Iril Wetter home couraged.
mated at $300 to the ’49 model a picnic dinner honoring Mrs.
year for n period of five year* rfom date
Tho ierefotefPay Rod paid U full the 39th day of June. A.D. 1954.
Jerry
seldom
wanders
far from Watson car and at $400 to the '49 1 Arthur Bach who with her f amiHouse
on
Saturdays
snd
presented
in
Waukazoo
on
the
north
side.
Of ort*tealappraisal.
FRED DEN HERDER. County Tre sever.
| ly expect* to move to Ontario,
Monkeys have only one lung and the house though his childhood model Beyer car, police
Tho Way* antf Muse Conunttlurecon- each Supervisor with a state-wide
Hr.
Ver
Duin
moved
the adopMdo the acceptance of thi* bid.
Calif., next week. A gift was presurvey of Saturday closing of courtcannot be exposed to extremes in home was at the Karl G. SundBSNRY C. SLAUGHTER.
sented to the guest of honor,
quist rambler just across the road.
tion of the payroll which motion Cook and Frankena. (28) Abaent weather. t v
houses.
CLARENCE REENDERS
At the greenhouse, Jerry lives a When things are quiet, he scamp- time pet Jerry greeted them like I Attending were the Mesdames
VER DUIN
Mr. R. Cook moved that beginn- prevailed as shown by the follow- at time' of voting Mr. Fendt and
TOWNSEND
sedentary life in his own duplex ers up a side of the house and sits long lost members of the family, Ford Weeks, Herman Miller,
ing July 1, 1954, the Court House ing vote: Yeas: Messrs, Kennedy, Mr. Swart. (2)
cEEJiSm
The journal of the day’i session apartment,a two-story cage. He on the ridge of the roof. From Hopping onto Mr. Ebelink’s lap Ruth Kerchoff* EJ. Fairbanks,
officesbe dosed on Saturdays the
Nieuwsma moved tiiat toe
Vollink, Be ssold, Hecksel, Lowing, was read and approved.
and affectionatelynibbling hto ear Peter Raffenaud, Melvin Kail and
could do a lively Job among the there, he greets visitors with
year round and that office hours be
be tabled until from eight until five, which motion Reenders, Helder, Ver Meer, Steg- Mr. Szopinskimoved that the abundant blooms but does not monkey bark, chattering dbwn for after removing the atraw hat to Sharon, Albert Winstrom, Neil
m which
end*, Nieuwsma, Murray, Szop- Board adjourn, subject to the call qualify for the local Garden Club a closer Inspection to the dismay make the scene less formal Come Van Leeuwen and Miss Clara Mcprevailed.
To tho Hoc arable Board of loparTtooro inski, Bottema, Slaughter, Gavin, of the Chairman which motion pre- standards in flower arrangement. of strangers to monkey etiquette. September,Jerry's friends will be Clellan. Unable to attend were
of the County of Ottawa
He gazes at the greenhousedis- The photograph was taken by glad to know that he will be back Mrs. Charles McCormick,Mrs.
Mohr, Ver Duin, Boon, Fant, vailed. *
RESOLUTION
play and sniffs the perfume, chat- Mrs. Wetter when Mr. and Mrs. in the greenhouseson the South Clifford Bort and Mrs. Lyman
John
Van
Dyke,
Jr.,
Chairman
WHEREAS, tho County of Ottawa te Cook, Harrington, Koop, Wade, Van
SicanL
tering to visitors in a dialect that Ebelink called on their winter* Shore./
Anna Van Horrsen, Clerk
of a owtaia panel of Dyke, Townsend, Stephenson,N.
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CARTOONS A WEEK FOR IS YEARS - A total o/ mort (has 4,680and Mlill oof out of Idtat. Bui William Crawlord. croafor of :Sld» Glances'
han't always had racli pleasant working condilfon*as ho now enloys on
the porch of hfs Lake Mocafawa cottage. Here lor (ho first time, Crawlord
Is considering moving to Western Michigan tram his New York home.
SIX

(Sontioolphoto)

CIVIC

CENTER MANAGER EARL

f. PRICE

Van

Nuil who

taking finger marks

turveys the completed entrance to Holland's

dian John

new civic center and ponders on the throngs

new ones
can be put back on during the coming basket-

who

ball

will pass through the glass doors following

*

dedication in September.Behind Price is custois

off the heavy glass panes in order that

season.

Contractors Set Sept.

Famed Cartoonist Recalls
Era of Gibson, Gilbert

Several

1

Appear

"Charle* Dana Gibson ittrrted

name a
date for dedicationof

Holland's new Civic Center build-

That's

arrived in Saugatuck. PatrolmanHenry Hunger-

1909

ford (left) checks the license in front of the

Ford touring car, called his recent four-day trip

village hall. But Prentice,a native of Douglas

from Baltimore, Md. to Douglas, Mich. Prentice,

who

and two children returned to Baltimore
Saturday after a week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Prentice of Douglas. The antique car,
which cruisesat about 25 mph and averages 21
miles per gallon, caused quite a stir when it

Corps of Engineers,said this was nothing com-

is

now a

civilian

employe of the Army

pared to the excitement the car caused as it
cruised down the Pennsylvania Turnpike on it*
way here.

it

we’re still
a visitorto Macatawa

Co.
Park remarked recently.
The "it” referred to was
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - humorous take-offs on everyday ‘B’
Several persons appeared in Cir- life. The visitorwas William G.
cuit Court Friday for arraignment Crawford, originator of "Side
In Circuit Court

City fathers have yet to
definite

—

of his

in the 1890’8, and
doing It,"

For Civic Center Finish

BUT ECONOMICAL

what Willard Prentict,at tht wheel

his wife

(Sentinel photo)

it it +

LEISURELY

D

Romps

Loop

(Ho&piial Tloiu Chamber Moves

to

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday wore Grace A. Miles, 519
Chicago Dr.; Donna Postma, 342
Felch St.; Mrs. George Oetman,

Crown

to

Zeeland
Recent visitorsIn Zeeland included the Rev. and Mrr Herman
Janssen. They visited their mother,
Mrs. Lena Janssen and Mrs. Dplla
Plewes. Mrs. Janssen is the former Miss Mae Plewes of Zeeland
and she formerly taught In Zeeland
public schools.
Mrs.
Anderson of
Miami, Fla., is visiting Mrs.
George Huizenga and other relv.
tives in Zeeland. She Is the former
Ramona Huizenga of this city.

Offices at Center

Arrival of glass panels for Civic
Co. D. Michigan National Guards route 6.
or dispositionof their cases.
Glances," a family life cartoon
Discharged Friday were John Center has broken a log- jam that
Norman Overway, 18, of 78 East carried daily by more than 800 turned the tables on the only
Kamcrman, 6651 Washington Ave. held up completion of other details
1 as the date for completion.
Ninth St., Holland, waived the newspapers throughout the team in Holland’s Recreation "B"
Mrs. Clcsson Butler and baby, 31
League
to
upset
them,
as
they
Mayor Harry Harrington, how- reading of the informationand country.
and in the words of custodian John
3
downed De Nooyer Chevrolet 9-4 East 26th St.; Muriel Hopkins, 17
ever, last Wednesday named a entered a plea of guilty to a charge
“Gibson portrayed the adven- to cop the loop crown last week. West Ninth St.; Howard Lugten, Van Nuil, "She’s fast taking shape
committee to plan the dedication of gross indecency. He will return
tures of two American girls tour- .De Nooyer, who edged the Hamilton;Mrs. Grace Boerigeter, now."
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - and an open house.
Oct. 11.
ing Europe— and ended up with Guards 4-3 in an earlcr contest, Hamilton; Martha Wilkinson, 52
Three accidents occurred in Grand
Work on permanent bleachers
Work was recently held up while George Van Til. 33, of 19 East
Haven area during the weekend. special girders for glass panes in Eighth St., Holland, waived the the world famous ‘Gibson Girls’," almost pulled a repeat perfor- West 27th St.; Patricia Joy Lundy, and the newly laid floor was halt- Dr. and Mrs. R. Nichols of
Crawford said.
mance as they led 4-2 going Into route 4; Mrs. Richard Zink and
Richard Chaffee, 50, Muskegon, the ceiling of the main auditorium reading of the information and a
Summit, N.J., who are spending
Now cartoonists stay closer to the last inning. But a seven run- baby. 326 Maple Ave.; Mr*. Mer- ed until completionof the glass their vacation in Holland, were
was charged by state police with were ordered, but their arrival last plea of not guilty was entered on
home, and reproduce the hundreds rally, paced Vern Boerson's long lin Schulte and baby, route 3, ceiling areas. The areas, on either visitorsin Zeeland with 'relatives
failing to signal while overtaking Thursday paved the way for quick a charge of malicious destruction
of anecdotes that come up in day home run clinched the win. Harv Fennville; Mrs. Harold Bos and side of the long floor, serve to let
and passing after he passed a line completion.
and friends. Mrs. Nichols is the
of property.He will be tried during
to day family life.
of vehicles and then hit a ditch
former Lois De Pree of Zeeland.
Work on finishing the special the October term. The alleged of- But drawing is not without its Berens was winning pitcher while baby, 165 Howard Ave.; Mrs. light In from skylights.
Cloyco Grooms and baby, route 3;
Pete Voss took the loss.
Manager Earl Price is in his Mr. and Mrs. Ray Elbing, forand rolled over late Saturday hardwood floor will get underway fense involved strikingthe car of
hazards.
The Guards won both first and John Timmor, 17 West 13th St.; bare office daily, and getting merly of Zeeland, plan to settle in
afternoon on US-31 in Grand Haven this week.
his wife on two occasions in Hol"Woe unto us If w'e make any second rounds of play.
Lois Maynard, route 2; Mrs. things organizedfor the as yet Oshkosh, Wis. Mr. Elbing formerly
township. He was treated at MuniStarting with a poured concrete land on July 27.
mistake in details," says CrawRoy
Strengholt
was
manager
of Charles Itozema, 1055 Lakewood unannounced dedication date.
cipal Hospital for shoulder injuries. base on a floating floor, the latest
was an agriculture teacher at
Jose Gonzales, 37. of 175 West
Seated behind stacks of books Zeeland High School, and recently
On Sunday afternoon a car method includes a layer of adhe- 24th St., pleaded guilty to a charge ford. Readers will spot clothes a the league champs, with Doug Blvd.
few months out of fashion,or air- Mach, Con Boeve, Orin Hall, Vern Admitted Saturday were Martin and other unfiled items are Chamdriven by Charles Carpenter, Jr„ sive, half-inchcork strip, adhesive, of drunk driving, second offense,
graduated from Michigan State
planes with equipment not quite Boerson. L. Emmick, Don Witti- Vanden Guothe, Hudsonville; Mrs. ber of Commerce secretary-man20, Muskegon rolled over on Lake- tarpaper, adhesive and the wood.
College, has opened a veterinarian
and will return Aug. 31 for sen- up to latest standards.
veen, Dick Schultz. Rog Wierda, Lloyd Van Raalte, 152 , River ager William Vande Water and hospitalin that city.
shore Dr. in Grand Haven town- The hardwood flooring is in tence. The last offense occurred
"I even had someone write in Harv Berens. Ken Strengholt and Hills Dr.
his aides, Mae Naber and Mrs.
ship. Carpenter told state police a strips one foot long and two inches June 19 in Holland city.
The followingofficers of the
to tell me a turkey being served Duane Rosendahl on the squad.
Discharged Saturday were John Elenbaas, who moved in this Gilbert D. Karsten Post 33 were
car crowded him on a curve caus- wide. It is grooved and fitted withClifford W. Bastian, 50. Muske- on a platter was not being
Vicky
Lewis,
261
East
Ninth
St.;
Trophies will be presented
week.
ing him to lose control and go into out any nails. Pressure, allowing gon. who pleaded not guilty June
Installed for the coming year:
properly carved." says Crawford. when the Guards return from Mrs. Warren Johnson, 168 East
Although officially out of the Donald Boes, 'commander; Fred #
the woods. His ’51 car was dam- for expansion, is applied by spring 14 to a charge of negligent homU
Another problem for today's
31st St.; Ben Scholten. 461 Riley former office, Chamber officials
aged to the extent of
*
Bosma, Jr., first vice commander;
steel bars around the outside cide, was placed on probation for cartoonst is newspaper deadlines. summer camp at Grayling.
Ave.; Dawn
Feyter, 1875 warn that the. "moving process" Bert Blauwkamp, second vice comCars driven by Oliver LaDuke, edges.
a year and ordered to pay $200 Crawford,who is syndicated with
Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Bernard takes time and may temporarily mander; Simon Elhart, adjutant;
35, Racine, Wis., and Irvin Hearth,
Tests have indicated the new costs. His operator’s license was Scripps-Howard, has a tough
Assink and baby, route 2; Mrs. hamper service."
39. Owosso, collided at 4:15 p.m. method of laying floors gives a surrenderedMarch 3 and it was
Justin Elhart, finance officer;
time keeping five to six weeks Festival
Evert
Van Veldhuizen, Waukazoo;
The new Chamber office is lo- Glenn Bouwens, chaplain; Ronald
Saturday on US-16 in Crockery resillience and deadens the sound. agreeable to the court that it be
ahead on cartoons.
George Lubben, route 4; Beatrice cated on the northeast corner of
township. State police were inKlumt. sergeant at arms; Ray
When the floor is not in use it restoredMarch 3. 1955. The charge
A real problem in drawing is
Johnson, 87 Aniline Ave.; Mrs. the building, right next to the
formed the Hearth car had slowed will be covered with a heavy resulted from a fatal accident last
Karsten, historian.The ceremony
the coarse paper used in newsDaniel Clark and baby, 213 West large front
,
down for traffic and was hit in canvas.
was held Thursday evening and
Dec. 12 on US-16 near Coopersville papers, as contrasted with smooth
10th St.; Mrs. Dan Hazebrookand
the rear by a car driven by LaKent Lundgren, newly electedstate
Still to be installed are perman- claiming the life of Mrs. Pearl finish work in magazines."Some
baby, 538 Howard Ave.
Duke.
commander of the Michigan deent bleachers the entire length of Geldersma.
Demand* Examination
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
of the cuts certain papers turn
Admitted
Sunday
were
Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth LaDuke, 27, received the floor. The bleachers fold
partment of the American Legion
James E. Rhodes, 35. formerly out makes me hesitant to look The largest crowd in the history John E. De Weerd. route 3, ZeeOn Bad Check Charge
« sprained left ankle and their son, against the wall, extending out only of Grand Haven, who pleaded at them," he adds.
officiated.
of Coast Guard festivals converg- land; Harris De Wit, 83 South
B&rry, 7, lacerationson the fore- four feet.
The meeting was held at the
guilty July 27 to non-support of his
Crawford has
background ed on Grand Haven Saturday tor River.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
head. Robert Copens. 21, Grand
American Legion Memorial Club
Elsewhere in the structure,only wife and son. was placed on pro- that includes illustration work for an hour-long parade, climaxed by
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. Floyd ELsen, Coopersville, demandRapids, also in the LaDuke car, one room remains to be finished. bation two years and required to such popular magazines as "Post," a fireworks display from Dewey
headquarters following a hamburg
Floyd Van Raalte, 152 River Hills examination when he was arreceived a bump on the head. All The large show room on the north pay 525 a week for support of his
"New Yorker," and "Harper's Hill across the river at the loot Dr.; Mrs. Robert Victor and baby, raigned in Municipal Court Friday fry by guests and members.
were treated 'at MunicipalHos- side must still be covered with tile wife and child.
Bazaar." He also worked 12 of Washington St.
122 West Ninth St.; Mrs. Alvin on a charge of issuing a check Anyone who is Interested to
pital.
flooring.
register as a contestant in the
Lawrence L. Atwood, 32, Conk- years for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayor Favorites with the crowd were Vander Kolk and baby. 1844 River
with insufficientfunds. He was
LaDuke was charged with failure In the basement, walls must still lin. who pleaded not guilty July 28 as a publicityartist.
the Nigara Falls and the AmeriAve.; Mrs. Austin Walters and released on his own recognizance amateur hour of the Farmers’ and
to stop in an assured clear distance be painted.
Community picnic Tuesday and
to a charge of indecent exposure,
his current series ‘Side can flag in the fireworks.
baby. 584 West 29th St.; Mrs. to appear Aug. 11 at 2 p.m. Eiscn
ahead and paid 515 fine and 52
Wednesday, Aug. 17 and 18, Can
was remanded,back to Municipal Glances’ he signs it with ’GalHolland city police joined offi- Herbert Otten and baby, 851 East
allegedly issued a $403.80 check
costs in Justice F. J. Workman's
Court for examination.
do so by writing or calling the
cers from Muskegon,Muskegon 16th St.; Mrs. Fred Martin, 255
braith’ his middle name.
drawn
on
Coopersville
Srtate
Lake
Michigan
Six
Inches
court later Saturday afternoon.
One of Crawford’s fondest Heights, state police and sheriff's Lincoln Ave.
Bank made payable to Vander radio station for a place on the
program. Cash awards for winners
l*ower Than Last Year
memories is doing publicity re- officers in controllingthe crowds.
Hospital births include a daugh- Wall Brothers of Spring Lake
Gov. _ G. Mennen Williams ter, Pamela Sue, born Friday to dated May 19, 1955.
will be 525 for first place, 515 for
leases for "The Big Parade,"one
Birthday Party Given
Lake Michigan is about is inches
of the last pictures John Gilbert arrived at Grand Haven city air- Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Van Ham.
Edward Verwey, 19, Grand second place and $10 for the third
For Mrs. H. Tuber gan
lower than it was a year ago, but
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
made and also one of the first to port shortly before the parade 1188 West 32nd St.; a son, Steven Haven, paid $25 fine and $5.10 place winner.
still about six inches above the
The Rev. Theodore Byland use the newfangled invention— a started and rode in a convertible Scott, born Saturday to Mr. and
The tractor rodeo will be held
costs oh a charge of failure to reChildren
grandchldren average July level, according to preached on the followingsubaccompanied by Mayor Claude Mrs. Roger Prins, 675 Pine Ave.;
sound track.
at the high school athletic field
port
a
property
damage
accident.
gathered at the home of Mr. and the United States Lake Survev jects last Sunday: "Christ's InA native of Utah and California Ver Duin.
a son. Jack Richard, born Satur- Verwey was arrested by city po- Wednesday morning with prizes
Mrs. Henry Tubcrgan, 100 North which operates under the Corps of escapable Demand” and "ChristParticipatingin the parade was day to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Voss,
for winners. Bud Pyle and his
Crawford hopes to return some
lice Sunday night after his car
120th Ave., Saturday night to Engineers, U. S.
'
ian Influence." Mrs. Nelson Van day to the southwest where he the Holland VFW team.
committee are in charge of this.
636
West
29th
St.;
a
son,
James
rolled
over
on
Waverly
and
Friant,
honor Mrs. Tubergan who celeThe July level was 581.66 feet der Kolk of Grandville and son can relax and draw a few maga- Grand Haven firemen took Michael, born Saturday to Mr.
Richard Machiele, county agricul1
brated her birthdaySunday. The above mean tide at New York, or sang with her daughter as aczine illustrations of Indians, charge of the fireworksdisplay. and Mrs. James Lambers, route Robert Kueken, route 1, Grand ture agent, is assisting.
group enjoyed a hamburg fry. .48 foot.under the July, 1953, level companist at the evening meet"still the most interestingsubject
6.
Haven, paid $50 fine and $5.50 The general steering committee
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. of 582.14. The average July level ing.
for an artist."
A son. Davd Lee, born Satur- costs on a drunk and disorderly of the picnic is Nick Cook, chairAll-Star*
Romp
to
Win
Henry Laarman and family, Mr. for the entire record in 581.i2 feet
Prayer meeting was held Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. John Kot- charge. He was arrested by man; Louis Mannes and Marvin L. /
and Mrs. Leonard Tubergan and
Extreme low level for Lake day at 8 p.m. in the church baseJohnson committee assistants.
Over ‘C League Champs
man, route 6; a son, Mario Craig, sheriff’s officersAug. 5h
family, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Michigan was 577.98 feet in 1934 ment.
Rev. Howard Brower and famiCalvin Vanden Brink Ron»M
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Avery, 19 route 2, Spring
Meiste and family, Mr. and Mrs. and the highest level was 583.60
The Vrieslandannual Sunday ly of Munising.
Captain Harold De Vries and Wallace Nyland, 147 East 18th Lake, who failed to respond to a Glass and Ronald Zylstra are
Don Essenburg and family, Mr. feet in 1876. The current July level schol picnic was held at Hughe's
Miss Jennie Karsten of Zeeland Adrian Vanden Bosch had two hits St.; a son. Delan Scott, born
state police summons on defective attending the conlerence ai Cu..»p
and Mrs. Raymond Tubergan and is 3.16 feet above low water Grove in HudsonvilleThursday
was a Tuesday guest of Mrs. apiece to lead the “C" league All- Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. William brakes, was brought before Judge Geneva this week as representafamily, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kruit- datum, thfc plane to which Lake
with a basket supper at 6:30 Henry Wabcke.
Stars to an 11-7 win over the Cubs Hirdes, 136 Walnut Ave.; a
Louis H. Osterhous Friday on a tives of Faith Reformed Church.
hof and family, Mr. and Mrs. Survey chart and federal naviga- p.m. with sports following.
Sharon Ter Haar and Karen in the season's final game in Boy's daughter. Kathie Ann. born Sun- warrant and was sentenced to The First annual Sunday School
Marvin Tubergan and son. Mr. tion improvement depths are reThe meting of the Willing Kamps spent last week at Camp Recreation baseball.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bolks pay $25 fine, $4.90 costs and serve picnic of Faith Reformed Church
and Mrs. Jack Lundy, Duane ferred.
Workers has been postponed until Geneva. They returned to their The Cubs earlier had won the route 1. Hamilton.
six days in the county jail. If fine was held at Lawrence St. City Park
Tubergan and Mrs. Peter BronkLake Michigan rose .16 foot from next week Thursday.
homes Monday.
league title in a playoff series.
A daughter.Jacquelyn, born and costs are not paid, he will Friday, July 30. Games were
ema. Unable to be present were June to July this year, compared
The Resthaven Guild staged a
Mr. and Mrs. M.P. Wyngarden Merle Dykema. Bill Goodyke, Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Klaas serve an additional10 days.
enjoyed and prizes won by all age
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hamstra and with an average rise of .13 foot for
successful ice-cream social la$t were Sunday evening callers on Allen Wolters and Lanny Zylman
groups. Another feature was the
Holwerda, 24 East 17th St.; a
family and Junior Tubergan who the Entire period. Lake Michigan
week. The proceeds amounted to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer and dividing the pitching for the All daughter. Nancy Kay, born Sunlakmg of a picture of the entire
is stationed at Camp Carson, has an average drop of .05 foot $115.25.
family.
group.
Stars with Goodyke taking the win. day to Mr. and Mrs. J. Richard Henry Hilbink Dies
Colo.
from July to August. The probable
The local consistory will meet
Mr. and Mrs. CM. Schuitman Ronald Kuyers went the full nine Van Eyck, route 3; a daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vander
August level will be 581.6 feet.
Monday in the church basement. and family, Mr and Mrs. G. innings for the Cubs, with Paul born today to Mr. and Mrs. Otto At Holland Hospital
Meer of Route 3 are enjoying a trip *
Formal Initiation Held
Mr .and Mrs. John Kickover of Zwieres of Grandville were Sun- Diepenhorst behind the plate.
Dressel. 89 West 21st St.; a son,
Henry Hilbink. 75, of 6-15 Lug- to Washington,D.C., and other
Zeeand were Tuesday evening day guests at the home of Mr.
Mr*.
Georgene
Brown
Dies
Ronald Dale, born Monday to Mr. ers Rd., died Sunday afternoon at points of interest in the East in
By Women of the Moose
guests at the Simon Broersma and Mrs. James Vander Laan and
and Mrs. Alvin dipping, 191 East Holland Hospital following a lin- celebration of their 25th wedding
Miss Natalie Bosman
home...
After Three-Week IHness
family.
35th St.
gering illness. A retiredcarpenter, anniversary.
At a formal initiation of Women
Mrs. Gerrit Boss of Forest
Mr. and Mrs. John Smidderks
Lambert Van Dis, Virginia Park, he had lived here all his life with
of the Moose Mrs. Joyce WadsMrs. Georgene Annetta Atwood Grove, Mf* Henry Boss, Mrs. of Zeeland were Sunday guests To Teach in Austria
is convalescingat Butterworth the exception of 10 years in Sioux
worth Mrs. Alice Baker, Mrs. Brown, 18 East Ninth St., died
Floyd Boss, and Mrs. Stanley Boss of Mr and Mrs. Jacob Morren and
Miss Natalie G. Bosman, who Hospital,Grand Rapids, room 403, City, Iowa, from 1919 to 1929, He Miss Brazil Visitor
Betty Baker, Mrs. Jennie Baker Friday night at Holland Hospital
of Vriesland attended a shower for fumily.
returned this week from her sum- after surgery July 27.
was a member of Fourteenth In Holland, Macatawa
and Mrs. Hilda Schregardus be- after several weeks illness. She
Mi*s Esther Brower was a re- mer home In Port au Persil,
Street Christian Reformed Church.
•rjoame members of Chapter 1010. was 65 years old and the widow Judy Bos of Zeeland at the home
Surviving are the wife, Jennie;
Mrs. Marie Botsis, senior re- of the late George S. Brown. of Mrs. Abe Sybersma of Holland cent guest of Mrs. Gerald Schut Quebec, is scheduled to leave New Robinson Township
Beautiful Maria Martha Rocha
Tuesday evening.
of South Blendon.
York City by air on August 15
one daughter, Mrs. Joe Mullen ot Miss Brazil and runnerup to Mis
gent, had charge of business at the Born Dec. 18, 1888 in Grandview,
Mr. and Mrs. Comeal Ver Hage Mr. and Mrs. R. Floyd Jousma of for Salzburg, Austria. At SalzSioux City; three sons, Gerald, Universein the recent beaut;
meeting held Wednesday evening. S.D., she was the daughter of the
were Thursday evening guest* of Holland, Mr. and Mr*. Bob burg Miss Bosman will receive a Woman Succumb*
John and Raymond, all of Hol- pageant in California,was a week
Junior graduate regent Mrs. Ruth late Mr. and Mrs. George W. AtMrs. Albert Lanning, Mr. and Raisinen and family of Grand European assignment from the
GRAND HAVEN CSpecial)
land; 15 grandchildrenand six end visitor in Holland.
Rummler presenteda Grade A. wood.
Mrs. Nick Lanning or Drenthe.
Rapid* were Sunday guest* of Department of CiviUan Personnel Mrs. Georgia Lillian Conant, 64, great grandchildren. Another son,
The tall, attractive beauty
Certificateof Award to Mrs. ArMrs. Brown was educated in
Marcia Nyhuis of Kalamazoo Mr* K. Jousma, Mr. and Mr*. S. of the U.S. Army, to teach in the wife of Fred Conant of Robinson Lt. Julian Hilbink, was killed in currently visitingher sister, Mn
lene Kangas from Mooseheart for Holland public schools and Ferris
spent last week at the home of Broersma.
American Dependents Schools.
township, died at 9 p.m. Sunday action over Vienna. Austria,in James Chassee in Grand Rapid:
the outstanding work done by the Institute, Big Rapids. She. was
and Mr*. Martin D. WynMr. and Mrs. Harris Schipper The Army maintains schools for in Municipal Hospital which she July, 1944.
Home Making committee with employed at the Beach Milling Mr.
Her first date with an America
garden and family.
motored last week to visit with children of its personnel in various entered last Wednesday. She had
Mr*. Kangas ns chairman.
was with Irwin Atman 557 Eir
Co. and HoUand City State Bank
Mrs.
Henry
Bom /spent last Mr. and Mr*. Karl Stob and baby. sectors of the European theater. been in failing health for six
Prize* for the evening were won and Ottawa Saving* and Loan Co.
Dr., Holland, Saturday. They cam
week Thursday at the Syrene Mr. Stob is in sendee.
Teachers and principals for the years. She was a member of Mr*. Olga Kretschmar
by Mr*. Lulu Vender Veer,. Mrs. She was a member of the First
to Holland for a boat ride an
Boss home. Henry Boss, Elmer
Mrs. Henry Wabeke and Mr*. schools are thoroughly screened Emanuel Lutheran Church of
Kangas. Mrs. Edna Slagh, Mrs. Methodist .Church and the Philalater attended the dance at Macs
Succumbs at Douglas
Boss and children of Zeeland took Merton Wabeke were Wednesray for aptitude, and are sent to Agnew.
tawa Bay Yacht Qub.
Leila Stokes, Mrs. Joyce Wads- thea Class, Women's Society For
her there. H. Boss spent the guests of Mrs. Earl Shoemaker of Europe under Civil Service plans.
Survivingare thej husband; a
SAUGATUCK (Special)
worth, Mrs. Gene Rheinhart, Mrs. ChristianService, Women’s ReThey were chaperoned by Mi
evening at the S. Bos* home.
South Blendon.
The curriculumis comparable to daughter, Mrs. John Zomer of Mrs. Olga M. Kretschmar,66, and Mrs.JJhassee.
Maine Den Uyl and Mrs. Alice lief Corps, Yadnom Club and
Robert Tan is qf HoUand was a
Mr. and Mr* Andrew Schuil of that taught in accredited schools Grand Rapids; two sons, Marshall wife of Otto H. Kretschmar,died
Baker. Thirty-five members at- Eastern Star, Holland Chapter,
recent caller on Mrs. K. Jouama, Calfomia, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob in the U.S.
tended.
of Robinson township and James at Douglas Community Hospital •At the equator the average sin
No. 429.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Broersma.
T. De Witt, Heldreth and Mildred
Miss Bosman is a graduate of of Grand Haven township; her Thursday at 11:45 p.m. following face temperature of the ijcean
Mr*. Billie De Weerd, chairman
She is survived by one brother, Mr. and Mrs. Gelmer Van Noord enjoyed a picnic supper at John
Holland High School and received father, Leonard Ralya of Grand a year’s Illness. Born Sept 26, is about 80 degrees.
of Mooseheart Alumni, and Mrs. William H. Atwood of Milwaukee,
and two children, Mr. and Mrs. Ball Park on Monday. Later the her A.B. degree from Hope Col- Haven; a sister, Mrs. Hugh Rowell 1887, in Chicago, she lived in
Sena Lanning, Mrs. Hattie Victor, Wis., three sisters,Mrs. P.
Mr*. Kangas, Mrs. Marguerite (Julia) Hiles, Holland, Mrs. Her- Martin P. Wyngarden atended the Schuil* visited with friend* and lege where she majored in French of Holland; three brothers, Law- Douglas at 147 Center St. for the
“Van Noord*' reunion at the Zee- the De Witts called on Mrs. and EnglMh. She has taught in rence, Willis and Harold Ralya of last four years. She was a daughCulver. Mrs. Vander Veer and man C. (Ettamae) Cook, Holland,
< Mr* Clara Kssebaggerwere host- Mrs. James (Ella) Stegeman, De- land City Park on Tuesday, Aug. Jennie De Witt at Butterworh Plainwell High School since 1946, Grand Haven; three stepchildren ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital in Grand Rapids.
with the exception of 1950-51 and six grandchildren.
esses.
Rudolph Zuella. She was a memcatur; several nieces and nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Brower
Mr. and Mrs. George Vo when she taught at Yakota Air
All committee chairmen will
ber of the Douglas Congregational
spent a few days with the Jtev. Zoere of Zeeland were Sunday Force Base, in Japan.
About seven per cent of Ameri- church, the Ladies Aid, the
meet Aug. 11 at the home of Mrs. The average person talks 20
ahd Mrs. Frank Brower and caller* at the Henry Wyngarden She is the daughterof Mr. and can families tytve three or more Douglas OES, Garden Qub and
Botia, Lakewood Blv<L
million words a year.
family of Kalkaska,and with the, home.
Mr* George Bosman, of Holland. children.
Saugatuck Woman’s
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Sunday School

Engagement Told

Official Ctyivass

Lesson

Of Primary Vote

August 15 1954
Seif Discipline for Growth
1 Corinthians 9:24-27;

Hebrews

Under Way Friday

12:1-4

By Henry Geerllngt
In a letter addressedto

Republicans Will

the
Christian church at Corinth, the
apostle Paul might very well allude to the institution which
above all others held a place in
Th« Horn# *f tN«
popular esteem at that period. If
Holland City Newt
PublishedEvery Thure* he were writing to inhabitants of
ay by the S e n 1 1 n e I London today he might draw his

Convene Aug. 12;
Democrats Aug. 11

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Selection of county delegates for
Republicanand Democratic county conventions to be held In the
very near future was announced
today by County Clerk Anna Van
Hprsson as the olficial canvass of
votes cast In Tuesday’s primary
electionwas under way. -

Printing Co. Office 54-Sfl
West Eighth Street. Hoi- illustrationfrom the aerodrome
at Hendon or the motor racing
land. Michigan.
Entered as second class matter at track at Brooklands.Cobham's
the post office at Holland. Mich., wonderful fight to Australiamight
under the Act of Congress.March S.

_

1879.

_

come

•

in for mention.

If the football season were at
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher its height he might say something
about the immense con-course of
• Telephone—News Items 3193
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 people drawn together to witThe publishershall not be liable ness a cup-tie match between two
for any error or errors in printing splendidlytrained opposing teams
any advertising unless a proof of But great as is our national insuch advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertuer and returned terest in sport, none of these
by him in time for correcUons with means as much as the Isthmian
such errors or correctionsnoted games used to mean to Greece.
plainly thereon; and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected, There w;as the keenest rivalry
publishersliabilityshall not exceed between one city and another as
such a proportion of the entire space to which could produce the finest
occupied by the error bears to the
athletes.No one was allowed to
whole space occupied by such advercontend in the arena unless he
tisement
could furnish evidence of having
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
v One year. S3.U0; six months. IXW, undergone a thorough course of
\ three months. 31.00; single copy 10c. discipline in preparingfor it. If
Subscriptionspayable In advance and he could not pass this test he was
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
rejected. When the great day
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor ny came the athlete who was countreporting promptly any irregularity ed worthy wrestled fought, and
in delivery. Write or Phone 319L
raced under the gaze of victors
in previouscontests, who sat in
Of THE NAME OF "SPORT”
elevated seats of honor looking
Holland's Community Ambassa- down on him. If he won he was
dor, K. Don Jacobusse,recently crowmed with laurel and borne
contriboted an article to the home in triumph. Poets composSentinel describing his attendance ed special odes in celebration of
at a bull fight in Madrid, Spain. his deeds; hi* family and his
It was a graphic article, well writ- native place shared in the glory
ten, and it caught the drama of henceforth attaching to his name.
The apostle ha$ all this in mind
Spain's national sport admirably.
Moreover. Mr. Jacobusse is in as he writes, and gives it a spiritgood company. Ever since he pub- ual application.“So run that you
lished his bull-fightnovel, "The may obtain." That is, though only
Sun Also Rises.” in 1923, Ernest one can obtain the prize In the
Hemingway has been recognized Greek games, all may obtain the
as the world's greatest champion spiritualprize. In order to obtain
of bull fightingas a sport. Even the recompense of the reward it
Is necessary that we have a clear
Spanish-speaking people recognize
conceptionof what we run for.
this mid-western American as the
greatest authority on a subject The apostle had a distinct aim, a
definite creed. He saw clearly in
that is Spanish in origin and tradiwhat the grand prize of life lay
tion.
Hemingway, later, wrote another and the clear path to the goal. He
book on bull fighting, this time not knew what he was about. His

The followingdelegates were
named.

REPUBLICANS

FINISHING TOUCHES on two

bridges on East Adams St. near
104th Ave., were completed last week as traffic was reopened.
The two bridges, one constructed by Canonic Excavating Co. of
South Haven and the other by county workers, eliminate a bad
jog in the roadway.

>

Fill

will be allowed to settle for a year before

final blacktoppingoperations in 1955.
includes

The

a

eostir*

bridge

piling foundation and massivt cement abutments.

entire structure is steel

anA

concrete. The other bridge,
of steal except for cement

abutments.
about 75 yards west,

is entirely

(Sentinel photo)

>
Five Rims Cross

i

*

In

Scoring Rally;

Miss Louise Snellenberger

Holland City
First ward, Ruth Keppel. Kenneth E. Scripsma, Arthur C. Yost,AJyce K. Yost, .Ernest Phillips,
Anthony Nienhui’s; second ward,

Henry S. Maentz, Hesper Ray
mond, Vernon D. Ten Cate, Margaret De Pree, Lois Ten Cate, E.
S. Batema, Elizabeth Batema,
Paul E. Hinkamp and Mrs. Hinkamp; third ward, Carl C. An

dreasen, William Brussc, Walter
D. De Vries. Alvin H. Dyk, Elaine berger.
Gilcrest,CorneliaVan Voorst,
Agnes Andreasen. Willis A. Diekema, William C. Vandenberg,Sr.

Fourth ward. Andrew G.

Sail.

Recreation Loop

Kuiper. John Galicn,
Jr., Robert S. Galien, R. Mulder,
Sr.,

Kempker Winner

The engagement of Miss Louise
Elaine Snellenbergerto Daniel Lee
Vrieling was announced by her
mother at a party given .Thursday
evening at Dodge Inn.
. Miss Snellenberger is the daughter of Mrs. Oriantha Snellenberger, 233 West Ninth St., and Mr.
Vrieling is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Vrieling, 903 WoodbridgeAve.
The event also marked the birthday .anniversary of Mrs. Snellen-

Henry

Ends 1954 Season

E

Ross Mceusen, Peter Lugten;
Ray Gemmen, Loona
Not yet, but maybe next year. Postnia, Riemer Van Til, Gerald
Home runs by Norman Boeve,
That was the reaction of Hol- Van Wyk, Al Bransdorfer. Bruce
Ronald Nienhuis and Harold Do
land fans Thursday night as they Varf Voorst, Tessie Van Til, B. J. Vries weren't enough in Cl.(
had their first glimpse of the re- Staal, Don Slighter; sixth ward. Recreation “C” League play
Robert Visschcr, Clyde Geerlings,
Thursday when the Redwings
cently formed Fennville Merchant
Ardean Geerlings, L. C. Dalman,
baseball team, a squad rumored Seymour Padnos, John F. Donnel- whipped the Mighty Nine 6-3 in
final consolation game.
as a potentialleague member.
ly, Stuart Boyd. Dorothy De Jong.
The three runs were pounded
Grand Haven City
The Merchants committed quite
off winning pitcher Merle Dykfew errors but the Flying First ward, Gerald Vanderbeek, cma as he struck out seven batHoward
Rose;
second
ward.
Vera
Dutchmefi had trouble hitting
ters. Lanny Zylman and Bob
pitcher Don Moller in notching a Duckworth, Harvey L. Scholtcn. Bosch formed the losing battery.
Howard
W.
Fant,
Claude
Verduin,
7-0 exhibition win.
In "D" league action the Midgets
Fred C. Ehrmann, W. Thomas
Featuring a lineup of recently
walloped
the All-Star Juniors
Newman, Martin G. Van Schelven;
graduatedhigh school lads, and a
9-0.
third ward. Edward Meany, Jr.,
couple part-time players from the
Frank Meyer, H. Lee Nygren, Final "C” League standings:
South Haven Merchant squad, the
L
Peter J. Rycenga, John Schultz,
Fennville squad held up the Dutch
2
Apna Van itorssen,Henry Wier- Cubs (Playoff Champs) 3
attack for two innings.
Southwest Hitters 3
2
enga, H. James Wierenga; fourth
But in the third Holland broke ward. Mathilda Moss. Celia Crane;
2
Mighty
3
the bonds with a three-hitattack fifth ward, none; sixth ward. Her3
2
that coupled witn Fennvile errors man Koster, Oscar D. Ehrmann.
West End Sluggers 2
3
purpose and plan were clearly
and two walks m accounting for Robert J. Kammeraad, John Van
a novel but t direct exposition of
4
South Side Sluggers 1
defined. So if we are to run well
the sport. He called it “Death in
five runs.
Final "D” League standings:
Beukering
and
David
Pushaw.
we must clearly discern the prize
' the Afternoon.'*One critic capL
Everyone in the Dutch lineup
Zeeland City
and be assured of its reality and
tioned his review of the book,
North Side Sluggers (Playoffbatted in that big third inning.
Corey Van Koevering.Howard
sufficiency. What then, is the
“Bull in the Afternoon.”
1
Jack Kempker doubled. Don York C. Miller, Nick Cook. Henry A.
Behind Lemmen are, left to right, Russell Dyke
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS
Building of the
And that would probably be the prize of life, the supreme garland
Junior
1
and Paul Mack were safe on er- Geerlings. Robert Den Herder.
new Resthaven Home for the Aged is now
of the Dyke construction firm, general conon which we must fix our eyes?
reaction of many non-Spaniards
4
rors, Ron Fortney and Bob Van George Van Peursem. Don Vos,
It is the perfection of our highest
underway, after groundbreaking ceremonies
tractors, Teermon and the Rev. Paul E.
confronted with a real bull fight,
All Star
6
Anthriny
Mulder.
Clarence
J.
Dyke
singled.
Fortney
was
tagged
nature, our immoral perfection
Thursday morning at the new site on 32nd St.
Hinkamp, board secretary who turned the first
not on the pages of m- romantic
out at home on a fielder's choice Yntema, John
Hcoleman. A total of 31 games were played
To
run successfully the race
writer but' in actuality.Bull fightand College Ave. Resthaven Board President
sod. Others taking part in the program were the
that put Lou Humbert safe on Harold Pikaart, Joan G. Danhof, in the seven week scheduleand
of life we must exercise the ut
ing is to Spanish peoples— in Spain,
playoff contests.League Director
first.
James C. Boonstra.
Rev. Henry Mouw, William Brouwer and the
Benjamin Lemmen, who presided and introduced
most determination and disciin Mexico, in South American
Carroll Norlin reported play this
Lee
Vilisides, newcomer to the
Townships
speakers,
is
pictured
overturning
the
sod
with
a
Rev.
John
0.
Hagans.
Lemmen
presented
the
pline. As the athlete concentrates
countries — what baseball is to
season was the best in his 11
Allendale. Orville Stoggerda.
Dutchmen, scored two men with
himself on the race so must we
address for the
(Penna-Sas photo)
gold
spade
presented by Alfred Teerman.
Americans. Usually Americans are
years of heading boy’s baseball./
a booming single to left field. The
Blendon, Louis Vollink.
concentrate ourselves on the work
even less enthusiutic about a bull
scoring paiade came to a halt
Chester. Marvin Smith.
of our sanctification.We must
fight than Spaniardsare about a
Crockery. Fred Den Herder
when Bill Sandahl was forced at
deny our lower nature for the
baseball game.
Judson
Baldus, T. H. Libbey
second.
sake of the higher. The apostle
One American who recently saw keeps his body under. He is wary
Fennville failed to threaten and Henry Westover.
Georgetown,none.
. a bull fight in Mexico City reYoung people of Second Re- the Dutchmen struck again in the
of self indulgence. Such indul
By Arnold Mulder
ported: “My sympathieswere all
fifth’inning. Humbert was safe on
Grand Haven, Clarence Rcenformed Church who were in
gence may come in the form of
with the bull; I couldn'thelp hopan error, and scored on an infield ders.
ignoble ease. It may come in the 'And now they have started out] lion. The teenagers would deny grades nine, 10. 11 and 12 durHolland township precinct 1, J.
ing that the animal would get one
to make books "painless” for the this, and rightlyso.
ing the last school year are in out.
guise of pleasure.
Vilisideswalked in the seventh, Frank Duffy. Jr., Mrs. Leon Hopor more of his tormentors.”
Atlanta, stooping to pick up the teen-agers.A publishing house has
It is of course true that some of vited to the parsonage by the
Mrs. Mayo Hadden. Sr., of Hoi- ,
setting up the final Dutch run kins; precinct 2. none; precinct 3,
For the bull has little or no golden apples lost the race. And been organized for the sole purpose
the things in the books written by Rev. and Mrs. H.N. Englund for
land
has been appointed director
when Jack Kempker singled.
Walter Vander Haar, Jack Boerigchance. He has been bred up from a greater race is often lost of issuing books that have been
the masters for adults went over a social evening Friday, Aug. 13,
of Emergency Welfare Services,
Kempker
had
a
double
and
ter,
John
H.
Knapp,
John
Louis
calfdum for this half hour of tor through yielding to temptations simplified for the young people.
the heads of the youngsters of an at 8 p.m.
County Civil Defense Director
ture. His half dozen assailantsare
Priscilla and Aquila single in three trips to the plate Van Appledorn;precinct 4, Peter Fred Hieftje announced today.
The publishers,naturally,call it earliergeneration who read them.
of wealth and fashion. By denyto
aid
his
own
cause
as
he
twirled
Pyle;
precinct
5,
Harold
Kragt
armed with all sorts of weapons, ing the body the Greeks realiz- a "wonderfulidea." .This is what
That’s why they can reread a Jane Society of Second Reformed
Mrs. Hadden will he in charge
and the horse of the picadore is ed the importance of the body. they say: "Teenagers who have
Church will hold its annual sum a three hitter at the visitors. Peter Van Eyck.
of information and registrationof
Austin book or one by Hawthorne
protected with a padded covering. They tempered it to its full per- outgrown children’s books — yet
mcr picnic Thursday, Aug. 26 Singles to Belick, Bellinger and Olive, Peter Bauman. Albert H evacuees in the country. She is exor Melville in later life and get still
Burton were the only Fennville Stegenga,I. ester Veldhecr.
Barbs are stuck into the bull's fection of strength and loveliness, find the length and complexity of
more out of it. But they got enough at 6:30 p.m. at Kiwanis Lodge. hits.'>
Park precinct 1, Theodore pected to name deputies later this
back to arouse his fury, and in of fleetness and vision, and by adult novels still a bit beyond them
It will be a potluck affair with
week to handle personal services,
Raker, George H. Ramsay. C. C.
some cases even his nose is denying ourselvesin lower and —have been waiting for this won- to make it worth while for them coffee and lemonade furnished
informationand registrationand
as teenagersto feed on the rich
Wood.
J.
S.
Percival;
Park
2.
Wilslashed to make him look more lesser things to secure the full derful new idea. Here is all the
Members are asked to bring own Waives Examination
mass care.
meat
of literature instead of on
liam Winstrom, John Eaton.
bloody and fierce.
table service and a dish to pass
glory of our being. If the spirit meat of each best-sellingnovel—
All Civil Defense workers in the
Zeeland,
Maynard
Mohr.
Carl
S
Yes, the bull fighters take of a man's life is really worthy, the characters,the story, the color- pre-digested foods.
The Rev. James C. Hecocks On Tipsy Driving Count
county
will attend meetings at
Making
things
too
easy
for
teenSchermer,Henry E. Geerlings
chances— about one to fifty from every day will see him raised.His ful historicalbackground-in fastwho has served as pastor of the
Roy Dunn. 31, of 163 Manley Jasper Bos, Henry Roelofs, Henry the United States Army Reserve
the angle of the bull. When a bull diviner self will shine out, a moving. wholesome adaptations by agers is fatal in literature as it is Zeeland Free Methodist church
building in Grand Rapids Aug. 21
fighter Is killed it becomes a front- hundred little unremembered acts respected,successful writers for in life.
for some time was reassigned to Ave., w aived examination in Muni- M&st.
and 25. National diorertorswill he
page newspaper story, whereas at will refine and exalt him; but .f young people."
the local church at the recent an- cipal Court Monday afternoon on Democrats
on hand, including W. B. Petticharge
of
driving
while
under
the
Holland
City
the usual bull fight six bulls are the aim is not really sincere and
nual conference of the Free
In other words, the teenagers
grew.
regional administrator and
First ward, Peter Damstra
tortured to death in an afternoon high, he is being continually de- are to be protected against the
Methodist church at Manton. The influenceof intoxicants, second ofRalph Garrett,regional welfare
fense.
fourth
ward,
Simon
Paauvve;
fifth
Sport? People like Ernest Hem graded. The secret of success is books of the masters — the DickRev. L.A. Robart, a former ZeeDunn was releasedon $200 cash word. Emily Shaffer, Jacob Van officer.
ingway get sentimental about bull to give the higher the preference. enses, the Thackerays.the Walter
land pastor, was named district
fights. The reactionof many others
superintendent at this conference bound pending his apearance in der Ploeg; sixth ward, Katherine
We must deny ourselves for the Scotts, the Jane Austens, the HawCircuit Court during the October B. Johnston, Milton U. Johnston ward", Fred Williams, Charles Mil*
is: “Bull in the afternoon!”
and the Rev. C.F. Gallup, also
sake of others. The reading of thornes, the Coopers, the Hardys,
Alice C. Powell.
ler and George Swiftney.
term.
former
Zeeland
pastor,
was
as
this chapter makes the duty of the Dreist-rs, the Hemingways, and
FENNVILLE (Special) — The
Zeeland City
Dunn was arrested'Sunday after
Grand Haven City
signed
to
Hastings.
unselfi^iness
very
clear.
In
the
all
the
others
on
whose
work
many
marriage of Miss Marlene Lucille
Kitchen Shower Given
a car he was driving and a car
Ward 1, Duane Baker, William George Caball.
Special
music
at
Second
tieordinal race jealousyof one's generations of boys and girls have Smiser. daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
Townships
formed church on Sunday was pre- driven by Mrs. Fannie Van Dyke, J. Duga; second ward, Dean MisFor Janice Karsten
rivals prevails. There is no effort fed.
Peter Smiser of Douglas, and DonCrockery’.Alger Beckman, Ger<
64, of 662 South Shore Dr., collid- ner, Irene McFaddcn, William
on our part to help others. It
Every one of the books of such ald Ward Martin, son of Mr. and sented by Stanley De Pree w'ho
ed on North River Ave. near Swart; third ward, John Jannenga, eld Dennison.
sang "If God So Clothe the Grass
Mrs. A. Knapp and Mrs. Ralph would be a strange sight to see writers is to be given an overMrs. Robert Martin of Fennville
Grand Haven. Robert King, Zig«
Ed Lowinan, Robert Conley
Beach
Rd.
Jones entertained at a kitchen the Oxford crew assisting the hauling by "respected, successful
Bischoff.and "Trust in the Lord”
was perlormed Saturday noon beOttawa County deputies esti- fourth ward, Sally Nash, Roy A. mund
’
La Forge, at the morning service.
shower Tuesday evening to honor Cambridge crew to a fresh oar writers for young people." Those
fore the altar of the St. Peter’s
Holland township precinct ^
Miss Janice Karsten who will in the place of the one they had adapters are expected to reduce
Mrs. S. De Pree was accompanist mated damage to Dunn's '49 Hierholztr;fifth ward, Frank
Catholic Church of Douglas. The
be married Sept. 1 to Martin broken. In the very nature of the volumes to the level of com- Rev. William Hoogterp perform- Miss Shirley Walters, of the First model car at $150 and to Mrs. Van Bisacky, Nell Lehman, Robert Louis Boonstra.
Marsh, George VerBekmoes;sixth
Zeeland. Gerry Schermer.
Barth of Three Rivers.The shower physical contests such things canReformed church sang "He Smil- Dyke's ’4L model car at $20.
prehension of the more stupid ed the double ring ceremony.^
was held at the home of Mrs. not be; but in human life it is readers, and as a result teenage
ed Me." Geoffrey O’hara, at the
Attending the couple were the
Knapp.
*1
the very essence of success that reading and comprehensionwill be bride’s sister.Mrs. James Schoe- evening service. Mrs. George
Decorations in<*ludeda wishing
we are helpers of one another, leveled down to the synthetic pro- nich of Holland and the groom’s Baron was organ accompanistre
well from which gifts for the that the strong aid the weak, the
duct from which genius has been cousin, Jack Rhodes of Kala- placing Miss Antoinette Van
bride-elect were taken. Games
Koevcringwho is on vacation
wise counsel the inexperienced,strained out.
mazoo. Ushers were Ned Bale,
were played and duplicate prizes the pure lift up the fallen;and
On Friday. Aug 27, the an
For the soealled "meat” of best- Jr., of Fennville and James
awarded to Mrs. J Hoeksema and
nual Sunday School picnic of Secthe more sincerely we deny our- selling novels, on which the new Schoenichof Holland,
Mrs. K. J. Owen. A two-couric*
ond Reformed church will be held
selves to save others the swifter publisherspride themselves, is! The bride was given in marrilunch was served.
arc our steps and the brighter our next to nothing.What of it if a age by her father.Her ballerina at Lawrence Street Park. Games
Invited guests were the Misses
will be played during the after
diadem.
novfcl has a "plot"? Plots are all gown of white nylon was fashionMarlene Koning of Holland and
noon for the children. After the
more or less the same, or at least ed with tight bodice and sweetBettie Barth of Three Rivers, Mrs.
customary potluck supper the
there are only a few of them. A heart neckline. She carried a
M. H. Barth of Three Rivers, Mrs. Anderson Opens Suit
Rev. H. Englund will show his
Dickens
"plot"
has
no
more
white Bible with an orchid.
V. Maxirn of Kalamazoo, Mrs. R.
pictures taken in the Holy Land.
meat” to it than one by a trivial
A reception at 1:30 p.m. was The Christian Education CounKarsten of Grand Rapids. Mrs. K. In Circuit Court
writer. And the same thing is true held at the Warm Friend Tavern
J. Owen of Muskegon. Mrs. 5. T.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A of characters and background.
at Holland. Followinga wedding cil is asked to meet at Second ReWoltmann of Tuscola, HI., and the
suit commenced by Walter E. The thing that makes a novel by, trip to. northern Michigan they formed church on Thursday, Aug.
Mesdames J. Hoeksema, F. Drake.
Anderson of Muskegon in Ottawa say, a Joseph Conrad greater than will reside at Fennville,route 2. 19. at 8 p.m. for its first planSena Karsten. H. Kuite. J. Spyker.
ning
%
Circuit Court is asking that the one by, say, Zane Grey, is the stuff
C. Spyker and Nelson Karsten of
city of* Holland be permanentlygiven to it by the greater mind of
Holland.
enjoined from enforcing a zoning Joseph Conrad. That stuff can’t be ‘Painters’ Escorted
Two Driven Issued
ordinance covering property at the eliminated without killing the
Out of Ottawa County
Marriage Licenses
Tickets After Accident
northwest comer of River Ave. and novel.
13th St.
The contention that “adult
Ottawa County deputies hope
Ottawa County
One car was judged a total loss
Paul Borchem, 25, route 2. In his bill of complaint, Ander- novels are a bit beyond” teenagers that the last of the ' painters’' and two motorists were Issued
Spring Lake, and Wilma Bartholo- son said he purchased the property in their "length and complexity" have left the area for good.
tickets following an accidentat
..itm
Deputies saiil they rounded up
mew, 22, Spring Lake; John C. Nov. 19, 1951, and claims he de- is a delusion.It is of course true
120th and Eighth Sts. Monday
sires
to
build
a
modem
gasoline
of some teenagers, but that state- 11 pickup trucks carrying spray
Secor, 28, Grand Haven, and Betty
noon. /
J. Hunk. 27, Ferryiburg; Frank filling statilon on the premises. He ment will also apply to some who rigs, nearly a dozen trailers and
claims
the
property
was
zoned
as
are expected to profit from the escorted them to the county line George Duvall, 57, Fennville,was
Joseph Delia, 31, Rockford, 111.,
and Doris Jean Marcus, 30, Hol- a “B" residentialdistret in 1927 new simplifiedvolumes. Some Monday night. The painters issued a ticket for failure to stop
and in 1947 the Board of Zoning teenagers are incurably "dumb," specialized in spraying roofs of at a stop street and LzjuIs Volkland.
cma, 51, of 115 West 34th St., was
Appeals recommended to council in the school boy’s sense of that homes or barns.
—
. .
»
that it be rezoned to “C" commer- word. That is unfortunatelyan “act
Members of the group told de- given a summons for driving with
Divorce Granted
cal, a recommendation he says of God" for which there is no cure. puties that had done nothing an expired operator's license.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
council approved.
The Volkema *47 model station
But to suggest that (he average wrong but would leave the
tK:
A divorce was granted in Cir- Application for a filling station American teenager is too mentally county and keep going south until wagon was a total loss and damcuit Court Monday to Made- was rejected by council July 1 and dull to be able to enjoy (he great they were out of Michigan.
ageto the '49 model Duvall car
line H. Bresnyan of Grand Haven an appeal was denied by the adult novels as (hey were written
Several months ago similar was estimated at $300, Ottawa
k -4
from Nicholas P. Besnyan station- appeal board July 28, Anderson by the masters is to Insult the in- painters fleeced property owners County deputies said.
ed on the cutter Woodbine. There said.
telligence of young America. It can when they contractedto paint
are no children.
— OtKifoncf- pint end blut blooms,art tbt dlst
Set out late cabbage and caulionly mean, if true, that the teen- boms and homes. Instead of using
had charm to tbt home. Junipers.
of
o
hrtlr
foandaHog
planting
Is that at
flower
plants
now
and
sow
late
Scientists believe that the earth agers of today are far more stupid paint a compound of aluminum
art used In tbt plantings, along
ths loha Yarn Tat* abort horns, 132 East 301b St.
for the has ^'central core of heavy metal, and mentally sluggish than the powder mixed with fuel oil was string beans, carrots, beets and
Korti, Star.
probably iron.
lettuce
for
an
autumn
crop.
young people of hn earliergenera- used.
fifth ward. T.
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Ottawa County

Contractors Begin

4-H Club

Pouring Cement

Willie Bom, 4

News

grind to a halt this weekend as
actual paving operations begin on

members to

U^l

Bypass

Massive grading equipment will

engineer,

said Friday the first of more than
115.000 square yards of concrete

would go in "between Thursday
and the next Monday.

.

of

crete mixers were being moved
in.

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Carl C. Andre asen of Holland wax
reelected chairman of the Ottawa
Herbert Pollock,son of Mr. and
County Republican committee at a
meeting of successful Republican Mrs. H.W. Pollock, 46 Grave* PI.,
student at the University of
candidates here Thursday night.
Mrs. John K. Lilley of Spring Michigan, dais of 1956, has been
Lake was named vice chairman; awarded one of five $600 scholarHenry S. Maentz of Holland, treas- ships In naval architecture. The
urer and finance chairman, and scholarshipcommittee ot the NatFred H. Den Herder, .secretary.ional Association of Engine and
This group will hold office for two Boat Manufacturersmade the
selectionpublic Saturday.
years.
The county Republicanconven- U of M and MassachuaettsIntion will be held in Grand Haven stitute of Technology share the
Thursday, A’hg. 12. Council dele- scholarships with Pollock of

Naval Scholarship

-i_

gates were elected at
m
election Tuesday.

ttie

the cards were turned in, the elim

area.

PARTING OF WAYS —

Ctrilion c/othiagwent

homeward la

the malls as the

four-platoon"Michigan Company" began training In oarnesf. transforming
tho 31f "Wolrerlno"civiliansInto Marines at the San Diego Marine Corps
RecruitDepot recently.Pvt. Thomas O. DePree. son of Mr. and Mrs. Icnneth
V. DePree of 74 West 12th St. Holland, hands bis "clreks" to postal employe Frank Fountain of the recruitdepot area post allies.

inations were brought down to
seven 4-H club members. They are
as follows: James Henning, Ottawagon 4-H Club; Dave Kober of
the Chester 4-H Club; Tarry Van
Haitsma of the Vriesland 4-H Club;
Roger De Vries, Wm. Boynton,
Steve Bosworth and James Mohr
of the Georgetown 4-H Club. These
boys took part in our tri-county
judging school on the 27th which
was held jin Muskegon County.

99th Berlin F^ir

ing.
The icholarshp program. Initiated in the school year 1950-51,was
created to stimulate Interest In

Plans Completed

the study of naval architecture
with "special emphasis on small

craft design,’’ according to Chairman Ralph G. Klieforth, Oskosh,
Wis.
Pollock has had long experience
with boats, both large and small.
Herb and his brother, Jim, sailed
in all the boat races at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club for several
yean in the Lightning class. This
summer Herb is crewing aboard
the Revenge and has participated
In all the important big boat races
Jack Bronkema; school work, including the Chicago to MackHarry Sutter; needle and fancy inac, recently completed.

Final plans for the 99th annual Berlin Fair to be held Aug.
30 to Sept. 3 are now under way
Members of this year’s Fair
Board include the following: concessions, R.M. Ossewaarde; dairy
and domestic. David E. Hanson;
livestock and poultry, Jacob
Stroven; machinery and autos,

4-H

summer projectsas follows : Dairy.
145 4-H members; dairy production. 1; beef, 18; swine, T; poultry,
5; crops. 14; conservation,! 18;

County Nurse Gives Talk
About Retarded Children

fmir

primary Michigan receiving one and M.I.T
fair
in cr four. Students oarnincr
taking
eaml
these awards specialize In naval
architectureand marine engineer.

Willis Boss, 4-H Club Agent, an-

nounces the breakdown of

PoBock Awarded

County GOP Chairman
5

school which was conducted by
Richard Machlele, County Agricultural Agent, was completed and

For the last few weeks things
have really been humming near
the M-21 and US-31 intersection
east of town. Following razing of
the old rendering works a fleet of
earth movers leveled a large sandh.ill over the swampy
'
Bulldozers and cranes joined in
the effort to fill in a large section
qp the northwest corner of the
intersection where another lane
will be added to the new HollandGrand Haven stretch.
Last week contractors completed
installation
gravel support beds in some areas where
special reinforcement is needed.
Other specialequipmentlike huge
gravel bins and monstrous con-

a

Andreiseii Reelected

Bailoni

look forward to participating in next year’s project.We
are hoping to start earlier next
year. The .turnout included 70 4-H
club members enrolled in the dairy
project, accompanied by 15 4-H
leaders.After our practice judging

Holland's new US-31 bypass.

Norm Goodwin, job

Lemmen Weds Miss

H Club Agent

On July 26 a Dairy Judging
School was held at the Henry
Modderman farm at Lament. The
club agent was pleased with response and encourages all 4-H

On

Lt.

li, 1954

First section to be paved will
flower gardening, 45; home landbe the southbound lane beginning
work, David E. Hanson; fruit
scaping. 1; vegetable, 107; health
on the southwest comer of the inRobert Umlor; flowers, grains
and safety, 12; rabbits,15; photoAt a meeting of the Ottawa Astersection.The lanes are 24 feet
and vegetables,Harry Sutter; Art Joyce Alverton Crowned
graphy,
11;
junior
leadership,
4;
wide, and, nine inches thick. The sociation for Retarded Children
Hall, Roy Lowing; grounds, Dorr
food preparation, 91; food preserWomen V Tennis Champion
dual lanes are separated by a Thursday evening at Coopersville
Garter; harness races, Don
vation. 23; miscellaneous, 5. All
id
landscaped
area.
Beklni; horses and horse pulling,
Joyce Alvenon was crowned wotold there are 516 project enrollNo fancy intersectionswill be School gym, Miss Florence Vender
A1 Vander Laan; tickets, David men’s city tennis champion Friments. The response has been good
Lt. and Mrs. Robert Mark Lemmen
employed where the two highways Woude, supervising nurse of OtE. Hanson; grandstand, Harry day evening after defeating Joyce
and we are looking forward with
Lieutenant and Mrs. Robert
Attendingthe bride and groom
meet. Addition ot an 800-foot tawa County Health Department,
Sutter; special prizes, R.M. Osse- Walters, 6-3, 6-1 in the finals at
spoke
on
problems
of
retarded
interest to increasing this number Mark Lemmen were married Sat- were Capt and
Mra.' LcRoy
blacktopped lane on the north
waarde; publicity and advertis- the 21st St. courts.
in future years.
side will mean the intersection children.
Stables.
urday, July 24, by the ReRv.Theo
ing, Jack Bronkema.
In an upset Thursday night,
She
mentioned
the
need
for
joins dual lanes from all directions
For her wedding, the bride
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
thorough medical and mental
On Aug. 3 Boss and the four dore e! Frank in First Congrega- chose a white satin formal with The Fair Board releasedthe Roger Plagenhoof defeated Lester
except Holland proper.
Tcn-year-oldHenry Brolick. Jr.,
Fair Premium Jit ast week to Overway <K 6-8 and 6-3.
winners and alternate of the Vege- tional Church in Champaign, 111. net overskirtand short lace
Contract for the 3.9 miles of examinations and evaluations,but
all
persons who expect to partiroute
2,
Grand
Haven,
was
Injured
table Judging School toured some The bride is the former Ines bolero, and deep pink accessories.
roadway is held by Carl Goodwin warned of the waste involved in
treatments, at 4:15 p.m. Friday when he ap- of the stores in the Holland- Paolina Roman* Bailoni, daugh- Her flowers were wfiite rosebuds cipate. The premium book desand Sons of Allegan. Goodwin won paying for
cribes various activities, rules and
the award with a $574, £33.52 bid which have no value. Once dam- parently rode his bicycle into the Zeeland area and did some prac- ter of Mrs. Paola Bailoni and the fashioned in a colonial bouquet.
regulations of entries In the numon* promise of completion date of aged, brain cells do not replace
tice judging on vegetables. These late Field Marshal Cornelius
After
a
trip
to
northern
Michl
side of a car
erous events, including qualificathemselves, she said.
Dec.
*
five members will represent Otta- Joseph Bailoni of Boltzano, Italy. gan,‘ the newlyweds will be feted
The accident occurred on US-31
The
retarded
child,
like
any
And nothing short of "an earthwa County at district eliminations. Lt. Lemmen, son of Mr. and at an open house Saturday even- tions of participants and a comin Grand Haven Township when
quake" can slow the job down child, has a need to be loved for
AT HOME AND AT
Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen of Hol- ing, Aug. 21 at the home of his plete breakdown of all premiums
the boy was crossing the highway.
and prizes.
now, according to Wayne Goodwin himself, regardless of his shortReminder
to all 4-H club leaders, land. is on active duty in the Air parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
THE
who also is on the job. Up to 80 coming as an individual.If the The driver of the car. Charles members and anyone interestedor Force and stationed at Univer- Lemmen, 48 West 13th St
Gaw, 68. of Walkerton,Ind., was
men will be employed during the retarded child can be cared for not held
connected with 4-H club work. Our sity of Illinois where he is doing Friends and relatives of the
paving.
at home, without being too great
The child received lacerations slogan is “To Make the Best Bet- graduate work in electrial en- young couple are Invited. No
Cement crews are currently in- a burden on the strength of the
invitationshave been issued.
on the face, right side, ami and ter.’’ As 4-H club members let us gineering.
Italling 16,000 square yards of mother, that is good. However,
always strive to live by this motto.
leg. He was treated at Municipal
concrete in roadways at the Gen- if the child’s care is too difficult
Hospitaland released. State po- If we can uphold this way of liveral Electric plant, and will be for the mother or makes life diffiing, we will be better citizens of
ice investigated.
finished about Tuesday.
cult for normal children in the
At 2:15 a.m. today on Mercury the United States.
The M-21 bypass south of Zee- family, these things should be
Dr. in Grand Haven township, a
All Mokn
TOUR HOSTS:
land, which also joins up at the considered. Sometimes.Miss VenAt the Clothing and Foods Judg
convertible driven by Patrick
BAUl
AND
IONA VAN RAAITI
Holland intersection, is under der Woude said, it is best to give
It’s newcomer time again in
Kingsley,20, Grandville, struck ing School held at Allegan School
Authorised
grading contract with Gould and the child the advantage of place(or
on July 28 Mrs. Grace Vander
ACROSS FROM FOSTOFFICi
ChrYtler-PtyweuthDealer
Cross Co. of Grand Rapids.
ment in a residential home or eight guard rails and a bridge be- Kolk, Home DemonstrationAgent, Holland, and City Hostess Huldah
fore rolling over and landing in
ZEELAND
Bequette paid visits to seven new
school. Cost and crowded condiZEELAND (Special)—Tractor
seven feet of water at Millhouse reports that the followinggirls
Saloa
tions in such institutionsare two
placed high and will represent families during July.
•Cowboya"will have their day on
Bayou.
2S
ttfc Street Phono 7241
CLOUD SUNDAYS
great problems.
Among them were Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday, Aug. 18 at the ZeeKingsley
received
only
slight Ottuwa County at the District
The business meeting was coneliminationsat Michigan State Ed Lindgrenof Tiffin, Ohio, who land Farmer’* Day picnic.
ducted by Victor Van Oosterhout. lacerations on the chin and was College this week: Clothing judges:
Replacingthe traditionalhorse
have purchased a home at 750
treated at Municipal Hospital.His
Refreshmentswere served by Mrs.
companion,
Beverly
Jepsen,
20 Iva Lane McClure,Marne; Norma Columbia Ave. Mr. Lindgren, pro- pulling contest is the popular
Henry Van Kampcn and her comScrappy rays:
Petoskey, was thrown out of the Keppel, Huyser School; and Ro- duction engineerfor the General "Tractor Rodeo" feature that has
mittee.
car before it went into the water. ehelle De Vries. Waverly. Food Electric Co., has been in Holland been so successful in Hudson ville,
The Rev. K. Stickney announcIn Amtrico, over 30,000,000 tons of
SAUGATUCK (Special) De- ed that large size used toys, old She is in Municipal Hospital with judges: Joan Koppenal and Nan- on several occasions in the past. Drentlie and Jamestown.
Drivers
will
be
competing
for
''purchased"
scrap is consumed per
nette
Christian
both
of
CoopersThe Lfndgrenshave a 17-year-old
fending champion Bob Holt and
nylon hose, primary Sunday School severe lacerationson the face and
daughter and two sons, 15 and 11. prize* of $25, $15 and $10 as well
year.
Ted Sasamota tied with 72's in papers, large balls and mesh head and a deep gash in her left vilte.
leg.
qualifying rounds of the Men’s
Also moving here from Tiffin, as numerous merchandiseaward*.
potato bags are articlesto save
Key to the rodeo is three special
Club championship slated to get for use at the Coldwater State
Kingsley, who told state police
Ohio, are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
underway today.
he
had
dozed
off, was issued a Miss Diane Taber gen
Shidler
who
have
purchased
a tests of skill. In the first contestHome and Training School. Pine
Club pro Ixiren Shook said Rest Retreat and the Haven summons for excessive speed for Honored at Shower
home at 143 Glendale Ave. Mr. ants must handle a two-wheel
always buying
materials
first round play would be comconditions.A wrecker was called
Shidleris general manager for GE. trailer while a four-wheel wagon
School. These articles are useful
'is attached in the second event.
pleted by Sunday.
to pull the car out of the water.
The
Shidlers
have
married
Miss Diane Tubergen. who will
in play and craft activities.
Real test will be the third event
Drawings include:
married September 10 to daughter and a son, 17.
The next meeting Sept. 2, will
Championshipflight
Bob be held in Grand Haven. A movie,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith of that requires contestants to pull
Lavern Sale, was guest of honor
Holt vs. Frank Bagladi;* Henry
120 River
Holland, Mick.
nt a bridal shower Mast Wednes- Covina. Cajif., have moved to 131 an implement through a gate that
“Forget Not These Children."
Dorn vs. bye; Bill Holt vs. bye; will be shown. Mrs. J.E. Holmes
day night. The party was given at East 31st St. Mr. Smith is an is narroweer than the implement.
Entries are open to all persons
George Botis vs. bye; Ted will report on her recent trip to
her home by her mother. Mrs. engineer at the Henry Morse Co.
Sasamota vs. Bruce Fogerty; Ypsilanti Workshop.
Fred Tubergen. assisted bv Mrs. There are two daughters, 15 and over 14 year* old. Contestants are
urged, to use their own tractors
M.K. Disbrow vs. bye; John Baron
Gerrit Brinks of East Saugatuck. 11. and a 10-year-oldson.
vs. Bye; Vern Hohl vs. bye.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Underhill while emplcments will be furnish-

Young Bicycle

Rider Injured

-

many

TWO GOOD PUCES

31.

TO EAT

HUB

ROAD

SERVICE

5k

COMPLETE SERVICE

More ‘Cowboys
Needed

RESTAURANT

Rodeo

Naan Motor
W

Drawings Listed

For Golf Tourney
-

SCRAP

Ave

a

be

—

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

Delegates Listed

First fight — Link Sennett vs.
Dr. E.J. Nieusma; Bill Hensley
vs. George Gallas; Jake Boersma
vs. Fred Sasamota; Bill Schurman vs. Ed Gamby.

Begin Cleanup Work
Volunteerworkers gathered at
the site of the old Virginia Park
Community Hall Thursday night
to start cleanup work on the
grounds and tennis courts. The
work will be continued every
Thursday starting at 6 p.m. Ail
volunteers will be welcome.

MACATAWA
FURNITURE SHOP
4S3 W. 22nd S». Phone 6-8042
Fine Furniture for
FashionableHomes

FURNITURE

LAMPS — CARPET
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
CUSTOM FINISHING
end REFINISHING

4 SW/l

A

IS

NT

$

HARD

IUT W! ARE

PACE

TO Bf A

—

Our oxp«ft workmen weste no Mae.

We

here the right equipment which

wiM speed the fob end eere you
money. Roefinf end tiding is eur
business, net • side line.

Games were played during the
of New Jersey have purchased a ed.
Delegatesto the county conven- evening and a two-course lunch
home at 204 West 20th St. Mr. Chairman Bud Pyle said about
was served.
tions as determined in Tuesday’s
Faces Bad Check Count
Underhill is a research engineer at 10 persons have applied. There is
Invited
were
the
Mesdfmes
primary and include:
no entry fee. Deadline for entries
Bohn
Aluminum Co.
Leonard Brink. George Sale, AlGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Republicans
is Aug. 16.
Dr. and Mrs. Hubert Overholt of
bert
Oetman,
Bud
Brink.
Ray
BulNorm Gould. 34. 6f 3027 Sanford Polkton. Kent Hastings, L. J.
Ann
Arbor
and
young
son
have
St., Muskegon Heights, demanded Mulder, Robert L. Murray, H. H. tema. Arend Hovenga. Bert Brink
examination when arraigned in Schwartz,James W. Scott, Ruth Laurence Brink, Bud Hoeksema moved to 595 Crescent Dr. Dr. Mrs. Hattie Hating
MunicipalCourt Saturday morn- E. Scott, L. Wessel Shears, Gerrit Ted Brink. Harold Van Der Kolk, Overholt operates an office at 788
To Observe Birthday
ing on a charge of issuing a check A. Sneller, Melvin Ter A vest, E. Norm Dykhuis. Calvin Brink, Gary South Columbia.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin J. MereHossink. Cliff Dykstra, Jake Bakwithout sufficient funds. Date for C. Hekhuis, Wayne Murray.
Mrs. Hattie Habing, who will
examination has not been definitePort Sheldon, George J. Bos- ker, Melvin Tubergen.Bud Hulst, dith and year-old daughter have
moved
here
from
Inkster
and
are
be
90 years old on Thursday will
Richard
Brummel
and
Dale
Hulst
njak.
ly set and Gould furnished $200
and the Misses Ruth Sale, Bonnie living at 17 West 13th St. Mr. celebrateher birthday anniversary
bond.
Robinson.Alfred* Pytlinske.
Arrestedby the sheriff's dewith an open house at her home,
Spring Lake. Don M. Barbier, Hovenga, Janice Tubergen, Paula Meredith is a tree rancher.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. DeLong 244 West 12th St. Friends have
partment, Gould allegedlyissued a Gerritt Bottema, James W. Bus- Bultema. Alvina Oetman, Beverly
of Lansing are living at 137*4 West been invited to call from 2 to 4
$194.68 check April 5, 1954, on the sard. Arthur Gieseking. J. E Hulst and Wanda Brink.
14th
St. Mr. DeLong is employed p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Hackley Union NationalBank of Holmes, Edward Koster, Jarte
by Sears.
Receiving guests with Mrs.
Muskegon to Donald Denison of LiHey, Dexter Munroe, George
Habing will be her son and wife.
Spring Lake Township,who made Pardee, Claude E. Voss.
The electricfans were blowing Mr. and Mrs. Bert Habing, and
the complaint.
Tallmadge,Henry Sutter. Roelf
quite a gale in council chambers a niece, Mrs. GertrudeOberiter of
Bronkema. Charles Lautenbach,
Wednesday night during the regu- Kalamazoo.
Henry Slaughter.
lar meeting of City Council, and
Marriage Licenses
Wright. Bert Walcott, Dorr
Mrs. Habing was born in Kalatwice City Clerk Clarence Greven- mazoo Aug. 12, 1864, and was
Ottawa County
Garter, Harvey Batson, Jack Negoed’s papers went aflying. Finally married to Samuel Habing on
Peter J. DeHaan, 24, and Mar- ville.
ho asked if anybody had seen his March 8, 1882. They came to Holcia Ann DeGraff, 20. both of HolDemocrats
paperweight.
land; Richard DeYoung, 69, and
Park No. 1, Edwin O. Lake; No.
land and Mr. Habing started a
It reached him speedily from brick building concern. Later he
Elizabeth DeBruin, 68, both of 2, Lawrence T. Smith.
City Manager H. C. Mcdintock’s and his only son, Bert, established
Holland: Robert Earl Pearson, 24,
Polkton, Bernard L. Lamieux,
desk.
Grand Blanc, and Marcia Clark, Andrew Scott, Sr.
Sam and Bert Habing ContracIt was inscribed:“Gone With tors.
22, route 1, Grand Haven; Donald
Port Sheldon,George Bosnjak.
the Wind.”
Bishop, 18, route 1, Nunica, and
Spring Lake, Marguerite CleA daughter Gertrude Habing.
Mildred French, 16, Grand Haven. venger, Malcolm Ferguson, Joseph
who taught school in Toledo, died
ine Sorenson, Hazen Wilson, PorThe Fifth Wheel has received there in 1923. Two other children
State flower of Texas is the ter Fletcher, Mike Bazany.
word that It was named one of died in infancy. Mr. Habing died
bluebonnetand the mockingbird
the 300 best diners in America in in 1945 at the age of 88.
is the state bird.
an article by Harry Henderson in
Mrs. Habing is a member of
Raspberries Should Be
July Argosy.
Third Reformed Church. She is in
Sprayed After Pruning
excellent health and does all her
Mary Jane Cafeteria hat re- own housework and cooking.
Be aure to give your raspceived a check for 90 cent* from a
berries a thoroughspraying with
Mishawaka, Ind., person who had
fermate after you finish the
stopped in the restaurant for a Local Church Member
pruning job this summer.
chicken dinner and was charged Invited to Convention
That’s advice from Robert F.
10 cents instead of $1. The check
Carlson,a .Michigan State Colwas accompanied by a note and Mrs. Ralph Richman. 259 West
lege small fruit researcher. The
the cash register tape. There are 12th St., has been invited by Valspray is needed, he says, because
lots of good people in the world, paraiso University, Valparaiso.
of the anthracnose, or cane spit,
aren’t there.
Ind., to attend the first campus
epidemic this summer. Cool, wet
convention of the Valpairiso Adweather helped spread the disThe cover of the August copy of visory Council from Aug. 29 to 31.
ease.
MichiganManufacturerand Finan- They will discuss problems and
Doing a good pruning job, said
cial Record has a familiar face in methods of gaining increased unCarlson, means cutting out all
a big layout of Michigan activity. derstanding and support for Valthe old canes and the weak and
It’s genial Chuck Sligh on water paraiao’sprogram of Christian
spindly ones. It’s a good Idea, he
skis in a big splash of water, sur- education.
Join you? friend* at Tho
cautions, 15 burn all of the cut
rounded by other seasonal pictures Mrs. Richman has been appointBlor Keldtr. Promlum boor,
out canes. This will aid in conon resort and work activity.
ed by Dr. O. P. Kretzmann, Valnationallyadvortieed wlnea.
troling diseases. Don’t cut
Daffynition*of the day:
paraiso University president, to
A convenientlylocated meetoff tips of canea during the sumPrimary election:Only a pre- serve as a member of the Advisory
ing place with traditional
mer, it’s better to let the new
liminary bout to determine the council, composed of representaDutch atmoaphere. Open
canes grow and tip them next
eatries for the main event.
noon to midnight
TAMES
YANKEE
SAYS
Big
tive* from congregations of Synodspring, he said.
Poise:. The art of raising the ical Conference Lutheran churches.
Goorge Zurtrin* of Holland
eyebrows instead of the roof.
She is a member of the local Zion
Th6 average American adult notchedhis ssrsntbrkfory ol tho
Minor operation: One performed Lutheran Church of which Rev. E.
soasoa against tlx sotbacks irlmi
will consume his weight in food
on somebody else.
*• pitched a nUtr Uvo-hlttorto boat
M. Ruhlig la pastor.
in jibout 50 days.
tho How York Yanktsi.3-1, at
Tho rangr Dstrolt
Qistoms Inspector* detect and
Whale* have forelimbsresemAmateur radio stations in the
*bo“t M pw,
<x bling fins, but beneath the smooth
United Slates are Umited to 1.M0
niag storm cod treat oa to tame
watts of power
. >
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Grandstanding...

(Following is the 36th in' the

By Bruce Van Voorst
look at the Hope College

series of articlestaken from the

September Bride

Despite a seeminglypessimistic

Ottawa County Timel published in
Holland more than 50 year* ago.)
The vacancy caused by the removal of the Rev. Adam Clarke to
the new field at Marshall, Calhoun
County, will be filled by the Rev.
Arthur Trott of Grand Ledge,
according to a story appearing in
the Sept. 26 issue of the Ottawa
County Time* published by M. G.
Manting in 1902.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Walter De
Weerd, HO West Ninth St. on Sunday a son.
The place for the locationof the
new Naval trainingstation has not
yet been decided upon, according
to the latest dispatches from Wash-'

grid

learn ranks Tuesday, there are a
good many things that make even
calculating Coach A1 Vander bush

grin.
Vanderbush says, "We’re shy on
backs.” But it should be clear
that the ones he got are top
.

notch.

Take for

instance

a

scatback

John Adams. Adams was tie
with Tallarico for Hope scoring
honors last year, and in a couple
instances it was his brilliant runs
that gave the Dutch a thin margin

called

mm'

'mW

If

>

»•••«»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.

y

of victory.

Adams was named to the MI A A
All-Conference team, and is considered a dependable defensive

1

man.
At the other halfback post will
be a familiar face to Holland fans
—Tom Carey. Carey was one of
the finest backs Holland High
School ever had, and played some
good ball for Western Colorado
Miss Ruth lllg
School of Mines in 1951-52.
John lllg ot Hamilton anWith Harry Voss out of the run- nounces the engagement and apning John Holmlund seems to proaching marriage of his daughcinch to take over full time at the ter. Ruth, to Howard Johnson, son
quarterbackslot. Holmlund came of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Johnson
to Hope last year without ever of route 4, Holland. The couple
having played Football.
will be married Sept. 11.
Aided by a powerful throwing
arm and a natural athletic ability,
he rapidly took shape and by the
end of the season was frequently

r

ington.

Miss Grace Yates has been
engaged as soprano in the quartet
of the Park Congregational Churqji
at Grand Rapids. She takes the
place of Miss Stella White, resigned.
The contract for the new electric
light and water stationat Zeeland
was awarded by the board of

public works Monday night to
Timmer and Ver Hey for 53,200.
DON JACOBUSSE’S SPANISH FAMILY
The old postofficebuilding will be
removed and construction of the
ir
new building commenced at once.
The Rev. P. Ekster of Grand
Rapids has declined the call from
the Ninth Street ChristianReformed Church.
used by the coaching staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Van der Hill,
Holmlund’s specialty is an acliving at 248 Pine St., are happy
curate "bullet’’ pass that he can
Held in
>vi
fei:
heave 60 yards if necessary.
live in these. Like all rooms, our over the birth of a daughter last
By K. Don Jacobusse
Zeeland’s Dave Kuyers will probedroom is small. The "Comedar," Friday. On the same day a son
ALLEGAN (Special) - Eigh- Holland’s Community Ambassador or living room is small. It has a was bom to Mr. and Mrs. David
bably be handling fullback chores,
MADRID, Spain — Today not large table in the center and a Damstra.
although Dick De Vets of Kala- teen 4-H club members particionly
me, but the Mayor of Madrid rollaway bed for Hector. The
Cards are out announcing the
mazoo will see a lot of resene pated in canning judging contests
the Count of Mayalde, sends his other bedroom is for Madre and marriage of Miss Martha Dykhuiactioh. Kuyers earned a letter last
and 38 in food judging at the best wishes to the City of Holseason filling in for the injured
Padre. The kitchen, with coal- zen and the Rev. F. B. Mansen at
schools in Allegan last week con- land. After my long, informative
Dave Kempker.
oven, two electricplates, and ice the home of the bride’s parents,
On the line at ends will be Bob ducted by Mary E. Bullis, County talk with this modest Senor he box is where the maid spends Mr. and Mrs. L. Bolt, on East 14th
Hoeksema, who after seeing action Home DemonstrationAgent, and conveyed his greetings to his col- most of her day. The maid also St. on Wednesday, Oct. 1. They will
in all four backfield slots for Van- Jack L. Parker, County Club league, Mayor Harrington, and to does all of the washing by hand. be at home at Raritan, 111., after
steel construction taking over at that point. Most ot the
CUTS HIGHEST TOWEB-Ooliinedthrough tho matthe people of Holland.
«
derbush, Is being converted to an
Yesterday during an excursion Nov.
exterior walls ol the 100 yard long building ore comsir* •nfronce to tht chaptl of WtMttra Theological
Agent.
I have also paid a visit to the to the mountains we saw some
Peter Van* Wynen. a 13-year-old
end.
Hoeksma
is
a
good
defensive
pleted. Shown working ore (left to right): BUI De Vries.
Seminary'*new building is th« beginningof (lit talleti
man and will do most of the Hope A similar contest in clothing resident Bishop of Madrid. He women in a small "pueblo” doing boy, tried to dislodge a shell from
Ben Walters and Mike Scholten. Standing on top ol
tteeple to Holland. When completed, ihe tower will be
was held Tuesday at Griswold came from behind his desk and their washing on their bands and a breech-loading shot gun Friday
tower is Boland Vender Vtn.
ISO he! high. Including a 15 loot cross on top. About
Auditorium.Clothingclub mem- held out his hand. I shoojt it. In knees in a rtream. The maid afternoon,by using a hammer. The
One
of
the
anchor
men
in
the
(Sentinelphoto)
one third of (lie structurewill be brick, with wood and
Dutch line will be Lynn Post, re- bers judged classes of cotton my ignorance I didn't know that sleeps in the room where we eat shell exploded and the lad had his
dresses, wool skirts and com- the accepted and proper thing to
every mejl The balhicom has all fingers badly shattered.
turned service veteran who played
it
it
mercial blouses.
do is to kiss the hand of a of the normal American plumbing,
for Hope in 1951. Post is a "smart”
The Woman’s Missionary Union
Classes judged for canning in- Bishop. Although that great fau
football player and rugged enough
but quite antique.
of the Grand River, Holland and
cluded tomatoes, green beans and paux drew a somewhat blank Ipok
Here we rise up in the morn- MichiganClasses, will hold a conto take on all comers.
on
The ffenter of Hope’s line is "po- peaches.Also judged were table from the Bishop, I made up for it ing at about 9:30 or 1 and have ference at the Reformed church in
settings, menus and plain cup by kissing his hand as I left.
dinner at 3. Supper comes at Zeeland on Thursday, Oct. 9. Mrs.
tentiallyvery fine.” Barring incakes. Reasons wer4 given in the
The Bishop is a revered gentle- about 11 at night. Because all E. B. Horton of New York will give
by
Steel
FENNV1LLE (Special) -Mar- jU
vpt foods judging.
man to the Spanish,as they are night life is after 11 we never an illustrated lecture on "Tenting
riage vOTS were exchanged
Judging schools arc held to help a very religiouspeople. There is
go to bed before 1:30 a.m. but, in Oklahoma.” Addresseswill be
An old construction nemesis—
Saturday morning by Miss Barclub members learn to improve compartivelyno 'freedom of re midday, from 1 to 4, everything in
that
may
or
may
not
hamper
given by Mrs. David J. BunpU of
steel— is the only thing slowing
bara Erlewein and Ronald C.
ther own project work and to ligion here. I have met no ProtesMadrid closes for the siesta. It’s New York, Mrs. O. H. Lawrence
them. Bill Heydorn, All-Conferdown work on the new • 5610,000
Roth. The double ring ceremony
B
make good selectionswhen mak tants. And yet. the fact that that time now, so I’ll close, too.
and Mrs. John Otte of Chicago.
was performed at St. Peter’s Cath- enc' 8u1ard 5*ar. wd! be at ing purchases. Teams to repreWestern Theological Seminary
Roman Catholicismis the State
a
tackle slot. Heydorn a CoThe entire length of the block
olic
‘Church
at
Douglas
by
sent
Allegan
County
at
the
dis(From Wednetday’iSentinel)
religion,representedin the Conbuilding.
between
College and Columbia
trict contest in East Lansing Aug. gress, does not seem to daunt
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander Rev. William Hoogterp. Parents
Arrival of steel roof trusses' is
Ave*., along the north side of Ninth
16
and
17
will
be
named
from
the devotionof the people.
expected Aug. 14, and then work- Wal and Carol spent a couple of
Street will have cement sidewalk
ward Erlewein of Fennville
... . . ,,
older contestants at the close of
Church is the accepted thing
(From Wednesday’sSentinel) as soon as contractor Costing has
ers can start closingin at least the days last week sight-seeingin ChiMrs.
Mary
Roth
of Grand Rapids ,. War™ De W I t w.ll be In the county judging schools.
every Sunday. Prayer is said beMr. and Mrs. Sherwin Hunger- completed his work for E. J. Harchapel part of the large structure. cago.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Huyser and Lawrence Roth of Kalamazoo.'S '1 'or » Patton while Don
fore every meal. In the room in ink, Karen and Craig, and Mr. and rington, Mrs. Manting and A. D.
Elsewhere things are on schedGiven
in marriageby her father, Hollander and Doc Van Hoeven,
which I sit now*, the picture of the Mrs. Harold Peuler and children Goodrich.
ule and contractors say about 75 and boys are spendingthis week the bride wore a balierina-lengthdesplte leg injuries, should see a Entertain for Family
t
Last Supper is on one wall, and of Hudsonville are vacationing at
percent of the exterior walls are at Ottawa Beach in a house trailDr. John Keppel, veterinarian,
gown
of
nylon
tulle
over
white
?'*
of
"f,"0";, Cocaptam Don Retamed from Florida
er.
an image of Christ on the other Big Star Lake.
completed.
who was successful in a recent
satin, designed with lace jacket, Van^ ToU'dll be a key burn m
Mr. and Mrs. George Vruggink
In classroomsat the University Next Sunday the Rev. G. J. examination held in Grand Rapids,
In the form of an "H” 278 feet
long lace sleeves and a standing 'lne while Earl De Witt seems
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jake
Knoll,
Sr.,
of Madrid, a picture of Franco Brower will be guest pastor at the received an appointmentdf govlong and more than 168 feet high, and Berwin attendedthe Krone- Peter Pan collar. Her shoulder- Lke a good bet for a guard slot,
the building will include class- mryer reunion last week Friday length veil fell from a crown of I „ Transferredto center w,ll be entertainedtheir children and hangs beside Christ on the Cross Reformed church in the absence of ernment meat inspector at Kansas
grandchildren Sunday evening at
There is a fallacy in the United the pastor, the Rev. Jay Weemer, City, Mo., last week Wednesday.
rooms, chapel, cafeteria,library afternoon and evening at the seed pearls. She carried a prayer J;on .De £aw(' » letterman. Tom
their home on route 1, at a wel- States that the Church of Spain
Overiscl
picnic
grounds
and reading room.
who with Mrs. Weener and sons He left last Monday.
Zeeland
book
with
an
arrangement of ^arr|s' Dari Nieneeker, Dick coming party honoring their sonMr. and Mrs. Henry P. Vander
is keeping the people poor. There are vacationing.
Across the front will also be
Record.
white roses and carnations and a Schultz and Gene Ouderkirk will in-law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
are many poor in Spain, but it’s
Mrs, Harry Bowman returned The Sunday School of the Fouroffices for faculty members and Wal and family left early last cascade of white streamers en- 1 also 8ee actlon in ,lle lmos
Robert Striecher and family. The not the church that is doing it.
Sunday from Terraco, Minn., teenth Street Christian Reformed
reception rooms. A heating plant Saturday to spend a week with
twined
with rosebuds.
latter
returned
recently
from
St.
There is a Cathedral here
also will heat Zwemer Hall, sem- relativesin Hamilton, Ontario,
where she spent a week with the Church was organized Sunday forePetersburg, Fla., where they had Madrid being built by the alms
Miss Perdita Erlewein, cousin of Young Spring Lake Man
'
inary dormitory.
Takken families and other rela- noon. A Bible class will be con.
i
lived three years.
Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen of the bride, was maid of honor. Her
of the people, which has been in tives. Mrs. Bowman accompanied
Highlight of the colonial design
ducted by the pastor, the Rev.
ballerina gown of apricot nylon OUCCUmbS at luUSiC£gOn
A wiener roast and ham burg fry construction for 77 years! It
structure will be a 150 foot tower. North Blendon accompanied Mr. tulle featured a matching lace
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Doorneweerd Drukker and the other classes will
were enjoyed by the group which still far from completion. Their
and
Mrs.
John
Poskey
to
Grand
The tower, of wood and steel
and Mrs. John Galien and daugh- be taught by Robert Mulder, M.
bolero jacket. Her colonial
HAVEN (Special)
included all nine children of the regular churches are much like
framework,will be topped by a 15 Rapids last week Friday evening quet was of feathered green and I Wil|ard E®rl North, 35, route -,
ter. Karen, of Holland.
Notier, P. Schoon, H. Holkeboer,
when they called on their relative,
foot cross.
Spring Lake, died Tuesday elder Knolls'. 24 grandchildren and ours in Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Huyser are E. S. Holkeboer, J. J. Rutgers,
white
carnations and she wore
one
great
grandchild.
The picture above is of my spending their week of vacation
Begun early this spring, the Mrs. Reka Van Gessel who is a matching headdress.
at Hackley Hospital, Muskegon,
Mary Deur, Marguerite Mulder,
Families represented were Mr. Spanish family. Left to right
buildingwill be finished about patient at the St. Mary’s Hospital. Miss Patsy Gordon, bridesmaid, where he was admitted Aug. 1.
traveling through the Eastern Maud Marsilje,May Van den Belt,
and Mrs. Henry De Ridder. Mr. stands: my brother. Hector, Mi
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Gradus
AalMarch of next year.
state! Mr. and Mrs. Cyrene Huy- Joseph Van Vyven, B. Huisman,
was attired in a gow-n of lime He had been ill a year.
berts had as their guests for a
North was bom Aug. 15. 1918, and'Mrs.Ted Piers. Mr. and Mrs. Madre. Mi Padre, and my brother ser and Jim of Hudsonvilleare John Van Anrooy and Sena Schols.
green styled like that of the maid
few days Mr. and Mrs. Henry
in Spring Lake, where he attended Evert De Weerd, Mr. and Mrs. Fernando. They are all very caring for Timmy and Mary Huyof honor.
Jake Knoll. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. indvidualistic, but even at the age
Sedrel . Carol and Connie, of
ser at their home here.
Frank Gerke of Grand Rapids school. He was employed as a Howard Knoll, Mr. and Mrs.
Leighton,
la.
of 27 and 23, like my brothers,the
Several
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman Spring Lake Man Fined.
served the groom as best man. truck driver for the Ottawa Robert Reno and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Vande
son in a Spansih family obeys and daughter, Laurie attended the
County
Road
Commission
the
past
Richard Axdorff of Grand RaAfter Assault on Wife
Striecher,Fred and Gordon Knoll, explicitly the word of his parents.
Guehte and children and Mr. and
Driesengareunion last Wednesday
pids was groomsman. Ushers were 14 years.
who
live with their parents, also
Mrs. Donald Buiskool are vacaMother
is
very
quiet,
and
Surviving are the wife, the forevening in the Blendon Town Hall.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
In
James Erlewein and Lany Roth.
were present.
tioning this week in the northern
sympathetica direct contrastto
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Veldman David Rice, 30, route 2, Spring
Altar boys were the bride’s broth- mer Marian Johnson whom he
part of the lower peninsula.
father who is fiery and peppy.
and daughter. Marcia, with Mr. Lake, pleaded guilty to a charge
er, David Erlewein and Terry married Feb. 16, 1946; three chilSeveral persons recently paid
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Van Meter
Hector, in mood and talent,is an
dren,
Willard
Earl,
Jr.,
7.
Pat^f
and Mrs. Alfred Gemmen and of assault and battery when arBurns.
Miss
LiRi
Ibarri sang three
traffic fines in Park Township and daughters left Tuesday mornartist. At times he will be full
Larry of Overisel are spending raigned Tuesday before Justice
numbers accompaniedby Mrs. ricia Alice, 5, and Dennis James.
Justice C.C. Wood’s court. Cases ing on a two week’s automobile
of talk and again he’ll be mute.
3; his father, Earl North of
four days at the WisconsinDells Frederick J. Workman and was
William Wilson.
follow
tour of the western states going
Admitted to Holland Hospital Fernando and I are together a this week.
Following the ceremony a wed- Spring Lake; three brothers, Donsentenced to pay $15 fine and
Gerald F. Springfield, Grand ns far as Yellowstone National
great deal. He is a soft-spoken, Alvin Jager, who is employed at
Hospitality House. In the after- ald of Spring Lake; Henry of Tuesday were Jerald Dabrowski,
$3.40 costs and serve three days
Rapids, driving without due cau- Park.
noon and evening a reception for Grand Haven, and Pfc. George 99 RiverhillsDr.; Mary Lou intelligentand friendly person. the Beaverdam Creamery, enjoyed in the county jail. Rice was artion. Holland State Park, $12;
George Vruggink and Berwin
Only last week he finished his his week of vacation at Green rested by state police Monday
North, sening with the Army in Elferdink, route 5
Arthur Blok, Grandville,improper accompaniedIke Mekkas and boys more than 100 guests was held on
DischargedTuesday were Paul service in the Army. Among many Lake with Mrs. Jager and daugh- night after allegedly beating his
the
lawn
at the bride's parents’ Germany.
left turn. US-31 in Holland, $12; of Grand Rapids to Detroit last
Van Lcnte, route 4; Donna Post- other things,we have visited the ter, Sandy.
wife Ixiis Jean, at their home.
Wayne K. Dornbush,Hudsonville, Saturday where they saw a ball home.
Potatoes bake mealier if a bit of ma, 342 Felch St.; Mrs. Myrtle .great museum of art in Madrid,
After a wedding trip to northern
.William H. Ritchie, 52, of 6144
passing over center yellow line, game.
Michigan the couple will reside in each end of the vegetable is cut Putnam, 304 East Eight St.; Mrs. The Prado.
Fulton
St., paid $20 fine and $4.80
Lakeshore ltd. in Olive township,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink
We share a bedroom in our Office Building Case
off before it goes into the oven. John Kotman and baby, route 6.
costs in Workman’s court Tuesday
112; Theron Wustman. Byron and Preston and Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapids.
A daughter, Jacqueline Ruth, apartment of six rooms on the Now in Circuit Court
on a charge of being drunk and
Center, speeding 45 miles in 35- Henry Vander Wal and Carol
San Francisco is the largest born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. fifth floor of an apartment build
Almost
90 per cent of United
disorderly. He was arrested by
mile zone, Lakewood Dr., in Hol- spent the first three days of the
Jay De Neff. 247 West 14th St.|ng. cNarly all people of Madrid
land-locked harbor in the world.
States farms have electricity.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
state police at 4:10 a.m. Tuesday
land township,$7.
week at the Winona Lake Bible
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith in Spring Lake township.
Harvey Kortman. 592 Graaf- Conferenceat Indiana.
Monday issued an order requiring State police also recognized
schap Rd., driving in posted area,
Gary Lubbers and Bruce Amtz,
the Board of Appeals of Holland Ritchie as having been wanted for
Holland state park. $7; William who are members of the National
city to show cause by Sept. 10 why more than a year on a charge of
Dykstra, Grand Rapids,, driving Guards, left last Saturday morna writ of mandamus should not be issuing a check without sufficient
in posted area, Holland stare ing for a two week's stay at Camp
issued compellingthe board to funds, involving a $7.96 check isWi.
park, $7; Willie Lee Cherry, Grayling.
approve an application of the sued about July 25. 1953, on Old
South Bend, Ind., speeding 45
Lievense Agency to construct an Kent Bank in Grand Rapids.
miles in 30-mile zone, Michigan
>
office building on Michigan Ave. Rilchie also pleaded guilty to the
Ave. in Holland. $12: John Local Attorney Named
between 22nd and 23rd Sts. in check count, a misdemeanor,and
Donnelly. 131 East 26th St., stop Special Prosecutor
Holland.
dispositionis awaiting further inlight, US-31 and Lakewood. HolGRAND HAVEN (Special)
The board denied the application veitlgationby officers.
land township,$5.
John Galien, Jr., Holland atat the original hearing and at a |
Harold Brandsen,route 4. fail- torney who was recently admitted
rehearing.
ure to have car under control, to the Ottawa county bar, TuesBig Trucks Need Turn
Applicants point out that preLakeshore Rd. in Park township. day was appointed special prosesently there are offices of a physi- Signals Before Aug. 13 ;
$12; Alex Van Vels, route 5. cuting attorney by Prosecutor
cian and dentist in the block and
Grand Rapids, driving in posted James W. Bussard.
7
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
that the Lievenseshave obtained
area, Holland State Park. $7;
Galien, w’ho applied for the
written approval from adjoining State police are calling the atDale C. Rose, Grandville,passing position, took over the new
tention of owners of commercial
residentialproperty owner*.
on yellow line, Gordon St. in Hol- duticp, effective today. Several
vehiclesto a law which goes into
land township, $12.
years ago the Ottawa county
effect^ Aug. 13 requiring that all
Board of Supervisors made proMr. and Mrs. Schrear
commercial vehicle* be equipped
vsion for such an assistant and
Mrs. Henry Ter Haar
with turn signals.
Observe Anniversary
allocated a certain sum for

Judging Contests
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Honored at Luncheon

salary.

Mrs. Henry Ter Haar was guest
of honor at a luncheonTuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
William Saunders. Mr. and Mrs.
Ter Haar are leaving next week
OQ a trip to Europe.
Upon their arrival they plan to
meet their son. Donald Hille- for local cases.
brnnds, who is stationed with the
Army at Wurzburg, Germany.
With their son, the Ter Hears will Divorce Awarded
.

tour various places of interest in
il European countries,
at the luncheon were the

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

—

A divorce decree was granted in
Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesday

Henry Ter Haar, John to Marie McBride from MelKJaasen, Otto Van vin McBride, both of Holland.
Du Mez and Wil- Custody of the three minor children was awarded to the mother.
-

The law requires that "they
shall be equippedwith, and the
required signal shall be, by a
signal lamp or lamps, or mechanical signal device.”
the occasion being their 25th wed
This shall apply when the disding anniversary.
tance from the center of the top
The group returned to the of a steering post to be left outSchreur home for a social even- side limit of the body, cab or
ing. A gift was presented by thfc load of each commercial vehicle
children.
extends 24 Inches or when the disAttending were Mr. and Mrs. tance from the center of the top
Cornelius Ludema and children, of the steering post to the rear
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ludema and limit of the body or load extends
children, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lud- 14 feet
ema and children, Mr. and Mrs. Another law which goes into
John Vollink and children, Mr, effect the same date require*
and Mrs. Stanley Brower- and
ij commercial vehicle to be
children, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
with mud flip, or mud
Hart and son and honored couple.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Schrcur e
tertained their childrenand grandchildren at dinner Saturday evening at Cumerford’s Restaurant,

The new appointmentwill prove
particularly convenientfor residents in southern Ottawa county
who previously,waited for Tuesday afternoons which Bussard
customarily spent In Holland.
Galien will be in a postition to
do considerable preliminary work

TWENTY-THREE YOUNG MEN LEFT Grand Havtn

Armory
armed forces in Detroit.
In front row, left to right, ore Richard Horbeck,Colvin Bosnian,
Glenn Ebels, Edwin Rook, John Elenboos, Carroll Seats, Roger
Vande Kieft; second row, tavern Von Ink, Warren Sinkc, Ron-

Tuesday afternoon

for induction into the

'

Laveme Barkel, Roger Winkels, Henry Holstege,
Harry Mulder; third row, William Ten Have, Ron Bos, Marvin
Dewinter, Kenneth Quist, Richard Plagenhocf, Gene Stiles, David
Cronmer, Earl Welling and Edwin BrHeweg.

old De Weert,

(Sentinel photo)
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Various Activities Set

Anglers (to Be)

WaDop Dutchmen
In

NEW*,

For Resorters

to Enter

in

Veldman

Tishing

Gets

parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
area this Kemperman for a couple of weeks.
week in addition tp the regular

Rodeo:

WANT-ADS

Area

Showing of fashions, old and
new, were scheduledamong ac-

100 Rout

Triples

tivities at resorts in tha

Two Homers,

Hurls 5-1

MONEY FOR YOUR
MIDSUMMER NEEDS

Wm

—

Get CASH here on credit
for
popular events such as family dinNorth
End
hurler Cue
Purchases, consolidating
ners, dances, sports tournaments
land's Chix replaced the Holland
man put on one of the finest hit- odter’ Dulses0" expense* ' or (or
'cause Saturday’s the date fbr the and fishing. Cool weather and
Flying Dutchmen in a tie with
second annual Holland Fsh and rough water so far this week has
ting performance* recently reSouth Haven (or the Southkept swimming and water skiing
Game Club “Fishing Rodeo.”
corded
at Van Tongeren Field as Loans up to $500 may be repaid in
•stem Michigan Baseball League
Sinkers will hit the water at at a minimum at the resorts.
he slammed out two home runs convenient monthly amounts to fit
runnerup slot Tuesday night with
2 p.m.
Waukasoo
and
in three
— — a triple -I
uuot times
ujnua
at .r— * mvuutv.
income. oigp
Stop m
in xoaay
today jot
for a
n .11 VU 4. __ I- ftllUb ..1..*!
____
The dining room at Waukazoo
Co-sponsoredwith the City Rea resounding10-0 shellacking.
^r^unting
for aU his team'* gj* solution to your money probGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Inn
will
be
decorated
in
an
oldcreation
department,
the
event
And If “three times and out”
officiallyknown as Better Fish- fashioned motif Saturday night Janes Nauta, 31, route 1, Coopers- North Holland.
means anything in baseball, the
HOLLAND LOAN ASSOCIATION
ing Inc., has two aspects that when special dinner entertain- ville, was sentencedto serve 18
It was strictlyi personal per10 W. 8th St
Dutchmen better stay home next
should bring out another 800 ment for guests will be presented. months to thre* years in South- formance as he also held the HolAcross from Center Theater
time speedballer John De Mey
children to Kollen Park.
Costumes from yesteryear will be ern Michigan prison at Jackson landers to 5 singlet. But the rest
Adv,
First is the fishing. Prizes, cur- in evidence everywhere. Invita- when he appeared in Circuit Court of the North End hitter* also had
takes the mound. Holland whiprently
on
display
in
a
downtown
tions have been extended to Wau- Thursday for disposition pn a non- their heavy artillfry along as they
ped the Chix in the first encounstore window, will be awarded in kazoo friends in Holland and many support case. He pleaded Guilty
walloped nine hits off losing pitchter 12-8 early this year. That was
a number of divisions.So far, other cities from which the Inn July 28 to failing to support his er Bern Ebels.
before Do Mey was imported.
in addition to the V»nd prize, draws.
wife, Genevieve,and five minor
Velderman tripled In the second
The Chix brought the former
awards are slated for the secofid John and Chrys Mitchell will ‘childrenin Grand Haven. He has inning, later scoring on Don Van
Calvin College ace as a regular,
heaviest fish caught by boy and again handle folk 4ances tonight served six months of a one-year Ingen’s algle.
and here’s what happened. First
girl, third heaviest fish, youngest including their own dance routines jail sentenceImposed in Circuit
Velderman homered In the
he struck out 20 men for a 2-1
boy and girl registeringa fish and and a folk song program along Court Aug. 24,1953for contemptof fourth inning.
win. Then he struck out 17 to
the first fish registered of any with instruction. A good-sized con- court when he was $1,275 in arVelderman homered again in the
bury the Dutch 13-4. t
species.
tingent of adults from Holland has rears in alimony payments.
sixth, this time with two men on
Then Tuesday he struck out
Second attraction is the re- enjoyed the Wednesday evening Lawrence Kenyon, 34, Fenton, base.
15 men while holding the Dutch
freshments. Candy, popcorn and programs at the Inn this summer. was sentenced to serve 18 months
Elsewhere for North End, Dell
to one hit— Ron Boeve’s triple
Dile Hulst and Glen Nykamp
pop will be given to all contestMr. and Mrs. J. M. Rodgers of to three years at SouthernMichi- Koop had a double, and Van Ingen
in the second inning.
ants. This alone should swamp Chicago entertainedsome 40 gan Prison on a charge of nonhomered
In the second inning
and
Bill
Zych
had
a
pair
of
singlet
Meanwhile, Jack Kempker was
the Kollen’s Park dock.
guests at Woodstock cottage last payment of alimony. His wife, each.
counting for three runs and gave
serving up 12 safeties to the
And say mothers, don’t worry Saturday on the occasion of Wilma, was granted a divorce Oct
North Holland’* lone run came Hulst Bros, a 3-0 shutout over
Chix, including doubles to
about junior. Members of the “Jack’s” birthday anniversary. He 26, 1953. and received custody of in the seventh on errors, as Jun
Schrotcnboer,Howie De Jonge
Bareman Service n Thursday’s
police departmentwill be on hand was enthusiasticallytoasted by two minor children.He has been Hop scored.
and De Mey.
City Softball league action.
to give first aid, and lots of adult many friends. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ordered to pay $25 a week aliThe early innings started slowsupervisors will keep an eye on liam Telling of East Grand Rapids mony. Kenyon was taken into
Gra-Bell disappeared even
Uoel's photo)
A1 Bosch did the pitching and
ly, but when Boeve was left on
the fishermen.
Mr. ond Mrs. Jamas Dole Meyer
will entertain Grand Rapids custody Aug. 2.
his mates did the hittingp Hulst farther Into the league cellar
base after tripling the Chix
Entry regulations are simple. friends Saturday night at their
Orville Rector, Jr., 28, Everett, Bros, racked up another win in following a 9-2 loss to North
started to simmer. Schrotenboer’s
Contestantsmust be under 17- Waukazoo cottage.
Mich., who pleaded guilty July 28 the nightcap.
Holland.
double went for naught, but in
years-of age on Saturday, and
The Indian pow-wow depicting to a charge of larceny from a
The pitcher*were almost in
Hulst combined five Mts ftfr a
the third they chalked up a pair
anyone under 10 years must be the legend of Waukazoo will be building,was placed on probation 5-1 win over VFW.
control of the Hulst-Bareman
of runs.
accompanied by someone 18 years held Thursday night, Aug. 19, with for 'two years. Conditions ofsproThe Vet* took advantage of a game. Bareman’* Joe Berena was
Wiersma singled, and De Mey
or older.
Victor Griffin in charge. Holland bation are that he pay* $5 a month Hulst error in the second inning togged for just five hits— three
was safe on an error. Both men
Participants must furnish their
residents are invited to partici- oversight fees, support his family as A1 Kraal was safe on first, went of them singles but the other
advanced and scored on Tony
Miss Betty Lou Kehrwecker and
own equipment and bait. Entries pate. Rehearsals will be held next and leave intoxicating liquors
Diekema's single. Zeeland chalkto second on a wild pitch and two home run*.
James Dale Meyer exchanged
may be made at Main Auto week Tuesday and Wednesday. alone. He is charged with taking a scored
Bareman got only three hits off
ed up another run in the fourth
on an error that put Bob
wedding vows Friday evening in
Supply, Superior Sports Store or
Hulst hurler A1 Bosch -a single
Among new guests at the Inn voltage regulator valued at $8.25 Schutt all the way to third.
when De
doubled with
Bethel Reformed Church. The Slightly
Bob’s Sport Shop. A complete outWiersma on base.
are the Steve Kenyons of Barring- from a gasoline station in CrockBut that was all. Schutt didn’t *nd two doublaa.
Rev. Henry A. Mouw, pastor of
line of rules is available at these
Ed Klinge was safe on first
The Chix paraded six men
ton, 111., the Richard Doyles of ery Township.
score, and neither did any more
Sixth Reformed Church, officiated
locations.
Morris Brown, 28, Grand Haven, Vets.
after singling in the second innacross home plate in the fifth
Cincinnati, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
at the double ring rites. Parents
Neal and Walter De. Waard, Muller of Indianapolis,Mrs. M. pleaded guilty Thursday to a
frame, mainly on
Jonge's
In the meantime, In fact the ing, and scored on Holst’s round
of the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Hine Vander Heuvel and Nel
double and singles again by
Messick of St Louis, Mr. and Mrs. charge of larceny from a dwelling. next inning, Hulst tallied. Dale tripper. With two out, Nykamp
Bergen- are working with ReWiersma and De Mey. Final Vern Kehrwecker, 241 West 17th
Thirlestane Scott of Chicago, Mr. He was released on his own Hulst walked and acored on Glen poled his marker.
St, and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Meyer,
creation Director Joe Moran on
AIRPARK
SPEEDWAY
(Spectally came in the sixth when
In both the fifth and seventh
and Mrs. Paul Patterson of Chi- recognizance and will return Aug. Nykamp’s single. That was a
201 East 16th St.
the project. Other committee
3L He is alleged to have taken starter and in the next stanza Ron Innings Bareman threatenedon
Wiersma, who had four singles
ial)
Roger Villwock spent the
cago., the William Deal family of
A profusion of palms, ferns and
members include Cornelius Stroop,
an outboard motor an extension Wetherbee singled and scored on doubles by Bob Borgman and Bob
in five trips, scored De Jonge.
night in a hospital bed after roll- George Vrieling, “Shud” Althuis, St. Louis and the James Brown
cord and a fishing rod from the Bob Vork’s center field double.
Berena. But in both stanza* that
The win pushed Zeeland into candelabraenhanced with white
family of Franklin, O.
garage at the home of Mrs. Myrtle
they got when
a tie with South Haven, each gladiola bouquets formed the set- ing his car in the eighth lap of the Joe Rhea and John Emmlck.
Vofk later scored on a wild was as close
Waukazoo
has
been
enjoying
Olson in Spring Lake Township pilch.
squad having a 3-3 record. Hol- ting for the ceremony.Marty second heat race at Airpark SatBosch bore down to retire the
Impromptu
concerts by the HolHardenburg, solqist, was accom urday night.
about July 26.
land is one game out with a 3-4
Things were quiet until the aides.
landnires every Thqrsday night
Mr. and Mrs. De Witt
mark. Key game in second half panied by Miss Elaine BecksStay** th* opening contest
sixth when Ed Klinge and Dale
following the buffet dinners. VisiWinning
positions
were
sharply
standings will pit Zeeland at voort, organist, who played tradir
Take European Trip
Hulst singledas the major factors at Van Tongeren Field was in the
tors have been impressed by this
contested in the fast car dash as
tional wedding music.
Grand Haven Thursday. The
in a two-run outburst
group of young women.
J1
****** hy North HolApproaching the altar with her Marv Eppink, Elver Harrington
Combining the ’10th World’s Mr. and Mrs. Edwin P. Daly of
Athletics currently lead the loop
But it' was A1 Bosch who really land. The Hollanders got safeties
and
Gordon
Drooger
of
Holland Poultry Congress at Edinburg,
father,
the
bride
was
attired
in
a
wth a 4-1 record.
put on a mound performance. in every inning, and scored in four
Marshall. HI., are now in their
floor length gown featuring a took the flag in that order.
Scotland,with a visit to their cottage, Nippon. This is the 14th
Zeeland 002 101 00 10
Bosch struck out 10 men, allowed separate frame*.
Dale Schut of Holland came up family homes and relatives,Mr.
Richard Machlele
sheer yoke, cbantilly lace bodice
» Holland 000 000 000 0
Dependable Jun Hop biased a
no
walks while getting tagged for
summer
the
Dalys
have
been
at
County AgriculturalAgent
%nd sleeves, pointed at the wrists. from last pbsition to force Ralph and Mrs. R. A. DeWitt are now
only one hit.
home run with two on in the
Waukazoo.
The
Dr.
Turner
family
The full satin skirt featured over- Baker out of first place in the ini- on an European trip.
We are in need of two farms for
third and a single to center field
of Cincinnati are In Ouillmette crop variety demonstrationsfor
skirts of net, and Chantilly lace. tial heat. Eppink won the 25 lap
DeWitt is president of the Defor a two for three average and
Her fingertipveil of illusion edg- feature with Harrington and Junior Witt Hatcheriesof Zeeland, Tu- cottage.
next season. We would like to
team batting honors for the
Castle Park
ed with lace fell from a tiara Terpstra following up.
place winter barley varieties and
pelo,, Miss., Nacogdoches and
evening. Bob Hop also had a
Expressions of approval and de- oats varietieswith someone interfashioned of pearls. She wore a
restart was ordered in the Waxahachle,Tex. He also is vicedouble and single in three trips.
light
were
heard
on
the
lawn
at
strand of pearls a gift of the Class B feature when Paul Teusink president of the Automatic Poulested in these crops. Usually six
^ Gra-Bell scored Its lone runs
by Fetor Boffi
The Castle Wednesday as re- varietiesare planted side by side,
groom and carried a cascade bou and Ed De Vries rolled their cars try Feeder Co.
in the sixth inning. Dale Van
Exercise
sorters
and
other
guests
watched
quet of white carnations.
on the first lap. Larry Herbert of
Mr. and Mrs. De Witt made the the showing of fashions for fall seed will be furnished by the crops
Langevelde walked. Erwin Ter
In
the
“horse
and
buggy
days”
Attending as matron of honor Saugatuck went on to win the trip across on the Queen Elizadepartment of Michigan State
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and winter. Many Castle guests College. The County Agent will a favorite form of exercise for Haar and Jim Bouws singled for
was her sister-in-law,Mrs. Clyde event. Don Reimink won the strictbeth,
landing
at
Southampton.
BeCircuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
and waiters and waitresses model help plant the plots. Usually less dogs was to let them run along two runs.
Kehrweckerwho wore a cham ly stock heat event.
sides attendingthe Poultry ConFour hits were given up by
Thursday afternoon signed a tem- pagne rose ballerina length straped the clothes.Background music than one acre will be needed. So side or under or in front of the
gress Aug. 13-21, they plan a few
porary injunction in the case of less gown with a net jacket. She
family carriage or the horse- winner Glen Ebels as he struck
was by Everett Carter.
that more folks would be able to
days in London.
several Holland contractors affiback rider. A still faster mode of out five men. Loser Bob Stille
Other activitiesscheduled for
carried a colonial bouquet of Masonic Organizations
Then they will go to Holland to the week are the weekly Dune see the plots a locationon a main exercise was to let your dog ac- gave up a homer, two doubles
liated with the Christian Labor
yellow carnations. Miss Marlene
and eight singles.
visit relatives and the original Supper and sing on Friday night road will help.
Association restrainingseveral Brewer as bridesmaid wore ' a Schedule Family Picnic
company you on a bicycle ride.
Grand Rapids AFL locals from light blue ballerina length gown A family picnic is planned by homes of their parents.In Holland and the Dune Dance Saturday
These methods were all rights
I have seen a lot of Anthranose
they will obtain a cpr and use it
picketing various construction with a stole and carried a colonial
Unity Lodge No. 191, F and AM. during the rest of tneir trip. This from 8 p.m. until midnight. The or Cane spot of raspberries this if your dog was well enough and
jobs in Holland. There was no bouquet of pink carnations. Both Star of Bethlehem chapter No.
Sunday Vespers is scheduled at season. This disease causes the spirited enough to stand the pace.
will include a week in France, a 8:15 p.m.
hearing and the order was sign- wore headdresses of flowers
Which usualy, he was. For the
40 and Holland chapter No. 429,
m (From Friday**.Sentinel)
canes to dry out and die just as average canine, such jaunts were
visit to Marseilles,Spain, Madrid
ed by agreement of counsel of matching their bouquets.
Castle
guests
include
Dr.
and
on Aug. 18 at Kiwanis Kamp!
Several
local relativesand
the
berries
are
ready
to
ripen.
The
both labor groups.
Fred Buursma was best man Games for children are schedul- and Portugal. They will return by Mrs. R. Austin of Dayton, O.; Mr. new canes generally also are in- good training,except in the case friends attended the wedding Sunplane from Lisbon.
Plaintiffs are Martin Dyke and Mark Mulder served as ed at 3:30 p.m.
and Mrs. C. H. Wallerick of In- fected. Small circular grey spots of an all-day drive or of a cyclist day afternoon in Allegan of Miss
and Sons, Roerink Electric Ser- groomsman.Kenneth and Clyde
"century-run.” (Are you old
dianapolis,Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. H W.
Dinner wll be served at 6 p.m.
Nancy Moore, daughter of Mr.
on the new canes indicate the disvice, ~ Reimlnk Plumbing and Kehrwecker,brothers of the bride,
enough to remember a century
Wles of Louisville, Ky.; Mrs. Jane
Each family is requested to Annual Reunion Held
and Mrs. Verne Moore of Allegan,
ease is present. In order to, con- run?)
Heating Co., M|ooi Roofing Co. were ushers.
Smith Rood of Grand Rapids; Mrs. trol this disease the old canes
furnish a dish to pass, sandand Roderick Galbreath son of
and United Construction Workers
A reception for 80 guests was wiches and table service.Coffee, At Pine Creek School
Helen R. Mercer of Chicago; Mr. should be removed and burned as * Then came the motor car with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Galbreath of
local 18 CLA. Defendantsare held in the church basement.
its speed of 30 miles an hour
and Mrs. Wilson Moriarity; the
soft drinks and ice cream will be
The 15th annual Pine Creek Donald Lintz family of Shaker soon as they are through bearing. and more. No dog could keep that Fennville
Grand Rapids Building and Con- Serving were Mrs. Joyce Redder provided.
John Bast who has been seriousA
spraying
with
formate
helps
School Reunion was held Saturstruction Trades Council AFL, and the Misses Rosalie Boeve,
Anyone desiring transportation day at the school. In the after- Heights, O., Mr. and Mrs. Robert after the canes are removed and a hot pace. So presentlyhe was ly ill at Holland hospitalfollowing
Plumbers and Steamfitters Local Marilyn Hanson, Joyce De Jonge
taken aboard, instead of gallop- major surgery, is improving.
Ongell of Ann Arbor; the H. E.
is asked to call Charles Vander
second spraying using lime sulphur
noon, community singing was led
70 AFL, International Brother- and Shirley Busscher.Mr. and Ven, phone 7124.
Longmires of Pleasant Ridge Mr. early next spring before the leaves ing alongside.This left the proMr. and Mrs. Joseph Marfia are
by Sidney Gunn, accompanied by- and Mrs. S. M. Jones, Jr., and
hood of Electrical Workers Local Mrs. Kenneth Etterbeek were
blem of systematic exercise up in parent* of their of their fifth son,
art
fully
developed.
Mrs.
Ben
Van
Lente,
Notes
were
107 AFL, and David Almerigi and master and mistress of cerethe air, except when an owner Paul Anthony, born July 31 at
family of St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. and
read from various people unable to
Robert Coulter,
business monies. Serving at the punch Hospital Auxiliary Guild
cared to accompany his dog on Douglas hospital
Mrs. Ray Johnson, Jr.,
Have you noticed the brownish- foot. Hiking is the ideal form of
attend.
agents.
bowl were the Misses Phyllis Bax
Also Mrs. Lucile Ingham of ChiMartin Plockmeyer was re- cago: Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Hatter- black insect about one-fourthof an exercisefor both master and dog. Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Schultz are
The order specificallyprohibts and Arlene Kiekintveld.The Has Luncheon Meeting
parents of their first child, David
inch long in your house. If it moves
picketingat Longfellow school, Misses Phyllis Boes and Vonnie
Frances Browning Guild of elected president: Gunn, vice pre- sley of Morristown, N. J.; Mr. and very slowly and falls when you But last year, one Arthur Lyons, Scott, bora Aug 1 at Holland hosJunior High School and Immanuel Pas arranged the gifts and the
sident; Mrs. J^Rusticus, secreof San Francisco, decided to ex- pital. Mrs. Schultz was formerly
Hospital Auxiliaryheld a lunchMrs. F. C. Hanson of Detroit; Mr.
touch it, it’s the strawberryroot
Church in Holland.
ercise his dog by tying the animal Elinor Earl
bride’s niece, Judy Kehrwecker, eon Tuesday at the Ten Cate tary; C. Hopkins, treasurer, and and Mrs. Raymond Hengst of
was in charge of the guest book. cottage on Lake Michigan. Host- Mrs. A. Pommercning, recording Shaker Heights, O.; Mr. and Mrs. weevil. They cause no damage in behind his car. He drove 13 blocks
Mrs. Orville Atkins was guest
the house. Using Chlordane outside
A brief program includedin- esses were Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate secretary.
R. R. Heidermannof Riverside, the foundation of the house and a before he was stopped by the of honor at a post nuptial linen
The
Rev.
G.
Vanden
Berg,
pasCouple Celebrates
S.P.C.A. The dog’s paws were
strumental music by Mr. and and Mrs. Bruce Van Leuwen.
111.; Thomas Graham, Jr., of Louisshower given at her home Thursfoot or two of the area around the
Mrs. Len Eilander and solos by
raw, and Its underbody scraped day evening. Hostesses were Mrs.
The
group decided to provide tor of Pine Creek Christian Re- ville. Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. E. Gray of
40th Anniversary
foundation will keep them out of
formed
Church,
opened
the
eveMarty Hardenburg.
furnishings, in one of the patient’s
Lakewood, O., Dr. and Mrs. the house. Follow directionson the and gashed. Lyons was Jailed for Ruth Lesperance and Mrs. Marvin
ning meeting with devotions. The
Wolterx
Mr. and Mrs. John Brouwer of For her daughter’swedding Mrs. rooms in the new hospital addi- program included duets by Mr. Creamer of Bellaire,O.; Mrs. Chlordanecontainer. If they are 30 days.
When, if ever, will mankind
Charles E. Cleaver of Grand RapGuests this week of Mr. and
Virginia Park celebrated their Kehrwecker wore a black and tion as their project.
already
inside the house use the
and
Mrs.
Mickey
de
Ridder;
readlearn common sense and human- Mrs. Walter Hicks are her brother
ids; Mrs. J. Courvoisier of Green40th wedding anniversaryWed- white dress with matching acces- The October meeting will be
vacuum
cleaner.
ings by William De Roo; instruity, in dealing with dogs?
and sister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
nesday at the home of Dr. and sories and a pink carnation cor- held at the home of Mrs. Wil- mental numbers by the Modern- ville, 111., and T. L. Blaney of
A War Changed Dogdom
sage. The groom’s mother wore liam Winter, Jr.
Phillip Scherer of Mt Vernon.
Clayton, Mo.
Mrs. S.W. Kuipers.
aires, Jim Vande Vusse, Andries
It was a war of conquest which Ind.
Department Responds
Mr. and Mrs. Brouwer, former a white and navy ensemble with
Steketee and Harold Wise, accom
led indirectly to the forming of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Duell and
LakeshoreCabins
Grand Rapids residents, moved to white accessoriesand a corsage of
To Two Fires Monday
panied by Paul Lucas; a poem by
pink
and
white
carnations.
most of the varietiesof dogs we Mr. and Mrs. James Michen were
Fishing has taken the spotlight
Holland in 1944. They have three
Mrs. Sadie Frost of Otsego, which
see in America today. In 1066,
on a several days auto trip to the
at Lakeshore this week with sevdaughters, Mrs. Henry Bengelink Following a northern wedding
Frank Gdrbrecht of West
she learned 60 years ago; selecteral familiesreporting good catch- Olive suffered light burns on his Norman duke— known to history eastern part of the state, returnand Mrs. Donald Maatman, both trip the couple will make their
ions by a trio composed of Mrs.
as "Wiliam the Conqueror"—in- ing home Monday.
of Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Kuip- home at 251 West 19th St. For
es of walleyes. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
H. Palmbos, Mrs. M. Plockmeyer D. Wagner and family of Findlay, hand Monday at 9:30 p.m. when vaded and conqueredEngland and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Berglund
en. They have six grandsonsand going away the bride changed to
and Mrs. C. Vos, accompanied by- Ohio, and his brother and family, he attemptedto put out a fire In became
its king.
a navy faille sleevelessdress
------ ----lUIJ
and three daughters of Xill
Hilton
one granddaughter.
his
barn
which
had
been
struck
v# Mrs. A. Westerhof.
trimmed with pearls and a bolero
Up to that time there were only N.Y. have arrived for a three
also of Findlay, caught 10 wall- by lightning.It is believed “lightnPrizes were awarded to Bert eyes Tuesday while fishing off the
Jacket with white accessories and
a few kinds of dogs in all Britian weeks visit with her parents Mr.
Van Lente as the oldest person white buoy. The fish were all be- ing hit a wire which traveled chiefly the collie, the mastiff and and Mrs. Floyd Arnold.
the carnationcorsage from her
down
to
an
area
used
as
.a
present; Janice Kay Keen, the tween 20 and 25 inches long.
bridal bouquet
certain hounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jackson and
chicken coop.
The bride, a graduate of Holyoungest present; George Fuller
But the Conqueror and his two children of Redlands,Calif.,
This week at the cabins is also
Garbrecht
had
the
fire
under
land High School, is employed at
of Minneapolis, Minn., the person
nobles imported from France, a and Mr. and Mra. Norman Burch
“children’s week” with all the
r/Wf.
the Holland Furnace Co. office.
traveling the gifcatest distance, cabins occupied with familieswith control when Holland Township throng of fancy new breeds, and two children of Columbia
The groom attended Holland High
Mrs. Susan Peabody and Mickey children.Mr. and Mrs Keith Fire Department No. 1 arrived. ranging from bloodhoundsand Ohio are vistlngtheir father. J. E.
School and is employed by the
de Ridder, nail guessing contest. Phoenix and family and Mr. and Damage was slight and the lights poodles to miniaturespaniels and Burch. The Jackson’s will also
City Sign Company.
Mrs. Pommerening was presented Mrs. J. W. Phoenix and family of were put out of commission.
other lap dogs. That was ___ visit his mother Mrs. Lola JackThe department was also called only phase of the Conquest which son.
a gift for her work as recoding Centralia, HI. are apending two
out at 3 p.m. Monday when grass
secretary.
seems to have pleased the conMr. and Mr*. Thomas Sliwolweeks here.
Mary Lynn De Boer
The meeting closed with group Shuffleboardtournaments are and railroad ties along the C&O quered Inhabitants.They im- sld and baby son of Augusta, Ga.
right-of-way burned on property
singing of "God Be With You Til
proved and developedthese ean- ore visitingher parents, Mr.• CHIU
Honored on Birthday
and
flourishing
just behind the bulk plant of
We Meet Again.”
ine newcomers and blended them Mrs. Coleman Davison. They were
Mary Lynn De Boer, who celeTheisen-Clemens
Co. on the North with their own few breeds until
brated her second birthdayanniaccompanied here by his sister,
Maple Shade
side. John Vanden Burg is chief
versary Wednesday, was honored
Highlighting activities for of HoUand Township Fire De- England was kngwn as the for- Miss Louise SUwolski of Pullman
Fined
most dog-raisingcountry on earth who had been vistlng them.
at a party in the afternoon given
GRAND HAVEN Special) guests this week at Maple Shade partment No. 1.
As soon as the American
by her mother, Mrs. Boyd De
Resort
is
a
trip
to
Deer
Forest
James Saul 17, Grand Haven,
colonists had time and
Boer. The party was held on the
and Theordore Hammond, 17, In additionplans include a potluck
Gfoup
on , Canoe
enough to indulge such luxiriet,
* »
----- Trip
lawn of the De Boer home, 860
Holland Boys Bicycle
Miss Abby Funk
route 2, Grand Haven, were ar- supper and movies.
Harvard Dr.
hundreds
of
the
best
of
these
Down
KalamUZOO
Rivet
Mr. fend Mrs. Cyrus R. Funk, 22 raigned n MunicipalCourt MonNewly-arrivedguests are Mr. To Mackinac Island
British dogs were brought here.
Pink and white decorations were South Fourth St, Niles, announce
day on a charge of possession of and Mrs. Richah! Gordon, Tommy
It is their descendants, for the
used on the picnic table, centered the engagement of their daughter,
beer by a minor in a motor and Becky of Tiffin, Ohio; Mr. Richard Oudersluys and Jim most part, that form the dog Miss Gloria Hungerink and eight
with a large pink and white de- Abby, to William E. Price, son of
friends who were conselors with
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Gentry,
Buddy,
vehicle.
Saul,
who
was
convicted
Cook
returned
Wednesday
followiv
population of America today.
corated birthday cake with two Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Price, 22
her at Camp Kitanniwa near
Donnie,
Diane
and
Lou
Ann
of
of the same offense May 15 of
ing * bicycle hike to Mackinac
candles.
And a war in 1066 started It Hastings this summer have left
Cherry St, Holland. The wedding this year, paid $35 fine and $550 Spring Valley, HI Staying on for Island. The boys covered a disall!
Each guest received a favor will take place in October,
for a three-day canoe trip down
costs as a second offender, and another week are Mr. and Mrs. tance of 325 miles. Their longest
the Kalamazoo river.
upon arrval and colored pictures f Miss Funk was graduated from
Hammond paid $25 fine and $5.50 Wilbur Poat, Myra and Jeff, Mr. day’s trip was 87 miles.
Miss Shirley Louise Smith
were taken of the group.
In the group are the Misses
the University of Michigan where costs. The pair was arrested by and Mrs. Albert Tuuk, Jimmie and
The engagement of Miss Shirley
The
boys,
who
left Monday. Cornelias Blom
Diane Way and Mary Manping of
Invited were Mrs. Chris De she was a member of Pi Beta phi
Linda,
Mr.
and
Mra.
J»
Terweil,
dty police on Water St., in Grand
Louise Smith to Harry T. Hudson
Aug. . 2. spent the weekend at
Vries, Laurie, Mike and Tommy; Sorority. For the past year she
Detroit, Jane Bachor of Dearborn
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Larsen and Walloon Lake where Jim’s sisters, Mrs. Buena Henshaw
Haven Aug. 8.
is announced by her parents, Mr. Mrs. Russ Bouman, Phillip and
ISusanne Hoag, of Milwaukee.
taught
first grade in Niles public
Dennis
and
Mr.
and
MrtJames
and Mrs. Frank Smith, 149 West Becky; Mrs. Dale Kruithof and
Betty and Joyce, are riding counMr. and Mrs. RAf. Bosworth:
school
Mr and Mrs. Verne G Hohl Jr., Fahlon and Karen, all of Chicago. selors at Huntingdon
19th St. Mr. Hudson is the son of Bobby; Mrs. CarLDeur and Linda
.
of Holland announce the marriage ___
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Hudson of Mrs. Evart De Neff and Susan, Mr. Price, a graduate of Uni- and children, Tony and Tamilyn, Other Maple Shades guests in- Dr. and Mrs. Richard Ouder- of their daughter Miss Buena Hen- j and
Karzuek of
a member of Phi Kappa Psi Fra- East Lansing, have mobed to clude the Wally Domg family who
London, England. Miss Smith is
sluys and Mrs. Carl Cook met shaw, to Cornelius William Blomf
Mary Lynn’s grandmothers,Mrs. ternity,has served in the Army 4607 Clyde Park Ave., S.W.,
had as guests for a few days, Mr. their sons at Mackinaw City and of Holland, Wednesdayir
for two years as a second Lieut- Graitf Rapids. Mr. Hohl Is on the and Mrs. Henry Orff and Danny
accompanied them to the Island gan City, Ind. The Rev.
enant. He Is employed by Kaw- news staff of a Grand Rapids of Chicago. Jackie and Jerry Kernfor adayofsighteeing.Thegroup
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Hey there, you budding anglers.
Start saving those worms,
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Fires,

12,

1954

%jhA

MoApital

Accident

Zeeland Kiwanis Club
Installing

Bos Named Champ

Scoreboard

'

Admitted to Holland Hospital

ZEELAND (Special) — Another
Sundquist, step toward completion of the new
In Girls
in
Waukaioo; Abel Baker, 17 East fully automatic scoreboard at Zee13th St; Mrs. Charles Vander land Athletic Field will be taken
Judy Bos was named City ReZEELAND (Special) Two
Wednesday afternoon when the
Veil, 807 Collect Ave.; Mrs. Ellen
creation
Tennis Tournament !
minor brush fires were reported
ape part of the board is installed.
Olson, 92 East 15th St
champion
in
the girls under 15
early Monday evening, but no
Members of the sponsoring KiDischarged Monday were Mrs. wahis Club gatheredlast week to bracket this week as two days of
damage was listed.

Marked

Zeeland

Monday wars Karl

Tourney

—

PhUip Scanlan,11 West Eighth pour concrete foundations for the rain ripped schedules to shreds.
At 6:30 pm Holland Township’s
St; Mrs. George Keen and baby, large 18’ by 8’4” board. The board
Judy defeated Sharon De Zeeuw
truck went to West Main St., for
1228 West 31st St; Mrs. Harold stands more than 20 feet high.
a grass fire, while at 8:55 pm.
6-4, 6-3 in the final event
Eakley and baby, 120 East 17th
Chairman Bill Boons tra said tothe City truck crew extinguished
Earlier Sharon had teamed with
St
day latest receipts raised funds to
a small brush fire at the Herman
Hospital births include a within $200 of the $1,500 total need- Judy De Zeeuw in capturing the
Miller Furniture Co.
daughter, 1 Diane Louis^, bom
Only accident reported in the Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Alexan- ed for the project.The Kiwanis is. girls under 15 doubles crown as
backing issuance of non-interestthey defeated Judy Bos and Rorainstorm was at 10 p.m. when
der Kvay, 526 East Lincoln, Zeaa car driven by John Walters, 20,
bearing five-yearbonds.
xanne Rudolph 7-5, 6-2.
land; twin daughters, Lorretta
of route 2, Zeeland, crashed into
Tony Last is president of the
and Lorraine, bom Monday to Mr.
Meanwhile in the nlen’s division4
the rear of one driven by Charles
club.
and Mrs. Joseph Brunelle,143
Ron Bos is slated to meet the
Faber, 17, of 350 Ottawa St
winner of the Ken EtterbeekDamage to the right rear of the West 11th St a daughter bom
Monday
to M* and Mrs. Arthur Hudsonville Man Falls
Warren
Exo match in the final
Faber auto was estimated at $50.
round. Bos has been back in good
Both cars were traveling east on Schuchard, 95 West 29th St;
Onto Concrete Floor
shape as he defeated Phil FarMain St. City police are continu- son, Edwin Charles, bom Tuesday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hubertus
Vander
row of Castle Park 6-2, 6-2.
ing their investigation.
Martin
Vanden
Guchte,
35
Bos earlier had whipped Ken
Wilt 231 Lincoln Ave.; a son,
route 3, Hudsonville, was report
Van
Wieren 6-2, ,6-2 while Farrow
Scott
bom
Tuesday
to
Mr.
and
(Penno-Sosphoto)
ed in “fair” condition Saturday at
Mrs.Edmund Oonk, 910 West 32nd
defeated M. K. Disbrow in the
Holland Hospital where he
Hierholzer
quarter-finals.
Exo defeated Roger
being treated for a fractured colBorema 4-6, 6-4, 6-3 and Roger
Bad Chech Charge
lar bone, possible brain concusBrunsell6-4, 6-2 in gaining the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
sion and possible^kull fracture
Divorce Granted
semi-final level
Norm Gould, 34, Muskegon
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Vanden Guchte, a fanner, was
Heights, was to be arraigned in
A divorce decree was granted in making some purchasesat ScottMunicipal Court Saturday on
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Ottawa Circuit Court’ Monday Lugers Lumber Co. in Holland Sat Trial Scheduled
a charge of issuing a check with Roy Hierholzer of Grand Haven afternoon to Lubprtha Jacob a urday. He was on a "sort
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
insufficient funds. The check, dated was rejected county Democratic Topp from Donald D. Topp, both platform" and "half sitting and Chester Perry Hammond, 39,
April 5, 1S54, was issued to Don- chairman at a meeting Monday of Holland. Custody of the six half leaning" against a railing. Grand Haven, arraigned in Municiald Denison of Spring Lake town- night of the successful Democra minor children was, awarded the The railinggave way and he fell pal Court Monday afternoon on a
ship, for $194.68 drawn on the tic candidatees.Mrs. Alice Powell mother. Topp has been ordered to backwards and landed on his head recklessdriving charge, pleaded
Hackley Union National Bank of of Holland was named vice chair- pay $30 a week for the support of and shoulders ' on the concrete not guilty and trial has been set
Muskegon.
for August 20 at 2 p.m. Hammond
man; Lawrence P. Smith of Park his family, plus $5 a week
floor. «
township, secretary, and Mrs. apply on his arrears for temporHe fell about eight or 10 feet; was arrested by sheriff’s officers
India is the most densely popu- Josehine Sorensen of Spring Lake ary alimony,which amounts to The mishap happened at 9:45 in Grand Haven township on
township, treasurer.
Mercury Dr., Aug. 5.
approximately$300.
a.m.
lated major nation in the world.
,

MBYC Commodoreond

Wiv«* ot

Sliflh

*

Horn#

.

‘

-
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Named St

Gala Commodores Ball
Staged at Yacht Club
Past Commodore and

Mrs.
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., and Past
Commodore and Mrs. Lewis Withey

Examination Set

Haentz Invited

To Grid Practice
ANN ARBOR

(Spedal)-End

Tom Maentz

of Holland is one of
entertained past commodoresand 68 varsity candidates for the 1954
their wives of the Macatawa Bay University of Michigan football
Yacht Club Saturday preceding squad that has been invited to reIn
port for fall practice by Coach
the formal CommodoresBall. The
Bennie Oosterbaan.
Maentz, who sutfered a badly
Jack Westerhof,Grand Haven, event was held at the Sligh home
fractured* jaw in spring practice,
demanded examination when he on South Shore Dr.
was arraigned in Municipal Court After the canape party, the will be among the seven candiSaturdayon a charge of felonious group joined other members of the dates for end positionalong with
asault.Examinationwas set Aug. club at the yacht club for dinner. John Veselenak,the only return24 at 2 p.m. and Westerhof was Decorations,arranged by Mrs. ing lettermen at that position.
released on $200 cash bond. The Donald Winter, chairman of the
Oosterbaan has emphasized to
complaint was signed by Ned social committee, were sets of old candidate the need for pre-seaStuits in connection with an of- fashionedunderwear inscribed son conditioning,and said he exfense Aug. 2 at Riverview Park in with the names of the commodores pects everyone in top shape at
and their wives. Red, white and first drills on Ferry Field, TuesHolland. ’
. Leopoldo Martinez, 41, of 11 blue gladioli were used at the day, Aug. 31.
First session will be devoted to
North Division, pleaded guilty tables along with bowls of fruit for
posing for news photographers and
to a charge of drunk driving dessert.
and was assesesed $100 fine and
Places were laid for 160 at the reporters,but twice-a-day sessions
$4.70 costs or serve 30 days in the dinner with 250 attending the ball will begin on Sept. 1. Seventeen
county jail He was attempting to later in the evening. Commodore lettermen from last year were on
raise the fine today. He was Clarke Field spoke briefly and the einvitationlist and two more
arrested Sunday.
introduced the past commodores were included who earned monograms in previous seasons to make
Richard Fleman, 34, route 2, and wives.
South Haven, was assessed $10 Shown in pictures taken on the a total of 19.
fine and $4.70 costs when arraign- lawn at the Sligh home are:

Assault Case

ed Monday on a drunk and

disSeated in front row, left to right
orderly charge. HeH was arrest- Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren,Mrs
ed Saturday.
Peter Van Domelen, Jr.. Mrs. EdElmer Peterson, 87, Ohio, was ward Jones, Mrs. Clarke Field,
given a 30-day suspended sen Mrs. Hollis S. Baker, Mrs. Lester
tence when he ^appearedMonday F. Harrett, Mrs. J. H. Petter.
on a drunk and disorderly charge. Mrs. Phillips Brooks and Mrs. A.
He was arrested Saturday.
W. Tahaney. Back row, left
Oiffoiti Wildfong, 30, Muske- right, Chester Van Tongeren, Peter
gon, waived examnation Monday Van Domelen, Jr, Edward Jones
on a charge of gross indecency George Copeland,Mrs. Copeland
and was bound over to Circut Clarke Field, Charles R. Sligh, Jr
Court to appear Oct. 11 Cash Mrs. Sligh, J. H. Petter, Hollis S
bond of $400 was furnished.Wild- Baker, Lester Harrett, Mrs. Warfong was arrested during the ren S. Merriam, Warren Merriam
week-end.A 15-year-old boy con- Mrs. Lewis Withey, Lewis Withey
nected with the case was turn- PhillipsBrooks and A. W. Tahaed over to Probate Court
ney.

Guilty Piet Entered

Leroy Du Shane, Jr.,

—

County ChainnaB

—

—

-

I

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory
II
•s

wm

Miss Mary Jo Geerlings
Feted at

Two Showers

Miss Mary Jo Geerlings, September bride-electof Robert Bergstrom of Chicago,was guest of
honor at two showers Saturday.
The couyle will be married Sept.
4 in Hope Church.
Mrs. J. D. Jencks feted the
bride-electat a coffee party Saturday morning at her home, 1010
South Shore Dr. Mrs. George

-

WHERE TO GO
H

AD’S

Hamburg*™. Bar B-O*
let Cold Drinks, Thick Malls

Our

Heeringa poured at the attractively decoratedtable centered with
flowers and fruits. Corsages were
presented* to Miss Geerlings and
her mother, Mrs. Clyde Geerlings.
Twenty-two guests Vere invited.
On Saturday evening a kitchen

JhmuL

bJahnL

year-round fireproof hole! In
the heart oi Western Michigan's
Vacatlonlandi
truly Modem
Hotel 170 rooms.

A

RUSS’

shower was given by Mrs. I^wIn Sex Deviate* Case
Qoie to BusinessDistrict
Celebrates Birthday
rence A. Wade and Mrs. Robert
Parkes at the Wade home, 282
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Leroy Du Shane, Jr., celebratRELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.
HOLUND
West 12th St., in honor of Miss CAST
George P. Calhorn,68, route
ed his seventh brthday anniver- Geerlings.Twenty-five guests were
AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
South Haven, waived the reading sary last Friday at a party given
of the information when he was by his mother, Mrs. Leroy Du invited to the 7:30 p.m. dessert
Eat In The Dutch Grille
arraignedin Circuit Court Mon- Shane of 693 Ottawa Beach Rd.
day on a charge of gross inThe party was held on the Municipal Court Fines '
Enjoy Yourself At The
decency, and a plea of guilty was lawn. Colored pictures were taken
Paying fines in traffic Court
WARM FRIEND
entered. He will return for dis- of the group. Each guest receiv Thursday night were R. Jack
position Aug. 3L
ed a gift and a favor, and re- Bergsma, 24, of 241 West 17th St.,
Norman Bernardine,23, with freshmentswere served.
speeding, $10; Leandor Sosa Morthe U3. Coast Guard at MacaGuests were Loma and Tody alez Jr., 18, of 371 East Seventh
tawa, pleaded guilty Monday Volkema, Patty and Carl Dailey, St, speeding, $10; Gary Dale Visto a charge of taking indecent Gary De Feyter, Mary and Edith scher, 19, route 1, stop street, $3;
libertieswith a 14-year-old girl Caauwe, Jackie Meurer, Dawn Norma Lucas, 17, of 17 East 20th
in Grand Haven July 22, and will Rae Witteveen, Linda Van Kam St, failure to have car under conBuy Thru
Realtor
return for dispositionAug. 31. He pen, Joanie and Karon Dekker, trol $12; Andrew Johnson, 34,
was unable to furnish $300 bond. Carolyn Van Wieren of Pennsyl route 6, speeding, $15, James
With Confidence and Save Time
BREAKFAST
A $1,000 bond was forfeitedin vania and Kathy and Kristy Kuyendall, 41, Tryon, N. C, speedHOLUND BOARD
• LUNCHES
Circuit Court late last week after Wlodarczyk and Michele Walanga ing, $10; Le Roy Compagner, 18,
t
DINNERS
Anton Johnson, 39, Detroit failed of Grand Rapids.
route 6, three speeding fines, $36
REALTORS
to appear on violating the MichiOpen 5:30 cun. 'til 12 pms.
Robert De Haan, 19, route 3,
gan narcotics law. In forfeiting With afterburners, the jet en- agreed to attend driver training
AIR CONDITIONED
the bail the court ordered
gines in an all-weather intercep- school after being arraigned on a
bench warrant for his arrest tor have power equal to 150 aver speeding charge. Jack Brunselle,
Johnson was arrested by Trooper age-sized automobiles.
193 West 18th St, parking. $1.
David L. VerBurg last Jan.
Homes • Forms • Lots • Resorts
while in the process of giving himISAAC KOUW
self a shot of heroin while parked
along side a highway in Crockery
REALTY CO., REALTOR
township. He stood mute Jan. 22.
29 W. 8th
Phone 2364
He since has served 60' days
the Detroit House of Correction
on a similar charge.
on Lake Macatawa

SANDWICH SHOP

—

UNITS

51 East Ith SI

Siiiii

2 Hour

mmsi

and Lake Michigan

Aide Bovenkerk

To Teach

in

DIESEL BOAT

Japan

170 West

WOLVERINE

-

ZEELAND

(Special)
Miss
Adele Bovenkerk,daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Bovenkerk
of Glen Roclc, NJ., left Wednesday for San Francisco, Calif
Where she plans to sail for Japan
Aug. 7., to become a short term

Homes

—

194 River at

—

Opm

75c

CHILDREN 45c

Tipsy Driver Fined

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Henry Priem, 44, Grand Rapids,
pleaded guilty Monday, in
Municipal Court to a drunk driv:harge and paid $100 fine and
) coata. He wa* arrested by of-

Rools Produce MkL

SL

Phone illl

With
BoO-a-MaticFull Shift

Properties

St.

Phene 3566

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

Filnjs

— Books

BRINK’S

0 LOW PRICES
O J&O GREEN STAMPS
. O DOUBLE STAMPS
EVERY WEDNESDAY

Jobbers Outlet
Rivet Ave. at Sixth

Drugs

Peoples Slate Bank
Convenient and Friendly
place to do year banking.

St.

LAKE

,Qty A Penn Property

Ph. 4714

Gifts

MEENG’S

Phone lit!

4 RegisteredPhannadsto

HOUSEWARES
HARDWARE

Atlas line and Batteries

Kvee

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

GIFTS

STANDARD SERVICE
tef - Washing - Polishing

i

TEERMAN’S
II W. Sth St. PHONE 9585

Hansen’s Drug Store

8th
Rex all

SO West

Agency
Phone 5105

Drugs and Cosmetics

Photo Supply

Dry Cleaning

YOUN WALGREEN AGENCY

Model Drug Store

KODAKS

We
Comet

—

REALTOR

Pharmacy
St

Bunte’s

7225

Photo Finishing
Quality
Fast Service

Jacob Grasmoyor

Cosmetics

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

City and Resort Properties

•5 West 8th

-

PspoeHs Insured to 110.008

mile East on M-21

CH1CAQO DRIVE PHONE

! Drugs

BEACH TOYS

WOOD

C. C.

and Michigan*

45 EAST ITH STREET

A

and

REALTOR and INSURANCE

list

SAVE r!

BOOK STORE

Jewelry

JEwElECS OPTICIANS

and Pine

SCOTT ATWATEB

Russell A. Klaasen

20 West 8th

FOX’S

•th

54 Eart Ith

Diamonds, Watches

give 8&H Stamps

Bth-Rlver

Phone 4707

DU SAAR .PHOTO
and GIFT SHOP
Actom from Worm Friend Tav.

PRESCRIPTIONS— DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
*

426 Mo

MICHIGAN
Mr. ond Mrs, John Berens
Today August 12, Mr. and Mrs. the late Mr. and Mrs. John Hubt
John Borens' of Benthem are Ob- of Oakland.
serving their 50th anniversary.
The couple lived on the homeMr. and Mrs. Berens’ marriage stead farm for 36 years and then
was an event of Aug. 12, 1904, in operated a hardware store for
the parsonageof Oakland Christ- eight years before retiring six
ian Reformed Church, with the years ago.
Rev. Diephuis as officiating minisThey are the parents of six
ter. Mr. and Mrs. Berens have Children, four living.They are
lived all their married life in Harry of Drenthe, John and
Bentheim, the home community James of Bentheim and Mrs.
of Mr. Berens, son of the late Mr. James (Janet) Slager of Holland
and Mrs. Harm Berens of that Heights. They have 15 grandcommunity. Mrs. Berens is the childrenand four great grandformer Kate Hulst, daughter of

tSSL'll,g£g

ofthe townemp •aturaay

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.
50 West Ilk

Outboard Motors

13th, St.

UNITED
MOTOR SALES
140

Jewelers

Bovenkerk and four children,
Warren, Adele, Paul and Ruth,

serving as treasurer.

ITS

Large Selection la
Choose From

M

PROBUCE
Fresh Daily— Two Locations

USED
CARS

—

Food

Service On All Appliances
All Types of ElectricWiring

HIGH GRADE

Phone 2311

City, Commercial dnd Resort

Reformed Church of America

54541

BottledGas Service

• A.M. to 4 P.M. Doily

REALTOR and INSURANCE

teacher.

returned to Zeeland. Rev. Bovenkerk, who remained in Japan, was
a prisoner of the Japanese and
spent much time in a concentration camp. He now is with the
Board of Foreign Missions of the

-

- 3 - 5 • 7 • 9 P.M. Daily

ADULTS

Last weekend Miss Bovenkerk
was a guest of her uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holleman, Pine St Also visiting at the
Holleman home were Mrs. Jean
ette Ossewaarde, widow of the
late Rev. John Ossewaarde and
grandmotherof Adele, and friends
from Coopersville and Muskegon.
Miss Bovenkerk attendedZeeland schools for some time following her family's return from
Japan where they were missionaries when they were forced
leave due to war conditions.Mrs.

'Best'

2379

G.E. ElectricalAppliances

Auto Service

Properties
Cottages
Lots

LEAVES KOLLEN PARK
I.

COMMERCE

HAHDWAH^CO.

10 East till Street

Farm

8th

NIES*

Phone 4573

RELIABLE SERVICE
Lake

Phone 7372

?mi

PASTRIES

De Roo Really Co.
—

SL

Traveler

AT TOUB SERVICE

HEMPELS

St.

City

152 East Ith

Phone 2542

Their

AT

Scenic Cruise

Miss

House Paints

Th« Color Houoo
AH GRONDELLE

** Pastries

Boat Rides

Hold Open House on Anniversary

Enterprise . Ford

me 3315 - 14133

A

REAL ESTATE

.

lustre

-

INFORMATION
HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE

Restaurants

Real Estate

Low

TO DO

Tourist

CAKES and PIES
SWEET ROLLS

A
.

LuminaQ

PASTRIES

Holland. Michigan

WALLPAPER

PAINT-

DELICIOUS

Across from Junior High

Pock up the Family
and drive over to

Miscellaneous

FOR

Jews/UL

Specialty

- WHAT

WHERE TO SHOP

Bakery

Hotel

Drive-Ins
8AHDW1CH and SODA BAR

-

WHERE TO EAT

i

pie Ave.

Phone 4462

Wads Drug Co.

HERFST
STUDIO ond PHOTO SUPPLY
F Wert ith

No swimming

_
READ

Undortow

St.

While on your vacation.
j

ORDER

IT

TODAY

•.

HoHend

Portraits and Cameras
DEVELOPING and PRINTING

TK>

Holland Evening Stntinel

QfANEP:

13TH AND MAPLE AVE.
Camera Supplies Ph. 9564

"THE HOUSE OF SERYKT*

Ph

2465 - College at 6Hi

EASTMAN KODAKS
FILMS ond SUPPLIES

Wado Drug Co.
1STH AND MAPLE AVE.
Ph. 9564

Phone 3191
For Spec*
In Thle Directory

Toys
Complete Selection of Toys '
hi Season the Year 'Round
Hobby Supplies
Spt0. Goods
Fish Tuckle Baby Furnishings

-

Reliable Cycle Shot*
254 Rhror Avo.

.
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